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Abstract

The aim of information-theoretic secrecy is to ensure that an eavesdropper
who listens to the wireless transmission of a message can only collect an ar-
bitrarily small number of information bits about this message. In contrast to
cryptography, there are no assumptions on the computational power of the
eavesdropper.

Information-theoretically secret communication has been studied for many
particular wireless network topologies. In the main part of this thesis, we
consider such communication for arbitrary acyclic wireless network topologies.
We provide lower and upper bounds on the strong perfect secrecy capacity for
the case when the channels of the network are either Gaussian or deterministic.
These results are based on the recent understanding of the capacity of wireless
networks (without secrecy constraints) by Avestimehr, Diggavi and Tse.

As a side result, we give inner and outer bounds on the capacity region
for the multisource problem in arbitrary wireless networks with Gaussian or
deterministic signal interaction. For linear deterministic signal interaction, we
find the exact capacity region. For Gaussian signal interaction, we are able
to bound the gap between the two bounds on the capacity region. This gap
depends only on the network topology, but not on the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), which leads to an approximation of the capacity region for the high
SNR regime.

We further consider a particular network topology, called the fan-network,
in which we assume that an eavesdropper has physical access to every node in a
subset of the relay nodes. We give a general upper bound on the perfect secrecy
capacity, and we characterize the perfect secrecy capacity for two special cases.

In the second part of the thesis, we consider interactive secrecy, i.e., se-
crecy in the presence of a public feedback link from the destination to the
source. We focus on the problem of secret key generation rather than secret
communication. The benefit of public discussion for secret key generation in
a broadcast channel was first shown by Maurer. We extend his ideas to a re-
lay network called the line network, leading to a lower bound on the strongly
secret key capacity for this network topology.

Finally, we introduce a new channel coding setup called the interference-
multiple access (IMA) channel. This channel is a variant of the interference
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channel where one of the receivers is required to decode the messages from
both transmitters. We derive an inner bound on the capacity region of the
IMA channel, as well as an outer bound for the so-called structured IMA
channel. In a semi-deterministic version of the structured IMA channel, the
bounds match, providing a characterization of the capacity region. In the
Gaussian case, we obtain a 1 bit-approximation of the capacity region. We
also show an inner bound on the equivocation-capacity region for the IMA
channel, where we require that part of the private message for one receiver is
kept information-theoretically secret from the other receiver.

Keywords: information-theoretic secrecy, unconditional secrecy, wireless
relay networks, arbitrary topologies, deterministic model, Gaussian model,
multisource problem, public feedback, public discussion, secret key generation,
interference channel, interference-multiple access channel



Zusammenfassung

Der Zweck informationstheoretischer Geheimhaltung ist, sicherzustellen, dass
während einer drahtlose Nachrichten-Übertragung ein Lauscher nicht mehr als
eine beliebig kleine Anzahl von Informations-Bits über die Nachricht sammeln
kann. Im Gegensatz zur Kryptographie machen wir hierbei keine Annahmen
über die Rechenleistung des Lauschers.

Datenübertragung mit informationstheoretischer Geheimhaltung wurde in
den letzten Jahren für viele Netzwerk-Konfigurationen untersucht. Im Haupt-
teil dieser Dissertation behandeln wir solch geheime Datenübertragung für
beliebige azyklische drahtlose Netzwerk-Konfigurationen. Wir bestimmen un-
tere und obere Schranken der streng definierten Geheimhaltungs-Kapazität
unter der Annahme, dass die Kanäle im Netzwerk entweder deterministisch
sind oder durch Gauss’sches Rauschen gestört werden. Dieser Teil der Disser-
tation baut auf den jüngsten Veröffentlichungen von Avestimehr, Diggavi und
Tse auf, in welchen die Kapazität von beliebigen drahtlosen Netzwerken (ohne
Geheimhaltungs-Bedarf) untersucht wurde.

Als Nebenergebnis beschreiben wir innere und äussere Schranken des Ka-
pazitäts-Gebiets für das “Mehrfachquellen”-Problem. Hier enthält ein be-
liebiges drahtloses Netzwerk (mit Gauss’schen oder deterministischen Kanälen)
mehrere Datenquellen, welche ihre Nachrichten alle an denselben Empfänger
übermitteln (ohne Geheimhaltung). Wenn die Kanäle deterministisch und li-
near sind, erhalten wir eine genaue Beschreibung des Kapazitäts-Gebiets. Für
Gauss’sche Kanäle können wir den Abstand zwischen der inneren und der
äusseren Schranke begrenzen. Dieser Abstand hängt von der Netzwerk-Konfi-
guration ab, aber nicht von der Signalstärke der Übertragung, was bei hohen
Signalstärken zu einer Annäherung des Kapazitäts-Gebiets führt.

Als nächstes betrachten wir eine bestimmte Netzwerk-Konfiguration, die
wir “Fächer-Netzwerk” nennen. Hier nehmen wir an, dass ein Lauscher zu
einer gewissen Anzahl der Knoten des Netzwerks physischen Zugang hat, und
dass er deshalb die Signale, die von diesen Knoten empfangen werden, direkt
beobachten kann. Wir berechnen eine obere Schranke der streng definierten
Geheimhaltungs-Kapazität für den allgemeinen Fall. Für zwei Spezialfälle
können wir diese Geheimhaltungs-Kapazität genau herleiten.

Im zweiten Teil der Dissertation betrachten wir interaktive Geheimhaltungs-
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Methoden. Wir nehmen an, dass ein ungesicherter Rückmeldungs-Kanal vom
Empfänger zum Sender zur Verfügung steht. Anstelle von geheimer Kom-
munikation interessiert uns hier eine etwas andere Fragestellung, nämlich das
Erstellen einer geheimen Zufalls-Sequenz. Diese Sequenz, “Schlüssel” genannt,
soll dem Sender und dem Empfänger bekannt sein, jedoch nicht dem Lauscher.
Maurer hat als Erster erkannt, dass ungesicherter, bilateraler Datenaustausch
beim Erstellen eines geheimen Schlüssels mit Hilfe eines Rundfunk-Kanals von
Vorteil sein kann. Wir wenden diese Ideen auf ein kleines Netzwerk mit einem
weiterleitenden Knoten an. Für dieses sogenannte Linien-Netzwerk finden wir
eine untere Schranke der Schlüssel-Geheimhaltungs-Kapazität.

Letztendlich führen wir ein neuartiges Kanal-Kodierungs-Problem ein, ge-
nannt “Interferenz- und Mehrfachzugriffs-Kanal” (IMZ-Kanal). Dieser Kanal
ist eine Variante des Interferenz-Kanals mit dem Unterschied, dass einer der
Empfänger die Nachrichten von beiden Sendern wiedergeben soll. Wir ermit-
teln eine innere Schranke des Kapazitäts-Gebiets für den allgemeinen IMZ-
Kanal sowie eine äussere Schranke für den sogenannten strukturierten IMZ-
Kanal. Es stellt sich heraus, dass sich diese Schranken für eine halbdeter-
ministische Version des strukturierten IMZ-Kanals treffen, und wir erhalten
somit eine genaue Beschreibung des Kapazitäts-Gebiets für diesen Spezialfall.
Für den Gauss’schen IMZ-Kanal finden wir eine Annäherung des Kapazitäts-
Gebiets auf ein Bit genau. Ferner beschreiben wir eine innere Schranke des
Geheimhaltungs-Kapazitäts-Gebiets für den IMZ-Kanal unter der Bedingung,
dass ein Teil von der Nachricht, welche nur für einen Empfänger bestimmt ist,
vor dem anderen Empfänger geheim gehalten wird.

Stichworte: informationstheoretische Geheimhaltung, bedingungslose Ge-
heimhaltung, drahtlose Netzwerke mit weiterleitenden Knoten, beliebige Kon-
figurationen, deterministisches Modell, Gauss’sches Modell, Mehrfachquellen-
Problem, ungesicherte Rückmeldung, ungesicherter Datenaustausch, Erstellen
eines geheimen Schlüssels, Interferenz-Kanal, Interferenz- und Mehrfachzugriffs-
Kanal
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Introduction 1
During the last two decades, a revolution has taken place in personal and cor-
porate communication. Many devices like telephones, computers, keyboards
or headphones, traditionally connected via cables, are now connected in a wire-
less manner. In many architectures, wireless technology is combined with a
wired backbone. However, especially in military applications, wireless relay
networks (e.g. sensor networks) that rely exclusively on the wireless medium
are already being implemented. In such networks, some of the nodes play the
role of relays, forwarding information from a predecessor to a successor in a
flow of information through the network.

Secrecy or privacy is an important requirement of many communication
applications. In some examples, communication without secrecy is literally
useless, for instance when exchanging a password. A fundamental aspect of
wireless communication is its broadcast nature, i.e., transmission from a node
can be overheard (albeit through different channels) at several locations. This
property makes wireless communication inherently vulnerable to eavesdrop-
ping by an adversary. In this thesis we restrict ourselves to the passive eaves-
dropper model, motivated by secure authentication protocols [47] which could
potentially discover an active eavesdropper.

Our work aims at finding theoretical lower and upper bounds on the secret
communication rate for point-to-point communication in wireless networks.
To ask this question we first need to specify the secrecy notion that we seek.
In 1949, Shannon introduced the notion of information theoretic secrecy [39],
when he studied whether communication from a source to a destination can be
kept secret from an eavesdropper who has complete access to the transmission.
Shannon did not make any assumptions on computational capabilities of the
eavesdropper. As one would expect, such a question resulted in the pessimistic
answer that unless the source and destination had somehow a large amount
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2 Introduction

of common randomness (key) kept secret from the eavesdropper, the task was
impossible. In fact, the common randomness needed was of the same rate as
the source message itself, making the resulting communication schemes (e.g.
one-time pad) rather impractical.

This observation led to the computational approach pioneered by Diffie and
Hellman [12], where instead of having such a long shared secret key, a shorter
key is exploded into a larger one. The goal of the design is to guarantee that
there is no efficient algorithm for the eavesdropper to discover the informa-
tion transmitted. For example, the security of the well-known RSA public-key
cryptosystem [38] is based on the difficulty of factoring large integers, and
other cryptographic protocols are based on the difficulty of computing dis-
crete logarithms over groups (e.g. [12]). Both these protocols are based on
the (as of yet) unproven computational intractability hypothesis for these al-
gorithmic problems. Another potential problem with this approach might be
that theoretically, quantum computers could make difficult algorithmic prob-
lems tractable [41]. Clearly the secrecy of any communication system could
be enhanced if one could communicate even a small number of bits in an
information-theoretically secret way between a source and a destination. In
particular, one of our motivations is that we can potentially generate such a
secret message using physical wireless channel properties. Such a functional-
ity can be incrementally deployed in networks by passing this secret key to
the higher layers in the network protocol stack where it could then be used
to enhance the secrecy of cryptographic protocols. In this respect, the two
approaches to secrecy can be complementary, with the information-theoretic
secrecy used to provide further secrecy opportunities.

In wireless communication, even though the signal from the source is broad-
cast, it is received at the destination and the potential eavesdropper through
different channels. It is this distinction that is exploited in information-
theoretic secrecy for broadcast channels in the seminal work of wiretap chan-
nels by Wyner as well as Csiszár and Körner [48, 10]. However, not much is
known about the cooperative secrecy setup, where there are relay nodes facili-
tating secure communication between a source and a destination. In this case,
interference between signals from different relay nodes can be used to confuse
an eavesdropper. Relay nodes can even generate random signals in order to
“jam” the channel to the eavesdropper (this idea was introduced by Tekin and
Yener in [43]). However, there is a trade-off, because every jamming signal can
potentially hurt the legitimate decoder as well. Particular networks like the
relay channel or the multiple-access channel have been studied in [21, 43].

In the main part of this thesis, we examine this problem for an arbitrary
acyclic wireless network and provide provable secrecy guarantees. The same
question in the context of wired networks, where the nodes are connected
by independent point-to-point channels, was studied by Cai and Yeung [6].
The main difficulties in dealing with wireless relay networks are the broad-
cast nature of wireless communications as well as the fact that signals from
simultaneously transmitting nodes interfere with one another at other nodes.



Introduction 3

This gives rise to complex signal interactions making the understanding of
wireless networks difficult (even without secrecy requirements). Though there
has been some recent understanding in terms of scaling laws for asymptoti-
cally large wireless networks without secrecy, pioneered by Gupta and Kumar
[15, 49, 36], there has not been a complete understanding of communication
for the non-asymptotic regime. Our work develops on the recent study of
wireless network information flow by Avestimehr, Diggavi and Tse [3, 4, 5],
which approximately characterized the unicast (or multicast) capacity without
secrecy constraints. Our formulation asks a natural question of additionally
keeping such a cooperative communication secure against a class of potential
eavesdroppers.

Although information-theoretic secrecy is sometimes called “unconditional”
secrecy, the results that use this notion rely on an important assumption: the
channel to the eavesdropper is assumed to be known. In practice, this would
imply that the location occupied and the hardware used by the eavesdropper
is approximately known, which is not very realistic. One possible workaround
is to consider a class of eavesdroppers, each modeling one possible channel to
the unknown eavesdropper. This was for instance done in recent work on com-
pound wiretap channels [22] and we also adopt this strategy. If a continuous
range of eavesdropper channels is possible, then the class of eavesdroppers can
be thought of as being a “discretization” of this range.

The limits of information-theoretic secrecy can be described as follows. If
for the optimal transmission and relaying strategy, the signal at the eaves-
dropper is still stronger than the signal at the destination, then the secrecy
capacity is zero. This limit occurs in all known information-theoretic secrecy
setups. However, Maurer and later Ahlswede and Csiszár [28, 1] showed that
in such situations, a feedback link from the destination to the source can en-
able secret communication. The existence of feedback from the destination to
the source is a reasonable assumption for wireless relay networks, since wireless
channels are generally bi-directional, and hence, a backward transmission from
the destination is easy to implement. This fact, together with the encouraging
results by Maurer and others, motivates the study of secrecy protocols with
feedback for wireless networks. Towards this aim, we simplify the problem by
assuming that the backward transmission is over a perfectly reliable, authen-
ticated public channel, as in [28, 1]. One would expect that feedback which is
not public, i.e., which yields different received signals at the source and at the
eavesdroppers, can only improve the situation compared to public feedback.
On the other hand, the assumption that the public feedback channel is of ar-
bitrarily large capacity is quite strong, and needs to be refined in future work.
The assumption that communication over the public channel is authenticated
can be motivated through the existence of secure authentication protocols.
Extensions to non-authenticated public channels might be possible, similarly
to [30, 31, 32]. However, we believe that assuming a public, infinite-capacity
feedback channel is an interesting first step.

The thesis is organized as follows.



4 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we give a table of notations and several important definitions,
as well as a description of the previous work of [5].

In Chapter 3, we provide lower bounds on the perfect secrecy capacity
for arbitrary acyclic network topologies with an arbitrary finite class of eaves-
droppers and an arbitrary finite number of noise-inserting relays. The (strong)
perfect secrecy capacity is the largest rate at which a source node can reliably
communicate to a destination node in the network such that only an arbitrar-
ily small number of information bits is leaked to any of the eavesdroppers. In
this achievability result, we use two different models for the interaction be-
tween different nodes of the network: a widely accepted Gaussian broadcast
and interference model as well as a deterministic interaction model introduced
in [2]. This deterministic model does not take receiver noise into account, and
hence provides good intuitions on the effect of interference. In particular, a
linear deterministic version of this model allows us to find coding schemes for
example networks in a straight-forward way. The intuitions gained through
these examples can be valuable in the design of communication protocols. In
addition, the lower bound for deterministic interaction is valid even for cyclic
networks. We also provide a simple upper bound on the perfect secrecy ca-
pacity for arbitrary wireless relay networks. As an auxiliary result, we present
inner and outer bounds on the capacity region of a multisource problem in
wireless networks (without secrecy). For linear deterministic signal interac-
tion, these bounds match and for Gaussian signal interaction, we show that
the gap is constant with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio. We presented
these results in our publications 3. and 5. (see CV at the end of this thesis).

In Chapter 4, we focus on a particular topology called the “fan network”,
where the source node is connected to all the relay nodes through one broad-
cast channel. The destination node collects data from all the relays through
one multiple-access channel. The situation here is that we assume that each
possible eavesdropper can capture a given subset of the relay nodes and ob-
serve the received signals of those nodes, without however being able to alter
their operations (passive eavesdropper). By defining this particular setup, we
sidestep several difficulties that can be present in a general network. For in-
stance, interference occurs only at the destination, and hence, the cooperation
between relays can not be used to confuse any eavesdroppers. We provide a
general upper bound on the perfect secrecy capacity for the fan network. In
two special cases, this bound is shown to be tight, hence yielding a character-
ization of the perfect secrecy capacity.

In Chapter 5, we consider secret communication in a wireless network with
feedback. The feedback link is modeled as a public link from the destination
to the source and the eavesdropper. In this chapter, the aim is to establish a
secret key shared by the source and the destination, rather than secret com-
munication of a message from the source to the destination. Performance is
measured through the rate of this key. We restrict our attention to the simplest
relay network, which is the line network with one relay and one eavesdropper.
We find that in contrast to the broadcast channel, the common randomness
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established between the source and the destination after the forward transmis-
sion of an i.i.d. sequence over the network does not resemble the output of
a discrete memoryless source. Hence, to be able to use a structured binning
strategy during the public backward transmission, we first need to compute
the sizes of the lists of possible received sequences at the destination from the
point of view of the source and the eavesdropper. These results could be of
independent interest. Using these results, we provide a lower bound on the
secret key capacity for the line-network with feedback. This work was first
presented in 6. (see CV at the end of the thesis).

In Chapter 6, we present a particular small network (or channel) called
the interference-multiple access (IMA) channel, which is a modification of the
interference channel. It is defined by two transmitters and two receivers. As
in the interference channel, each transmitter sends an independent message.
However, we assume that one receiver is required to decode the message from
one of the transmitters, while the other receiver is required to decode both
messages. This setup is new and is not a special case of the interference
channel. We provide an inner bound on the capacity region (without secrecy
constraints) for the general IMA channel, an outer bound for a certain class
of so-called structured IMA channels, as well as an expression for the gap
between the inner and outer bound for structured IMA channels. We show
that for a semi-deterministic channel, the bounds match, yielding a complete
characterization. We also show that for the Gaussian IMA channel, the gap is
at most 1 bit. These approximation results are inspired by recent results on
the interference channel [44, 13]. Finally, we ask whether the private message
(decoded only by one of the receivers) can be kept information-theoretically
secret from the other receiver. We provide an inner bound on the equivocation-
capacity region for general IMA channels, and we also show a special case
where a code that was not designed for secrecy still provides a certain amount
of “unintentional” secrecy. The results on the IMA channel appeared in 2.
(see CV at the end of the thesis).





Definitions and

Preliminaries 2
2.1 Notation

, definition
.
= relative equality, defined as f(n)

.
= g(n) ⇔ f(n)

g(n)
→ 1 as n→ ∞

δ
= δ-exponential equality, defined in Definition 5.13
≃ approximate equality, used to state that the equality can be made

arbitrarily precise by appropriately choosing some parameter
A set of all relay nodes of a network
α ”constant” that depends on the number of nodes in the network, O (|V|)
β ”constant” that depends on the number of nodes in the network

and on the maximum out-degree, O (d|V|2)
B set of all noise-inserting relay nodes of a network
B a junk (or noise) rate
C capacity of a wireless network (without secrecy)
C̄ cut-set upper bound on the capacity of wireless networks
Cs weak perfect secrecy capacity of a wireless network
Cρ
s (weak) ρ-almost perfect secrecy capacity of a wireless network

C̄s strong perfect secrecy capacity of a wireless network
C̄k strong secret key capacity for the line network
γ ”constant” that depends on the number of nodes in the network

and on the maximum out-degree, O (d|V|)
d maximum out-degree of any node in a network
D set of all destination nodes in a network
D a particular destination node

7
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E set of all eavesdroppers
E a particular eavesdropper
fi block encoding function at node i

f̃i decoding function for Receiver i in the IMA channel
φi auxiliary quantity used in the main results of Chapter 3,

where i = D,E
ΦE auxiliary set used in the Gaussian diamond example of

Chapter 3
gj channel function at node j for deterministic wireless networks
G wireless relay network, G = (V,L)
Gi,j channel transform matrix in linear deterministic signal

interaction
H(·) entropy in bits
h(·) differential entropy in bits
I(·; ·) mutual information in bits
In(i) all “predecessors” of node i in a network
J junk message
K number of stages in an unfolded network
κ constant used in some capacity theorems
L annotated channels of a network
L number of layers in a layered network
Λ(I, j) set of all I-j-cuts, see Definition 2.19
λi factor used in Gaussian signal interaction, see Definition 2.21
log base-2 logarithm
M used in two different contexts, once denoting a special

message, and once denoting a large integer
N large integer used in the relation Tc = (N + L)T
Ω a subset of V denoting a cut (Ω,Ωc)
pG Gaussian product distribution, see Definition 2.21
Q time-sharing random variable
q number of bits of one symbol in a binary expansion
R an information rate
Re a (weak) equivocation rate
Rs a (strong) secrecy rate
RI;j(p) information-theoretic min-cut between I and j

for discrete signal interaction (see Definition 2.20)
RG

I;j information-theoretic min-cut between I and j
for Gaussian signal interaction (see Definition 2.21)

R the capacity region of the IMA channel
ρ constant used in the definition of ρ-almost perfect secrecy
S set of all source nodes in a network
S a particular source node in a network
σX standard deviation of X
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T block length of a block code
Tc the communication length of a code

(for a block code run N times, Tc = (N + L)T )
Tδ(X) set of all robustly δ-typical sequences with respect to X

(see Appendix F)
Tδ short form for Tδ(X), where it should be clear from the

context which random variable we refer to
V set of all nodes of a network
W information message for a block code
W information message for an arbitrary code

(for a block code run N times, W = (W (1), . . . ,W (N)))
X a random variable
X alphabet of the random variable X
XV tuple of random variables (Xi), i ∈ V
x a deterministic value
X a random sequence of length T
X a random sequence of length Tc
x a deterministic sequence of length T
x[t] the tth component of x
ξ a random variable, independent of everything else
X i(w) set of all plausible transmit sequences at node i

under message w

Ŷ
i
(w) set of all plausible quantized sequences at node i

under message w
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2.2 General Definitions

2.2.1 Wireless Networks and Reliable Communication

This thesis treats the problem of secret communication over wireless relay
networks. A wireless relay network is given by a certain number of nodes,
connected via memoryless channels.

Definition 2.1 A discrete memoryless channel is defined by a finite
transmit alphabet X , a finite receive alphabet Y, as well as a conditional prob-
ability mass function pY |X(y|x) for x ∈ X and y ∈ Y. For a continuous
memoryless channel, the receive alphabet is continuous, the transmit al-
phabet is either discrete or continuous, and the statistics of the channel are
given by a conditional probability measure µ(·|x) on Y for every x ∈ X . The
channel has no memory, meaning that at each use, the channel acts indepen-
dently of other channel uses.

The channel defined here is not necessarily a point-to-point channel, because
the alphabets X and Y can well be the Cartesian products of the alphabets
of a number of users (or nodes). Note that in this thesis, the only continuous
memoryless channel we consider is the Gaussian channel, where X and Y are
powers of C.

Definition 2.2 A wireless relay network is defined using a pair G = (V,L),
where V is the set of vertices representing the communication nodes in the relay
network and L is the set of annotated channels between the nodes, which de-
scribe the signal interactions. We consider a special node S ∈ V as the source
of the message which wants to communicate to another special node D ∈ V
(the destination) with the help of a set of (authenticated) relay nodes A ⊂ V in
the network. The relay nodes that are allowed to generate randomness (inde-
pendently of the other nodes) are called noise inserting nodes and denoted
by the subset B ⊆ A. For any node i ∈ V, we define In(i) to be the set of
predecessors of i, i.e., all the nodes j ∈ V such that (j, i) ∈ L.

Note that the channels L are not point-to-point links, rather, they model how
the transmitted signals are superimposed and received at the receiving nodes
(i.e., there is broadcast and interference). In some of our results and proofs,
we make the distinction between layered and non-layered networks.

Definition 2.3 A wireless relay network is layered if for every (i, j) such
that i ∈ {S}∪B and j ∈ V, all the paths from i to j have the same length (the
same number of hops in L). A non-layered network is a network in which
at least one node pair (i, j) does not have this property.

Most Gaussian results in this thesis are only valid for acyclic networks.
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Definition 2.4 A wireless relay network is acyclic if there is no node i ∈ V
such that there is a path from i to itself, where a path is defined by a sequence
of hops in L.

To communicate a message from S to D, the channels of the network can be
used several times in a row. We assume that all the nodes in V are synchronized
and that time is divided into time slots, which are the time instances at which
the channels can be used (simultaneously by all the nodes). Note that relay
nodes in the network may forward information received at one time slot only
during the next time slot (at the earliest), hence introducing a delay in the
information flow through the network.

Definition 2.5 Let W ∈ W be the message at the source node S, and assume
that W is uniformly distributed in the discrete, finite message alphabet W.
Assume that time is divided into time slots, and that the transmission of a
message starts at time 1. A (Tc, ǫ)-code is a set of possibly random functions,
each assigned to a certain node i ∈ V and a certain time t. At time t, the
source node uses a function that maps from W to XS[t]. For node i ∈ V,
its function at time t maps from (Yi[1], . . . , Yi[t − 1]) to Xi[t]. The variable
Yi[t] denotes the symbol received by node i at time t, and Xi[t] denotes the
symbol transmitted by node i at time t. The communication length Tc is
defined as the fixed time slot at which the destination decodes. To decode, the
destination node D applies a function to (YD[1], . . . , YD[Tc]) in order to obtain
an estimate Ŵ of the message. We assume that after time slot Tc, all the nodes
stop processing the current message, and a new run of the code can start. We
require the code to be ǫ-reliable in the usual sense that P(W 6= Ŵ ) ≤ ǫ.

Note that in this definition, we assumed that the source node S does not
receive any information from other nodes. This assumption does not reduce
the generality of our results, because a source node which receives a signal
can always be modeled as two nodes, one of which observes the source and is
connected via a high quality link to the other node, which processes all the
wireless signals.

In all of our achievability proofs, we relate a given network to a layered net-
work through time-expansion (or unfolding, see Appendix A.12). For layered
networks, we use the notion of a block code as defined next.

Definition 2.6 Consider a layered network. Let a block length T be given,
and assume that we divide time into blocks of T time slots. Let W (n) ∈ W be
the message transmitted by the source node S during the nth block, and assume
that W (n) is uniformly distributed in the discrete, finite message alphabet W
for all n ≥ 1. A (T, ǫ)-block code is a set of possibly random functions fi,
each assigned to a certain node i ∈ V. Before transmitting the first block, the
function fS at the source node maps from W (1) to XS(W

(1)), which is a se-
quence of length T . Then S uses the first T time slots to transmit XS(W

(1)).
Each relay node i in the first layer of the network waits until the end of the
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first block of T time slots. Then, its function fi maps from the length-T se-
quence Yi(W

(1)) to Xi(W
(1)). During the second block of T time-slots, node i

transmits Xi(W
(1)). Hence, if the destination D is in layer L of the network,

then D receives a sequence YD(W (1)) that contains information about W (1)

during block L. The destination then immediately declares Ŵ (1), which is a
function of YD(W (1)), only. We require the code to be ǫ-reliable in the usual
sense that P(W (n) 6= Ŵ (n)) ≤ ǫ for all n = 1, . . .. It is plain to see that the
source S can start transmitting XS(W

(2)) right after XS(W
(1)), i.e., sequences

that carry information about subsequent messages follow each other back to
back through the network. Since the network is layered, the information about
different messages never gets mixed.

Assume that we run a block code for N consecutive messages. If we define
W , (W (1), . . . ,W (N)), then we realize that a (T, ǫ)-block code is a (Tc, Nǫ)-
code, where Tc = (N + L)T because D declares the last message estimate
Ŵ (N) after N + L blocks. If N grows large, the error probability P(W 6=
Ŵ ) is unbounded, but by information reconciliation techniques like the ones
discussed in Appendix E, this problem can be overcome.

The communication throughput is measured in bits per uses of the network
channels, or equivalently in bits per time slot.

Definition 2.7 The communication rate of a given (Tc, ǫ)-code is defined
as

1

Tc
H(W ) =

1

Tc
log |W|,

where the identity is true because we assume that W is uniformly distributed
in W. Here and throughout the thesis, logarithms are base 2.

We also refer to the communication rate as simply the “rate”. Note that for a
(T, ǫ)-block code run over N + L blocks (for N messages), the rate is

1

(N + L)T
log |W| =

1

(N + L)T
log |W|N

=
N

N + L

1

T
log |W|

→ 1

T
log |W|,

as N grows large. Hence, we can use the following asymptotically equivalent
definition for a block code.

Definition 2.8 For a (T, ǫ)-block code, we define the communication rate
as

1

T
log |W|.
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2.2.2 Secrecy

We assume that eavesdroppers might be present in the network.

Definition 2.9 An eavesdropped node E is a regular node, whose encoding
functions are under our control. However, an eavesdropper has access to all the
symbols received by this particular node. We denote the set of all eavesdropped
nodes by E .

We also refer to an eavesdropped node E as an “eavesdropper”.
The aim is to keep all or part of the message W unconditionally secret

from the eavesdropper. The notion of unconditional or information-theoretic
secrecy is defined as follows.

Definition 2.10 Given a (Tc, ǫ)-code, the equivocation rate is defined as

1

Tc
min
E∈E

H(W |YE),

where YE = (YE[1], . . . , YE[Tc]) is the sequence of all received symbols at E.

In this thesis, we also refer to the equivocation rate as simply the “equivoca-
tion”. Again, for block codes, we can redefine the equivocation as
1
T

minE∈E H(W |YE), where W stands for any message W (n) and YE is the
received sequence YE(W (n)).

Now, we are ready to define the notion of achievability.

Definition 2.11 A pair (R,Re) is called weakly achievable if R ≥ Re and
for any ǫ > 0, there exists a communication length Tc and a (Tc, ǫ)-code (or a
block length T and a (T, ǫ)-block code) of rate at least R − ǫ and equivocation
rate at least Re − ǫ.

This notion is called “weak” achievability for reasons that will soon become
clear.

By “perfect secrecy”, we mean a situation where a rate-equivocation pair
(R,Re) such that R = Re is achievable. In most parts of this thesis, we
restrict our attention to such cases. For Gaussian signal interaction and weak
achievability, we use the even weaker notion of “almost perfect secrecy”, where
the equivocation Re is not more than a constant ρ away from R.

Definition 2.12 The (weak) ρ-almost perfect secrecy capacity Cρ
s of a

network is defined as

Cρ
s , max{R : (R,R− ρ) is weakly achievable}.

The weak perfect secrecy capacity Cs is defined as

Cs = C0
s .
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The weakness of this definition is the following. Assume that Cs ≥ R for some
R > 0. Then, from Definition 2.12, we know that there exists a (Tc, ǫ)-code
that is such that 1

Tc
H(W ) ≥ R − ǫ and for every eavesdropper E ∈ E ,

1

Tc
H(W |YE) ≥ 1

Tc
H(W ) − ǫ.

It follows that H(W |YE) ≥ H(W ) − Tc ǫ, i.e., as the communication length
Tc grows, the number of bits that we leak to an eavesdropper is not bounded.
The following definitions avoid this problem.

Definition 2.13 A secrecy rate Rs is called strongly achievable if for any
ǫ > 0, there exists a communication length Tc and a (Tc, ǫ)-code (or a block
length T and a (T, ǫ)-block code) of rate at least Rs − ǫ and equivocation rate
at least 1

Tc
(H(W ) − ǫ) (or 1

T
(H(W ) − ǫ) for a block code).

Note that in Definition 2.13, we require that for any eavesdropper E,H(W |YE) ≥
H(W ) − ǫ. Hence, the number of bits leaked to any eavesdropper is bounded
by ǫ, no matter how large Tc gets.

Definition 2.14 The strong perfect secrecy capacity C̄s of a network is
defined as

C̄s , max{Rs : Rs is strongly achievable}.
Several of our results are lower bounds on C̄s for different networks. If for
some Rs, we can show that C̄s ≥ Rs , then this means the following. We
can guarantee that there exists a code that reliably communicates a message
whose rate can be made arbitrarily close to Rs by choosing Tc large enough. In
addition, by choosing Tc large enough, H(W |YE) can be made arbitrarily close
to H(W ) for all eavesdroppers E ∈ E , hence making sure that an arbitrarily
small number of bits is leaked to each of the eavesdroppers. This is in contrast
to weak secrecy, where an arbitrarily small number of bits per channel use is
leaked.

If we want to extend the notion of strong secrecy to the case where only
part of the message is kept secret, we need to explicitly consider two messages,
one that is kept secret and one that is given away.

Definition 2.15 A pair (R,Rs) is called strongly achievable if R ≥ Rs

and for any ǫ > 0, there exists a block length Tc and a (Tc, ǫ)-code for two
messages (W,W s) such that

1

Tc
H(W,W s) ≥ R− ǫ,

1

Tc
H(W s) ≥ Rs − ǫ,

and for any E ∈ E ,

1

Tc
H(W s|YE) ≥ 1

Tc
(H(W s) − ǫ).
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2.2.3 Signal Interaction Models

In some of our results, we restrict our attention to one of the following two
signal interaction models (channel models).

In the well-accepted Gaussian interaction model [45], transmitted signals
get attenuated by (complex) gains to which independent (Gaussian) receiver
noise is added. More formally, we have the following definition:

Definition 2.16 In Gaussian signal interaction, the received signal Yj
at node j ∈ V at time t is given by,

Yj[t] =
∑

i∈In(j)

hijXi[t] + Zj[t], (2.1)

where hij is the complex channel gain between node i and j, Xi[t] is the signal
transmitted by node i at time t, and In(j) is the set of nodes that have non-zero
channel gains to j. We assume that the average transmit power constraints for
all nodes is 1 and the additive receiver Gaussian noise Zj[t] is of zero mean
and unit variance and independent over j and t.

Note that Xi[t] is a random variable because the encoder at node i is a possibly
random mapping from random information to Xi[t].

In [3], the following deterministic model for wireless interaction was intro-
duced.

Definition 2.17 In deterministic signal interaction, the received signal
Yj[t] at node j ∈ V at time t is given by

Yj[t] = gj({Xi[t]}i∈In(j)), (2.2)

where In(j) is the set of input neighbours of the node j, and gj is a deterministic
function.

In [2], a simpler deterministic model which captures the essence of wireless
interaction was developed, called linear deterministic signal interaction. The
advantage of this model is its simplicity, which gives insight to strategies for the
noisy wireless network model in Definition 2.16. The linear deterministic model
simplifies the Gaussian interaction model in (2.1) by eliminating the noise and
modeling the symbols and channel gains by a binary vector of dimension q
which somewhat resembles a binary expansion over q bits of real numbers.
More precisely, the received signal Yj[t] is modeled as follows.

Definition 2.18 In linear deterministic signal interaction, the received
signal Yj[t] at node j ∈ V at time t is given by

Yj[t] =
∑

i∈In(j)

Gi,jXi[t], (2.3)

where Xi[t] and Yj[t] are binary vectors of dimension q and Gi,j is a q × q
binary matrix representing the (discretized) channel transformation between
nodes i and j. All operations in (2.3) are done over the binary field.
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Note that this model is not equivalent to a discretization of the Gaussian signal
interaction model, because the “carry-over” bits are ignored when computing
additions.

An illustration of this deterministic model is given in Figure 2.1 for the
broadcast and multiple access networks. The left illustration in Figure 2.1
shows a deterministic model of the broadcast channel, where the channel from
the transmitter to Receiver 1 is stronger than that to Receiver 2. This is
represented by the linear deterministic model with the 5 most significant bits
(MSB) of the transmitted signal captured by Rx 1 and only the 2 MSB of
the transmitted signal captured by Rx 2. The deterministic model of the
multiple access channel shown on the right hand side of Figure 2.1 adds one
more ingredient, which is how the bits from two transmitting nodes interact
at a receiver. The channel from Tx 1 to Rx is stronger than that of Tx
2. Therefore, the interaction is between the 2 MSB of Tx 2 with the lower
significant bits of Tx 1, and the interaction is modeled with an addition over
the binary field (i.e., xor). This interaction captures the dynamic range of
the signal interactions. It was shown in [2], that this model approximately1

captures the Gaussian interaction model of Definition 2.16 for the broadcast
and multiple access channels. For general networks the linear deterministic
model yields insights which, when translated to the noisy wireless network,
lead one to develop cooperative communication strategies (without secrecy
constraints) for the model in Definition 2.16, which are approximately optimal
[4].

Rx 2

Tx

Rx 1 n1

n2

Tx 2

Rx

Tx 1

n2

n1

Figure 2.1: The linear deterministic model for a Gaussian broadcast channel (BC)
is shown on the left and for a Gaussian multiple access channel (MAC) is shown
on the right.

1The approximation is in the sense that the capacity region of the linear deterministic
model is within 1 bit of the capacity region of the Gaussian counterparts.
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2.2.4 Information-Theoretic Min-Cut

Several results of this thesis are expressed in terms of information-theoretic
min-cuts.

Definition 2.19 For I ⊆ V and j ∈ V, define Λ(I; j) to be the set of all cuts
(Ω,Ωc) that separate I from j. More precisely, Λ(I; j) is the set of all Ω ⊂ V
such that I ⊆ Ω and j ∈ Ωc.

Definition 2.20 Consider a wireless relay network with discrete signal alpha-
bets. For a given transmit distribution p({xi}i∈V), for given I ⊆ V and j ∈ V,
we define the information-theoretic min-cut between I and j as

RI;j(p) , min
Ω∈Λ(I;j)

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc), (2.4)

where XV is governed by p and YV is the tuple corresponding to the channel
outputs.

Definition 2.21 Consider a wireless relay network with complex signal al-
phabets and Gaussian signal interaction as defined in Definition 2.16. Let the
transmit distribution

∏

i∈V p
G(xi) be the i.i.d. Gaussian distribution on C|V|

such that Xi ∼ CN (0, 1). For given I ⊆ V and j ∈ V, we define

RG
I;j , min

Ω∈Λ(I;j)
I(XΩ; ŶΩc|XΩc), (2.5)

where for every i ∈ V, we define

Ŷi , λiYi + ξi,

and the constant λi and the random variable ξi are defined as follows. Define

λi =
σ2

Yi
−1

σ2
Yi

, where σ2
Yi

is the variance of the Gaussian random variable Yi.

Note that σ2
Yi

≥ 1 because Yi is defined as Zi plus other independent random
variables and Zi has unit variance. Define ξi ∼ CN (0, σ2

ξi
), independent of all

other quantities, with σ2
ξi

= (1 − λ2
i )σ

2
Yi
− 1.

2.3 Preliminaries

In this section, we state several preliminary results on the unicast capacity of
wireless relay networks. Secrecy is no concern in these results.

Definition 2.22 Let a wireless relay network as defined in Definition 2.2 be
given. The capacity C of the network is the largest number R such that for
any ǫ > 0, there exists a (Tc, ǫ)-code of rate at least R− ǫ.

In [9], Cover and Thomas describe a well known upper bound on the capac-
ity in arbitrary wireless relay networks, called the cut-set bound. We repeat
the result here.
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Theorem 2.1 For an arbitrary wireless relay network as defined in Definition
2.2 the capacity is upper bounded as

C < C̄ , max
p({xi},i∈V)

RS;D(p),

where RS;D(p) is defined in Definition 2.20.

When the signal alphabets are real, the theorem still holds, with p denoting a
probability density function.

In their recent work, Avestimehr, Diggavi and Tse took a new approach to
the study of the capacity of wireless networks. First, they used deterministic
signal interaction (Definition 2.17) to model broadcast and interference in wire-
less networks, without being concerned about noise. They found the following
lower bound on the capacity for arbitrary deterministic network topologies [3].

Theorem 2.2 For an arbitrary wireless relay network with deterministic sig-
nal interaction (Definition 2.17), the capacity is lower bounded as

C > max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
RS;D(p),

where RS;D(p) is defined in Definition 2.20.

Note that this bound is in general different from the cut-set upper bound,
because the maximization is only over product distributions on the trans-
mit alphabets. When the signal interaction is linear deterministic (Definition
2.18), this lower bound matches the cut-set upper bound, providing the exact
capacity.

Theorem 2.3 For an arbitrary wireless relay network with linear determinis-
tic signal interaction (Definition 2.18), the capacity is given by

C = RS;D(p̃),

= min
Ω∈Λ(S;D)

rank (GΩ,Ωc),

where p̃ is the i.i.d. uniform distribution on XV .

The matrix GΩ,Ωc is a block matrix consisting of |Ωc| × |Ω| blocks, each of
dimension q × q. Block (i, j) of this block matrix is equal to the channel
transfer matrix Gj,i, where j ∈ Ω and i ∈ Ωc. Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 can be
found in [3] and [5].

The intuitions gained from the deterministic models were then applied to
Gaussian signal interaction, leading to the following result.

Proposition 2.1 For an acyclic wireless relay network with Gaussian signal
interaction (Definition 2.16), the capacity is lower bounded as

C > RG
S;D − β,
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where RG
S;D is defined in Definition 2.21, and β = O (d|V|2) depends only on

the number of nodes and on the maximum out-degree d of the nodes in the
network.

This result was shown in [4] and [5], together with the following theorem,
that provides an approximate characterization of the capacity for Gaussian
relay networks.

Theorem 2.4 For an acyclic wireless relay network with Gaussian signal in-
teraction (Definition 2.16), we have

C̄ − κ ≤ C ≤ C̄,

where C̄ = maxQ

i∈V p(xi)RS;D(p) is the cut-set upper bound, and κ = α + β,
with α = O (|V|) and β = O (d|V|2).

The power of this approximate description is that the gap κ between upper and
lower bound does not depend on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The cut-set
bound C̄ grows logarithmically with the SNR, and hence, the importance of
the gap decreases in the high SNR regime. Note that the gap characterization
could be further sharpened. This yields a universal approximation which is
valid for arbitrary wireless networks.

Several of our results rely on the techniques introduced by Avestimehr,
Diggavi and Tse. In particular, we use some of the techniques from [5] to
prove multisource results given in Chapter 3.





Secrecy for Arbitrary

Wireless Networks 3
3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider information-theoretically secret communication for
arbitrary wireless relay networks. We assume that eavesdroppers are passive
and that all the relays are authenticated.

Information-theoretic secrecy for wireless networks has been introduced by
Wyner in his work on the wiretap channel [48], which is essentially a discrete
memoryless point-to-point channel with one eavesdropper. Wyner found the
(weak) perfect secrecy capacity for this setup under the assumption that the
eavesdropper’s observation is a noisy version of the signal observed at the
destination. Csiszár and Körner generalized this to the case where the signals
at the eavesdropper and the destination are obtained from the transmitted
signal through an arbitrary broadcast channel [10].

There are three main issues that limit the practical use of the wiretap
channel results: First, the assumption that the channel to the eavesdropper
is known is not realistic, because it would imply knowing the approximate
location and hardware of the eavesdropper. Second, even if we assume that
the physical (wireless) channel to the eavesdropper is known, it is unrealistic
to assume that she would base her estimate of the message on a discretized
and memoryless version of the channel output. Third, the secrecy guaranteed
by [48, 10] is weak in the sense that the number of information bits leaked to
the eavesdropper might grow with the block length T (see Section 2.2 for a
precise definition). The wiretap channel results have been strengthened in the
above three respects by several different contributions.

One possible improvement regarding the first issue (eavesdropper channel
uncertainty) is to consider a class of possible eavesdropper channels. If the
class, albeit finite, is sufficiently large, it can provide a reasonable approxima-
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tion for a continuous range of the true eavesdropper channel. The compound
wiretap channel studied by Liang, Kramer, Poor and Shamai in [22] shows that
the perfect secrecy capacity can be lower bounded for the wiretap channel with
a class of eavesdroppers. For degraded compound wiretap channels, the lower
bound given in [22] is tight. This work was extended by Liu, Prabhakaran
and Vishwanath in [26], where the secrecy capacity was found for a class of
non-degraded parallel Gaussian compound channels.

Let us explain the second issue in more detail. In wireless communica-
tion, an electromagnetic waveform is produced by a transmit antenna and
captured by a receive antenna elsewhere. A discrete memoryless channel like
the binary symmetric channel models the transition from a sequence of trans-
mit bits to a sequence of received bits, hiding all the intermediate phases of
encoding into constellation points, modulating to a waveform, transmission,
signal attenuation, noisy reception, and finally demodulation and decoding.
While such a discrete channel might be a good model for the received sym-
bols at the destination, there is no reason to assume that the eavesdropper
follows the same demodulation and decoding steps. However, one can show
that for common modulation schemes (e.g. pulse-amplitude modulation on
shift-orthogonal waveforms) a projection of the received waveform using a
matched filter yields a sufficient statistics. Hence, it is reasonable to assume
that the eavesdropper will perform such a matched filter operation to trans-
form the continuous-time waveform into a discrete-time sequence of real or
complex numbers. It follows that the Gaussian signal interaction model (see
Definition 2.16) is actually a reasonable model when dealing with an eaves-
dropper in wireless communication. The assumption that the channel to the
eavesdropper is memoryless is a standard assumption in all previous work on
information-theoretic secrecy, and we use it for the sake of tractability. Sev-
eral Gaussian (multi-antenna) versions of the wiretap channel problem have
recently been solved by Khisti, Wornell, Wiesel and Eldar [19, 18, 17], by
Oggier and Hassibi [33] and by Liu and Shamai [27], respectively.

The third issue (weak secrecy) has been resolved by the work of Maurer
and Wolf [29] for the case when the source and the destination wish to generate
a secret key. Indeed, by using extractors, it is possible to transform a weak
secret key into a strong secret one without sacrificing any rate. In Appendix
E of this thesis, we make the additional observation that if the extractor is
invertible, then the same technique provides strongly secret communication.
(The same idea is also used by Cheraghchi, Didier and Shokrollahi in [7] to
provide strong secrecy in linear wiretap systems.)

Recently, a considerable effort has been made to find upper and lower
bounds on the perfect secrecy capacity for wireless networks with more complex
topologies than the wiretap channel [21, 43, 23, 25, 34]. The results suggest
that obtaining a characterization of the perfect secrecy capacity for the case
when relays are present in the network is a difficult task.

In this chapter, we consider secret communication over arbitrary wireless
networks. We address all three issues that we explained above. More precisely,
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we find bounds on the weak and strong perfect secrecy capacity when a class
of eavesdroppers is present and signal interaction is Gaussian (but memory-
less). Our results build upon the recent work by Avestimehr, Diggavi and
Tse that we summarized in Section 2.3. We first provide a lower bound on
the perfect secrecy capacity for arbitrary networks with deterministic signal
interaction, and a similar bound for arbitrary acyclic networks with Gaussian
signal interaction. As explained above, the deterministic interaction model is
not directly applicable in practice. However, we show through examples that
our deterministic result, especially when the signal interaction is linear, can
provide valuable insights for the design of codes in general. We also provide
an upper bound on the perfect secrecy capacity that is valid for both types of
signal interaction.

A second contribution of this chapter is a study of the so-called multi-
source problem in wireless relay networks, where several source nodes observe
independent data sources and wish to communicate them reliably to the same
destination without secrecy requirements. We first derive a cut-set type outer
bound on the multisource capacity region for arbitrary networks and any type
of signal interaction. For deterministic signal interaction, we find an inner
bound on the capacity region for arbitrary networks, and we show that it
matches the outer bound for linear deterministic signal interaction. In the
Gaussian case, we find an inner bound on the capacity region for acyclic net-
works, which yields an approximation of the true capacity region in the sense
that the gap between inner and outer bound is bounded by a constant num-
ber of bits. Like in the results by Avestimehr, Diggavi and Tse (Section 2.3),
the constant depends on the number of nodes in the network, but not on the
signal-to-noise ratio. The achievability parts of these multisource results play
an important role in the proof of the lower bounds on the perfect secrecy
capacity.

The chapter is organized as follows. Since most of the definitions have
already been presented in the previous chapter, the problem statement in Sec-
tion 3.2 is short. We present the lower and upper bounds on the perfect secrecy
capacity in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents several linear deterministic exam-
ple networks, as well as a small Gaussian network called the diamond network.
These examples illustrate different secret communication schemes. Section 3.5
contains our results for the multisource problem. The corresponding proofs
are given in Appendix A. In Section 3.6, we give proof outlines of the main
secrecy results, which rely on the multisource achievability.

3.2 Problem Statement

We consider transmission over a wireless relay network G = (V,L) as described
in Definition 2.2. We do not impose any constraints on the topology of the
network.

Let B ⊆ A be the set of all noise-inserting nodes, i.e., the relay nodes
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that are allowed to insert noise into their transmission by using a random
encoding function. All the relay nodes in A\B are required to use deterministic
encoding functions. Without loss of generality we assume that this is done by
generating a random message of arbitrary rate that is used, together with the
past received symbols, as an input of a deterministic encoding function. These
noise messages need not be decoded by the destination D.

The secrecy is with respect to a set of possible passive eavesdropper nodes
E ⊂ V where E is disjoint from {S,D}. We want to keep all or part of the
message secret if any one of the possible eavesdropper nodes E ∈ E listens
to the wireless transmissions in the relay network1. Note that the class of
eavesdroppers that we define is finite, i.e., we assume that all possible eaves-
droppers and their channels can be enumerated. If there is a continuum of
possible eavesdropper channels, our model can approximate this via “quanti-
zation” of this continuum. Furthermore, it might be possible to replace our
proof technique by the “enhancement” of the weaker eavesdroppers, as it was
for instance done in [22]. Using this technique, one would be able to show the
same result for an uncountable class of eavesdroppers.

We focus on a wireless relay network with the deterministic and Gaussian
signal interaction models given in Definitions 2.16 and 2.17. We want to en-
sure that we can communicate reliably and secretly between S and D. These
notions have been defined in Chapter 2. The quantity of interest is the strong
perfect secrecy capacity as defined in Definition 2.14.

Definition 3.1 Throughout this chapter, we use the “constants” α, β and
γ that depend only on the network topology, but not on the signal to noise
ration (SNR) or the channel gains. More precisely, we have α = O (|V|),
β = O (d|V|2) and γ = O (d|V|), where d is the maximum out-degree of the
nodes in G.

3.3 Main Results

In this section, we present the main results of this chapter. The proofs are
given in Section 3.6.

3.3.1 Achievable Secrecy Rates for Deterministic Networks

We start with several definitions.

Definition 3.2 For a given transmit distribution p({xi}i∈V), a subset ψ ⊆ V,
a node j ∈ E ∪ {D}, define Rψ;j(p) to be the set of all tuples Bψ = (Bi)i∈ψ
such that the components of the tuple are non-negative and such that for any

1Our results apply also when all eavesdroppers in E are present, but cannot collude.
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subset I ⊆ ψ,
∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ RI;j(p).

The quantity RI;j(p) is the information-theoretic min-cut defined in Definition
2.20.

Definition 3.3 For a given input distribution p({xi}i∈V), a subset ψ ⊆ V \
{S}, and a node j ∈ E ∪ {D}, define R̃ψ;j(p) to be the set of all tuples
(B′, Bψ) = (B′, (Bi)i∈ψ) such that the components of the tuple are non-negative
and such that for any subset I ⊆ ψ,

B′ +
∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ RI∪{S};j(p).

Note that for a given ψ ⊆ V \ {S}, R̃ψ;j(p) differs from Rψ∪{S};j(p) in the
fact that Rψ∪{S};j(p) imposes constraints for subsets I that do not contain S.
In Definition 3.3, all the constraints involve S. Recall that B is the set of all
noise-inserting relays. We find that the nodes in B should be careful when
inserting noise. In particular, we ensure that all noise messages are decoded
by the eavesdroppers, but not necessarily by D. This is the reason for the use
of the two regions Rψ∪{S};j(p) and R̃ψ;j(p).

Definition 3.4 For an input distribution p({xi}i∈V), we define the following
function:

F (p) = max
BB∈∩E∈ERB;E(p)

[

max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ R̃B;D(p)}

− max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ ∪E∈ERB∪{S};E(p)}
]

.

Theorem 3.1 The strong perfect secrecy capacity for any wireless network
with deterministic signal interaction (Definition 2.17) is lower bounded as

C̄s ≥ max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
F (p).

The proof is provided in Section 3.6. This theorem guarantees a certain strong
perfect secrecy rate for arbitrary networks, expressed as a maximization prob-
lem over a finite-dimensional solution space.

We illustrate the expressions of Theorem 3.1 using an example. Assume
that there is only one noise-inserting node and one eavesdropper and denote
them by B = {A} and E = {E}. The tuple BB in Theorem 3.1 corresponds to
the rates of the noise-messages inserted by the nodes in B. In this example,
there is only one such rate BA. For a given noise rate BA, define

φD , max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ R̃B;D(p)}
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and

φE , max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ ∪E∈ERB∪{S};E(p)}.

Note that φD and φE are functions of BB = BA. In this example, the regions
R̃B;D(p) and RB∪{S};E(p) are of dimension 2. They are both depicted in Figure
3.1. The noise rate BA can take values in RB;E(p), which is equal to the interval
[0, RA;E(p)] on the A-axis. For any fixed BA, the strong perfect secrecy rate
φD−φE is achievable, where φD and φE are shown in Figure 3.2. Intuitively, the
proof goes as follows. The source node S observes the information message
W of rate roughly equal to φD − φE. In addition, it generates a random
uniform junk message J of rate roughly equal to φE. The noise inserting node
A generates a random uniform noise message JA of rate BA. Via a random
code construction for this set of messages, we can show that there exists a code
which has the following property: if a genie made the information message W
available to the eavesdropper E, it would be able to find the correct junk (noise)
messages (J, JA) with high probability. Intuitively, this implies that before
being able to decode W , the eavesdropper must decode (J, JA). However, the
pair of junk rates (φE, BA) lies on the boundary of RB∪{S};E(p). We prove a
“local” converse that states that for a fixed transmit distribution p and the
randomly generated code, the total information transfer from S to E cannot
exceed φE . It follows that the only information that E can gather is (J, JA),
and hence, W remains secret. Finally, we maximize the quantity φD−φE over
all possible values of BA to find the optimal amount of noise that A should
insert into the network. The secrecy that we show in this manner is weak. We
then use the techniques introduced by Maurer and Wolf in [29] to show the
existence of strong perfect secrecy codes with the same rate. A formal proof
for several noise-inserting nodes and two eavesdroppers is given in Section 3.6.
Note that for the wiretap channel (a network without relays), the use of a junk
message at the source node is equivalent to the binning strategy proposed by
Wyner in [48]. However, it is unlikely that a binning strategy can be used to
prove Theorem 3.1.

As one can see in Figure 3.1, RB∪{S};E(p) has a similar shape as the capacity
region of a multiple access channel (MAC). The multiple access region is a poly-
matroid (see e.g. [46]), which means that it is defined by constraints that in-
volve a so-called rank function. The following lemma implies that RB∪{S};E(p)
is a polymatroid for any number of noise inserters.

Lemma 3.1 For a network with deterministic signal interaction and for a
fixed product distribution

∏

i∈V p(xi), the function RI,j(p) is a rank function
with respect to its first index. This means that for any j ∈ E ∪ {D}, we have
the following properties:
monotonicity: for any two subsets A and B of V such that A ⊆ B,

RA;j(p) ≤ RB;j(p)
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A

S

RA;E(p)

RS;E(p)

RSA;E(p)

RSA;D(p)

RS;D(p)

Figure 3.1: Regions for the example with one noise-inserter and one eavesdropper.
The larger quadrilateral region is R̃B;D(p), while the smaller pentagonal region is
RB∪{S};E(p). The region RB;E(p) is the line interval [0, RA;E(p)] on the A-axis.

A

S

BA

φE

φD

Figure 3.2: The quantities φD and φE for a particular noise rate BA.

submodularity: for any two subsets A and B of V,

RA∪B;j(p) +RA∩B;j(p) ≤ RA;j(p) +RB;j(p).

For networks with random signal interaction, the lemma is only true for sets of
cardinality at most 2. As a side-remark, we state the following lemma, which
implies that RB∪{S};E(p) is a so-called weak polymatroid for random signal
interaction and for any number of noise inserters, meaning that it is defined
by weak rank functions as stated in the lemma.

Lemma 3.2 For a fixed product distribution
∏

i∈V p(xi), the function RI,j(p)
is a weak rank function with respect to its first index. This means that for any
j ∈ E ∪ {D}, we have the following properties:
monotonicity: for any two subsets A and B of V such that A ⊆ B,

RA;j(p) ≤ RB;j(p)
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weak submodularity: for any two disjoint subsets A and B of V,

RA∪B;j(p) ≤ RA;j(p) +RB;j(p).

The notion of a weak rank function defined in this lemma differs from the usual
(stronger) definition in that the submodularity is only required for disjoint
sets. The proof of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 can be found in Appendix A. A set of
tuples that is defined by rank function constraints on all sums of components
is called a polymatroid. This is the case for RB∪{S};E(p). The set R̃B;D(p)
is a polymatroid where the constraints on BB have been dropped. Knowing
this, we can inspect all possible ways the regions RB∪{S};E(p) and R̃B;D(p) can
intersect in our two-dimensional example. By doing so, we realize that the
maximum of φD − φE over BA occurs either at BA = 0 or at BA = RA;E(p).
Hence, we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 3.1 for our example.

Corollary 3.1 When B = {A} and E = {E}, we have the following lower
bound on the strong perfect secrecy capacity for deterministic signal interaction.

C̄s ≥ max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
max

{

RS;D(p) − RS;E(p),

min{RSA;D(p) − RA;E(p), RS;D(p)}
− (RSA;E(p) − RA;E(p))

}

.

Using the polymatroidal structure of RB∪{S};E(p) and R̃B;D(p), a similar sim-
plification can be found for any size of B, provided that there is only one
eavesdropper.

Note that the expressions in Theorem 3.1 are in terms of the transmit
variables XV themselves (see Definition 2.20). It would be desireable to use a
set of auxiliary random variables instead, as it was done in [10] and in most of
the related work. For the wiretap channel, it turns out that the use of auxiliary
random variables strictly increases the achievable secrecy rate. In our relay
network case, the use of such auxiliary random variables would unfortunately
make our analysis impossible to carry out, since it relies on the conditional
independence of the channels in the network.

3.3.2 Achievable Secrecy Rates for Gaussian Networks

We start with similar definitions as in the deterministic case.

Definition 3.5 For a given subset ψ ⊆ V, a node j ∈ E ∪ {D}, and any
∆ > 0, define RG

ψ;j(∆) to be the set of all tuples Bψ = (Bi)i∈ψ such that the
components of the tuple are non-negative and such that for any subset I ⊆ ψ,

∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ RG

I;j − ∆.
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The quantity RG
I;j is the information-theoretic min-cut defined in Definition

2.21.

Definition 3.6 For a given subset ψ ⊆ V \{S}, a node j ∈ E ∪{D}, and any
∆ > 0, define R̃G

ψ;j(∆) to be the set of all tuples (B′, Bψ) = (B′, (Bi)i∈ψ) such
that the components of the tuple are non-negative and such that for any subset
I ⊆ ψ,

B′ +
∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ RG

I∪{S};j − ∆.

As in the deterministic case, R̃G
ψ;j(∆) differs from RG

ψ∪{S};j(∆) in the fact that

RG
ψ∪{S};j(∆) as given in Definition 3.5 imposes constraints for subsets I that

do not contain S, whereas Definition 3.6 only uses constraints that involve S.

Definition 3.7 For any ∆ > 0, we define the following function:

FG(∆) = max
BB∈∩E∈ERG

B;E(∆)

[

max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ R̃G
B;D(∆)}

− max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ ∪E∈ERG
B∪{S};E(∆)}

]

.

Theorem 3.2 The strong perfect secrecy capacity for acyclic wireless networks
with Gaussian signal interaction (Definition 2.16) is lower bounded as

C̄s ≥ FG(β) − α− β − γ,

where α, β and γ are constants that depend on the network topology, but not
on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channels (see Definition 3.1).

The proof is provided in Section 3.6.
It can be shown that the Gaussian min-cuts RG

I;j in Definition 2.21 scale
logarithmically with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It follows that in many
cases, FG(β) also shows logarithmic growth in the SNR. In such cases, because
of the subtractive constants α, β and γ, Theorem 3.2 provides its most useful
secrecy rate guarantee for the high SNR regime. The theorem should be viewed
as a “proof of concept”, demonstrating that it is indeed possible to lower bound
the perfect secrecy rate by a computable expression that applies to any network
topology. We conjecture that the presence of non-zero α, β, γ is not due to the
nature of the wireless network, but only to requirements of our analysis. It
may be possible to reduce these constants with a more refined analysis.
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3.3.3 Upper Bound on the Perfect Secrecy Capacity

Our third result is a simple upper bound on the perfect secrecy capacity for a
wireless relay network with arbitrary memoryless signal interaction channels.

Theorem 3.3

Cs ≤ max
p({xi}i∈V )

min
E∈E

min
Ω∈Λ(B∪{S};D)

I(XΩ;YΩc|YE, XΩc), (3.1)

where the maximization is not only over product distributions but over all pos-
sible p({xi}i∈V).

Note that although we state Theorem 3.3 for the weak secrecy capacity, the
same expression is also an upper bound on the strong secrecy capacity, because
C̄s ≤ Cs in any case. We must also note that the upper bound provided in
Theorem 3.3 can be quite loose. In particular, if all the relay nodes are allowed
to insert noise (B = A), the minimization set Λ(B∪{S};D) is of size one, and
it is likely that in this case, the gap to our lower bounds is rather large.

Before presenting the proof of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we discuss several
examples in Section 3.4 and present some auxiliary results in Section 3.5.

3.4 Examples

In this section, we provide several examples to illustrate possible coding strate-
gies for wireless networks.

3.4.1 Deterministic Examples

Through the examples in this section we seek to convince the reader that
although the linear deterministic model for signal interaction of Definition
2.18 is not too realistic, it can be very useful. For a given network with
linear deterministic signal interaction, it is often easy to come up with an
explicit coding scheme that achieves a certain perfect secrecy rate. Insights
gained from these coding schemes can be valuable when designing codes for the
same network with Gaussian signal interaction. We now provide 4 examples
for linear deterministic signal interaction to illustrate the following ideas: The
operation of the relays to set up cooperation in a (i) non-layered and (ii) layered
network; (iii) Destructive interference and handling of a class of potential
eavesdroppers; (iv) A noise insertion/jamming scheme by relays to help secrecy.
In the first three examples, we exclude noise insertion by the relays although
it would improve the rate-equivocation trade-off. The positive effect of noise
insertion is shown in the last example. All four examples are based on the
linear deterministic wireless network model of Definition 2.18.
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S

R

D

E

Figure 3.3: Example 1: The relay network with a single helper node providing
secrecy against a single eavesdropper.

Example 1 Consider the deterministic wireless network in Figure 3.3 with a
source S, a relay R and destination D which wants secrecy from an eaves-
dropper E. Note that this network is not layered (Definition 2.3). This
means that the information is received by D and E over multiple times, like
in inter-symbol interference. It is clear that the maximum communication
rate (with no concern for secrecy) between the source and the destination is
3 bits. As the channel from the source to the eavesdropper E is as strong
as that to the destination, we cannot ensure any secrecy in the absence of
a relay [10]. Therefore, the cooperation of the relay is crucial to ensure se-
crecy. Assume, however, that the relay is not allowed to insert noise. In this
case, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that strong perfect secrecy is possible at a rate
Rs = maxp(xS)p(xR)(RS;D(p) − RS;E(p)) = 3 − 2 = 1 bit. This is achieved by
choosing p(xS) and p(xR) to be uniform distributions over the three transmit
bits. Now, we show an explicit code that achieves 1 bit of perfect secrecy.
Suppose the source transmits bits (W 1[t],W 2[t],W 3[t]) at time t. Let the re-
lay transmit bits (W 2[t − 1],W 1[t − 1],W 3[t − 1]) via its outputs, where the
symbols are delayed because the relay needs to first hear the incoming signal
before transmitting. This is a consequence of the non-layered structure of the
network. The mixing at the destination (and at the eavesdropper) is therefore
of bits transmitted at different times by the source. This is the reason for the
time index notion in this example. Assume that the transmission takes place
over Tc + 1 time-slots, but S only transmits during the first Tc time-slots and
therefore sends 3Tc bits over Tc + 1 time-slots, resulting in a rate of 3Tc

Tc+1
→ 3

bits per time-slot. R transmits information during time-slots 2 through Tc+1.
At the end of time-slot t, we have the received signals

YD[t] =





W 2[t− 1]
W 1[t− 1] ⊕W 1[t]
W 3[t− 1] ⊕W 2[t]
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and

YE[t] =





0
W 2[t− 1] ⊕W 1[t]
W 1[t− 1] ⊕W 2[t]



 .

At time 1, R does not transmit anything yet, and the destination receives
(0,W 1[1],W 2[1]). At time 2, D receives (W 2[1],W 1[1]⊕W 1[2],W 3[1]⊕W 2[2]).
At time 3, D receives (W 2[2],W 1[2] ⊕W 1[3],W 3[2] ⊕W 2[3]), and it has now
enough linearly independent equations to decode W 1[1], W 1[2], W 1[3], W 2[1],
W 2[2] and W 3[1]. In general, at time-slot t ∈ {3, . . . , Tc}, D can decode
(W 1[1], . . . ,W 1[t]), (W 2[1], . . . ,W 2[t−1]) and (W 3[1], . . . ,W 3[t−2]). At time-
slot Tc+1, the source S remains silent. Hence, D receives (W 2[Tc],W 1[Tc],W 3[Tc]).
It can use W 2[Tc] to decode W 3[Tc − 1] which was still unknown, yielding full
knowledge of all transmitted bits. E receives (0,W 1[1],W 2[t]) during time-
slot 1, and (0,W 2[1]⊕W 1[2],W 1[1]⊕W 2[2]) during time-slot 2, which allows
E to decode W 1[1],W 1[2],W 2[1],W 2[2] at the end of time-slot 2. This ar-
gument also holds for all time-slots t = 3, . . . , Tc, and thus, E can decode
(W 1[1], . . . ,W 1[Tc]) and (W 2[t], . . . ,W 2[Tc]). However, it is impossible for E
to decode any of the W 3[t], t = 1, . . . , Tc, because it never receives any in-
formation related to these bits. Thus, the scheme described here achieves
(R,Rs) = (3, 1) in the sense of Definition 2.15 and hence ensures 1 bit of
strong perfect secrecy. If we are not interested in sending any non-secret in-
formation, we can use a much simpler code where S and R simply route one
bit of information over the “path” in the network that is invisible to E (third
transmit bit at both S and R). �

A1

1B 2B

E

D

2A

S

Figure 3.4: Example 2: Two-layer network with single eavesdropper, with a
map-forward relaying strategy.

Example 2 We now study a larger deterministic wireless network with
A = {A1, A2, B1, B2}. The network is shown in Figure 3.4. Note that this
network is layered, and so are all the subsequent examples. Hence, the codes
provided for them are block codes as defined in Definition 2.6. If we forbid
noise insertion at the relay nodes of this example network, then the perfect
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secrecy rate guaranteed by Theorem 3.1 is 2 − 1 = 1 bit, again achieved by
uniform transmit distributions. The following scheme illustrates that the re-
lays do not have to decode the source message to ensure secure and reliable
communication. The randomly generated code used in the proof of Theorem
3.1 also has this property. The source S sends (W1,W2). Each relay operates
by taking a linear combination of its received signal and transmitting it. One
possible operation is when A1 sends (0 ·W1)⊕ (1 ·W2) = W2 and B1 forwards
its received signal W1. Therefore A2 receives (W2) and B2 receives the linear
combination (W1 ⊕W2). Both A2 and B2 simply forward what they receive
via all of their outputs. As a result, D receives (W2,W2 ⊕W1 ⊕W2), and it
can solve this equation system to obtain both information bits. E receives
only (W1 ⊕W2), which reveals one bit of information. This can be shown by
computing the equivocation H(W1,W2|W1 ⊕W2) = 1. Alternatively, we can
see that only one bit is revealed by preparing the source bits (W1,W2) such
that W1 = U1,W2 = U1 ⊕ U2 and therefore since E receives W1 ⊕W2 = U2,
it has no knowledge of U1 which is secret. Hence, Rs = 1 is achieved by this
scheme. �

E1

2EB

A
D

S

Figure 3.5: Example 3, showing the conflict created by multiple potential eaves-
droppers.

Example 3 In Figure 3.5, we illustrate the conflicting needs for secrecy
against a class of eavesdroppers, by having E = {E1, E2}. In addition, this
example demonstrates that there are explicit schemes for the linear interac-
tion model that seem to achieve a perfect secrecy rate higher than the one
guaranteed by Theorem 3.1. Assume for instance that only eavesdropper E1

is present. Then, Theorem 3.1 cannot guarantee a positive perfect secrecy
rate (at least if no noise-insertion is allowed). Indeed, no matter what dis-
tribution

∏

i∈{S,A,B} p(xi) we pick, the information-theoretic min-cuts RS;D(p)

and RS;E1(p) are equal. Consider now the following explicit scheme under the
assumption that only E1 is present: S sends (W1,W2,W3), A and B both send
(W1,W2,W3, 0). In this case, D receives (W1,W2,W3 ⊕W1,W2), while E1 re-
ceives (0, 0, 0, 0). Hence, if only E1 is present, we can have a perfect secrecy
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situation that achieves (R,Rs) = (3, 3). This is a scheme that uses determin-
istic encoders at A and B, i.e., no noise is inserted. The particularity of this
scheme is that both A and B decode all the transmitted messages. Thanks to
this, they can align their transmission in order to create destructive interfer-
ence at E1. With a randomly generated code as used in the proof of Theorem
3.1, alignment of relay signals is not possible, and such a strategy can not be
taken into account.

If there was onlyE2, we could have a different scheme: S sends (W1,W2,W3),
A sends (0,W1,W2,W3), while B sends (W1, 0, 0, 0). In this case, D receives
(0,W1,W2 ⊕W1,W3), while E2 receives (0, 0, 0,W1 ⊕W1) = (0, 0, 0, 0), again
leading to (R,Rs) = (3, 3). Again, this strategy uses collaboration at the relays
to create destructive interference at E2.

Finally, we consider the case when E = {E1, E2}, i.e., either eavesdropper
(or both eavesdroppers) could be present. In this case, we need to ensure
secrecy against the set E . A possible strategy is: S sends (W1,W2,W3), A
sends (0,W1,W2,W3), and B sends (0,W1,W2,W3) or (W1,W1,W2,W3). In
this case, D receives (0,W1,W2,W3 ⊕W1) or (0,W1,W2 ⊕W1,W3 ⊕W1), E1

receives (0, 0, 0, 0) or (W1, 0, 0, 0), and E2 receives (0, 0, 0,W1) or (0, 0, 0, 0). In
either case, we only achieve (R,Rs) = (3, 2) bits. Some additional thought
also reveals that it is not possible to make Rs larger than 2 when E1 and E2

can both be present (provided that the relay nodes are not allowed to use noise
insertion, i.e., their encoding functions must be deterministic). We thus see
the tension created by the uncertainty about the eavesdropper. �

E

D

S

B

A

Figure 3.6: Example 4: Example showing how noise insertion at a relay can
improve secrecy.

Example 4 For the network given in Figure 3.6, we allow some of the authen-
ticated relay nodes to actively help secrecy by inserting random bits into the
communication. In a sense these relays are “jamming” the eavesdropper and
helping secure communication. Let the source send (W1,W2) at its outgoing
nodes. One strategy is that A sends (0,W1, 0), and B sends (W2). In this case,
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D receives (0,W1,W2), while E receives (0, 0,W2), yielding (R,Rs) = (2, 1).
Any strategy where the relays do not insert randomness cannot ensure more
than 1 bit of secrecy. Now we allow A to generate a random bit b before
every transmission. Then, it transmits (b,W1, 0). The transmitter at B re-
mains unchanged. Now, D receives (b,W1,W2). The eavesdropper E receives
(0, 0,W2 ⊕ b), and therefore we obtain perfect secrecy of 2 bits. This example
confirms that active noise insertion by the relays can enhance secrecy. �

3.4.2 The Gaussian Diamond Network

In this section, we focus on a particular Gaussian network with two relay nodes
called the diamond network. As noted earlier, the lower bound on the perfect
secrecy capacity given in Theorem 3.2 may grow logarithmically with the SNR,
but this growth is “delayed” by the subtractive constants α, β, γ. For cases
where the lower bound does not grow with the SNR, the presence of α, β and
γ is particularly unpleasant.

In this section, we prove the existence of schemes that achieve perfect
secrecy in the Gaussian diamond network even for small values of the SNR.
This supports our conjecture that the constants α, β, γ are not of fundamental
nature, but simply a technical artifact in our proof, needed to show the results
for arbitrary networks.

Consider the diamond network shown in Figure 3.7, which is defined as
follows.

Definition 3.8 The Gaussian diamond network is a network with two
relays A and B and one eavesdropper E, whose channels are given by the
equations:

YA[t] = hSAXS[t] + ZA[t] (3.2)

YB[t] = hSBXS[t] + ZB[t] (3.3)

YD[t] = hADXA[t] + hBDXB[t] + ZD[t] (3.4)

YE [t] = hAEXA[t] + hBEXB[t] + ZE[t], (3.5)

where Zi[t] ∼ N (0, 1), and the Zi[t] are independent of the Xi[t] and of each
other.

For simplicity assume that all channel gains are real, and that |hSA| >
|hSB|. Also, we assume that the power constraint is 1 at every transmitting
node. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) together describe a stochastically degraded
Gaussian broadcast channel, while equations (3.4) and (3.5) each describe a
Gaussian multiple-access channel (MAC).
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S

D

E
hSB

A

B

hSA

hAD

hAE

hBE

hBD

Figure 3.7: Gaussian diamond wireless network.

No Noise Insertion at the Relays

Here, we do not allow the relay nodes to insert noise. For an arbitrary θ ∈ [0, 1],
define the following two functions:

RBC
mB

(θ) ,
1

2
log

(

1 +
θh2

SB

1 + (1 − θ)h2
SB

)

(3.6)

RBC
mA

(θ) ,
1

2
log

(
1 + (1 − θ)h2

SA

)
. (3.7)

It is well known [9] that for any θ ∈ [0, 1], one can reliably transmit a message
mB of rate RBC

mB
to B and simultaneously transmit (mA, mB) to A, where mA

is of rate RBC
mA

. We also define the following region of rates:

Definition 3.9 For k ∈ {D,E}, we define RMAC
k as the region of all pairs

(RA, RB) satisfying

RA <
1

2
log(1 + h2

Ak)

RB <
1

2
log(1 + h2

Bk)

RA +RB <
1

2
log(1 + h2

Ak + h2
Bk).

Note that RMAC
k is the achievable rate-region of the multiple-access channel

from A and B to k, for k ∈ {D,E}.
Now, we describe an achievable perfect secrecy rate for the Gaussian dia-

mond network.

Theorem 3.4 In the Gaussian diamond network,

C̄s ≥ max

[

RBC
mA

(θ) + RBC
mB

(θ) − 1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE)

]

, (3.8)

where the maximization is over all θ ∈ [0, 1] for which

(RBC
mA

(θ), RBC
mB

(θ)) ∈ RMAC
D
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and for which the set

{
(RjA , RjB ) ∈ RMAC

E : RjA + RjB =
1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE)

}

∩
(
[0, RBC

mA
(θ)] × [0, RBC

mB
(θ)]

)

is non-empty.

The proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in Appendix A.

Noise Insertion at the Relays

In this subsection, we show that the secrecy rate can be improved when noise
insertion is allowed at the relay nodes. In particular, we guarantee a certain
secrecy rate in the Gaussian diamond network (Definition 3.8) when the relay
nodes A and B are allowed to insert noise. Both relay nodes are permitted
to select a junk message of arbitrary rate uniformly at random before each
transmission of a block and to use this junk message during the encoding.
The following theorem states an achievable secrecy rate under this additional
assumption.

Theorem 3.5 In the Gaussian diamond network with noise insertion,

C̄s ≥ max

[

RmA
+ RmB

− 1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE)

]

, (3.9)

where the indicated maximization is over all (θ, RmA
, RmB

) for which

(RmA
, RmB

) ∈ RMAC
D

and ∃(RjA, RjB) ∈ ΦE such that

(RmA
, RmB

) ∈ [RjA, RjA +RBC
mA

(θ)] × [RjB , RjB +RBC
mB

(θ)],

where ΦE is defined as

ΦE =
{
(RjA, RjB) ∈ RMAC

E :

RjA +RjB =
1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE)

}
.

The proof of Theorem 3.5 is very similar to that of Theorem 3.4. The perfect
secrecy rate is achievable by the same code construction, with the difference
that the junk messages JA and JB are generated at A and B, respectively.
Thanks to this, the broadcast channel between S and (A,B) can be fully used
to send the information messages WA and WB. The secrecy rate is then limited
by the capacity of this broadcast channel, as well as by the amount of secrecy
the two multiple access channels (from (A,B) to D and to E) can provide.
Note that this result resembles the “noise forwarding” strategy for the relay
network in [20]. To illustrate the achievable perfect secrecy rates without and
with noise insertion, we now provide a numerical example.
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A Numerical Example

In this section, we provide a numerical example for the achievable perfect
secrecy rates in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5.

Let hSA = hAD = 2 be the stronger channel gains. All other channel gains
are hSB = hBD = hAE = hBE = 1. The multiple access channel (MAC)
capacity regions are then given by

RMAC
D = {(RA, RB) :

RA <
1

2
log 5 = 1.16 bits,

RB <
1

2
log 2 = 0.5 bits,

RA +RB <
1

2
log 6 = 1.29 bits}

and

RMAC
E = {(RA, RB) :

RA <
1

2
log 2 = 0.5 bits,

RB <
1

2
log 2 = 0.5 bits,

RA +RB <
1

2
log 3 = 0.79 bits}

These two capacity regions are shown in Figure 3.8.

0.5 1 1.160.62

0.29

R

RB

A

R

R2

1

Figure 3.8: The MAC capacity regions RMAC

E (small pentagon) and RMAC

D (large
pentagon). The overall rate pair (RmA

, RmB
) is marked by a cross and a circle for

the strategies with and without noise insertion, respectively. The achievable secrecy
rates without noise insertion (R1) and with noise insertion (R2) are indicated.

Case without Noise Insertion: If the relay nodes do not insert noise, we
compute the perfect secrecy rate given by Theorem 3.4, i.e., we maximize

RBC
mA

(θ) +RBC
mB

(θ) =

1

2
log

(
1 + 4(1 − θ)

)
+

1

2
log

(

1 +
θ

1 + (1 − θ)

)
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under the conditions that (RBC
mA

(θ), RBC
mB

(θ)) ∈ RMAC
D and that ΦE∩

(
[0, RBC

mA
(θ)]×

[0, RBC
mB

(θ)]
)

should be non-empty. We find that the optimal value of θ is
θopt = 0.66, and

RmA
= RBC

mA
(θopt) = 0.62 bits,

RmB
= RBC

mB
(θopt) = 0.29 bits.

This point is marked with a circle in Figure 3.8. The achievable perfect secrecy
rate is

R1 = RmA
+RmB

− 1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE)

= 0.62 + 0.29 − 0.79 = 0.12 bits. (3.10)

Case with Noise Insertion: For the case when noise insertion at the relay
nodes is permitted, we compute the perfect secrecy rate given by Theorem 3.5.
It is easy to see that by choosing for instance RjA = 0.5 and RjB = 0.29, we
can achieve an overall rate of

RmB
= 0.29 bits

RmA
=

1

2
log(1 + h2

AD + h2
BD) −RmB

= 1.29 − 0.29 = 1 bit.

This point is marked with a cross in Figure 3.8. In this case, the achievable
perfect secrecy rate is

R2 = RmA
+RmB

− 1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE)

= 1 + 0.29 − 0.79 = 0.5 bits.

This secrecy rate is considerably larger than (3.10). The two achievable secrecy
rates R1 and R2 are also shown in Figure 3.8. All the rates are measured in
bits and hence all logarithms are base 2.

Note that the rates provided in these numerical examples are only lower
bounds on the perfect secrecy capacity C̄s. To prove that noise insertion gives
a fundamental improvement of the perfect secrecy rate, we would need an
upper bound on the perfect secrecy rate without noise insertion.

Upper Bound: We can, however, derive the following general upper bound
on C̄s. If we allow A and B to collaborate with S, then we obtain a special
case of the so-called multiple input antennas, single output antenna, multi-
ple eavesdropper antennas (MISOME) wiretap channel, which was studied by
Khisti and Wornell in [18]. In our case, the eavesdropper has only one antenna.
The (weak) secrecy capacity of this multi-antenna wiretap channel was found
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in [18] and it is clearly an upper bound on Cs, which is in turn an upper bound
on C̄s:

C̄s ≤
1

2
log λmax

(
I + Phdh

T
d , I + Pheh

T
e

)
,

where hd = (2, 1)T and he = (1, 1)T , P = 2 is the sum power constraint, and
λmax(·, ·) denotes the largest generalized eigenvalue of the argument pair. In
our numerical example, the upper bound yields

C̄s ≤ 0.87028 bits.

Comparing this to our best lower bound of 0.5 bits, we see that the two bounds
provide a reasonable approximation of C̄s.

3.5 Results for the Multisource Problem

3.5.1 Setup and Outer Bound

Here, we consider a network without eavesdropper, but with several source
nodes. Let a relay network be given as defined in Section 3.2, and let the
signal interaction be deterministic or Gaussian as defined in Definitions 2.17
and 2.16, respectively. However, instead of having just one source node S,
assume that each node i in a subset S ⊂ V observes an independent source W i

of rate Ri. The aim is that the destination node D can reliably reconstruct all
the sources {W i}i∈S . All the encoders are supposed to be deterministic. We
call this the multisource problem.

In the next two subsections, we provide achievability results (Theorems 3.7
and 3.9) that are used to prove the secrecy guarantees given in Section 3.3.
Since the results presented in this section may be of independent interest, we
give a few additional results on the multisource problem, starting with the
following infeasibility result, which is valid for all types of memoryless signal
interaction.

If I ⊆ S is a subset of the source nodes, then RI denotes a tuple of rates
(one rate for each i ∈ I).

Definition 3.10 A rate tuple RS is called achievable if for any ǫ > 0, there
exists a communication length Tc and a (Tc, ǫ)-code (for multiple sources) for
which the rate of message W i is at least Ri − ǫ for all i ∈ S. In this context,
a (Tc, ǫ)-code is required to have P(W i 6= Ŵ i) ≤ ǫ for all i ∈ S.

Theorem 3.6 In the multisource problem with arbitrary signal interaction, if
a rate tuple RS is achievable then it is contained in

Router = ∪p({xi},i∈V)RS;D(p),

where RS;D(p) is defined in Definition 3.2.
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Theorem 3.6 is basically the cut-set bound on communication in arbitrary
networks. This theorem as well as the remaining results on the multisource
problem are proved in Appendix A.

3.5.2 Deterministic Signal Interaction

We now give an inner bound on the set of all achievable rate tuples for deter-
ministic signal interaction.

Theorem 3.7 In the multisource problem with deterministic signal interac-
tion, any rate tuple RS in

Rinner , ∪Q

i∈V p(xi)RS;D(p)

is achievable.

The set RS;D(p) is defined in Definition 3.2.
In particular, for the case of two source nodes S1 and S2 that wish to trans-

mit messages W1 and W2, respectively, to D, communication rates (R1, R2)
satisfying

R1 ≤ RS1;D(p)

R2 ≤ RS2;D(p)

R1 +R2 ≤ RS1S2;D(p)

are achievable, where the distribution on the transmit alphabets can be any
product distribution

∏

i∈V p(xi).
For deterministic signal interaction, the only difference between inner and

outer bound is that in the outer bound of Theorem 3.6, the union is over all
possible distributions p({xi}, i ∈ V), whereas in the inner bound, the union
is only taken over product distributions. For linear deterministic signal inter-
action as defined in Definition 2.18, it turns out that the two bounds match.
More precisely, we have

Theorem 3.8 For an arbitrary wireless relay network with linear determin-
istic signal interaction as defined in Definition 2.18, the multisource capacity
region is equal to

Rinner = Router =
{
RS : ∀I ⊆ S,

∑

i∈I
Ri ≤ min

Ω∈Λ(I;D)
rank (GΩ,Ωc)

}
.

The capacity region is defined as the region of all achievable tuples RS . The
proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 are given in Appendices A.5 and A.6.
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3.5.3 Gaussian Signal Interaction

Theorem 3.9 In the multisource problem for an acyclic network with Gaus-
sian signal interaction, any rate tuple RS in

RG
inner , RG

S;D(β)

is achievable, where β is a constant as defined in Definition 3.1.

The set RG
S;D(∆) is defined in Definition 3.5.

For the Gaussian multisource problem, we provide an approximate char-
acterization of the capacity region, i.e., we state a bound on the gap between
Router and RG

inner. This gap is constant in the sense that it does not depend on
the channel parameters (signal-to-noise ratio) but only on the number of nodes
in the network and the maximum out-degree. This phenomenon is similar to
the gap in Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 3.10 For an acyclic network with Gaussian signal interaction, for
a given rate-tuple RS ∈ Router, we have that

RS − (α + β)1 ∈ RG
inner,

where 1 denotes the all-one vector of length |S|, and α and β are defined in
Definition 3.1.

In words, this theorem states that the boundary of RG
inner is not more than

α+β away from the outer bound in every dimension. The proofs of Theorems
3.9 and 3.10 are given in Appendices A.7 and A.8.

3.6 Proof of the Main Results

We are now ready to prove the three main results of Section 3.3.

3.6.1 Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2

The main parts of the proofs are the following two propositions, which give
weak secrecy guarantees.

Proposition 3.1 For an arbitrary wireless network with deterministic signal
interaction, the weak perfect secrecy capacity is lower bounded as

Cs ≥ max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
F (p). (3.11)

Proposition 3.1 is proved in the next two subsections for layered and non-
layered networks, respectively.
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Proposition 3.2 Let ρ = α + β + γ. For an acyclic wireless network with
Gaussian signal interaction, the (weak) ρ-almost perfect secrecy rate is lower
bounded as

Cρ
s ≥ FG(β). (3.12)

The proof of Proposition 3.2 is very similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1. A
discussion of the differences is given in Sections 3.6.4 and 3.6.5 for layered and
non-layered networks, respectively.

To strengthen these weak secrecy guarantees, we use Lemma E.5 given in
Appendix E, which is a slight adaption of the results by Maurer and Wolf [29].

Define

Rs , max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
F (p).

For deterministic signal interaction, Proposition 3.1 tells us that (Rs, Rs) is
weakly achievable. Hence, by Lemma E.5, Rs is strongly achievable. This
proves Theorem 3.1.

For acyclic networks with Gaussian signal interaction, Proposition 3.2 tells
us that

(
FG(β), FG(β) − ρ

)
is weakly achievable. Hence, by Lemma E.5,

FG(β) − ρ is strongly achievable, where ρ = α + β + γ. This proves Theorem
3.2.

3.6.2 Proof of Proposition 3.1 for Layered Networks

In this section, we prove Proposition 3.1 for the case where there are two eaves-
droppers E = {E1, E2}. The proof for an arbitrary number of eavesdroppers is
analogous. Assume that the network is layered (equal-path) as defined in Def-
inition 2.3. Fix a product distribution

∏

i∈V p(xi). Let a tuple of non-negative
numbers BB = {Bi}i∈B be given such that

BB ∈ ∩E∈ERB;E(p), (3.13)

i.e., the tuple BB lies inside the |B|-dimensional multisource achievable region
for each of the two eavesdroppers (see Section 3.5). Let

φD , max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ R̃B;D(p)} (3.14)

and

φE , max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ RB∪{S};E(p)}, (3.15)

for E ∈ E . The quantity φE is the largest value that B′ can take such that the
tuple (B′, BB) lies in the (|B| + 1)-dimensional multisource achievable region
for eavesdropper E, where E ∈ {E1, E2}. Without loss of generality, assume
that φE1 ≥ φE2.
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Define the following rates:

R , φD − φE1, (3.16)

B1 , φE1 − φE2, (3.17)

and

B2 , φE2 − ǫ1, (3.18)

where ǫ1 is an arbitrary constant. This choice of rates is represented pictorially
in Figure 3.9. Let W be the message (to be kept secret) that S wishes to

1 2

D

E

E2

1 ε 1

ε1

ε1

R B B

φ   −

φ   −

φ   −

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the rate allocation in (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18).

transmit, and let it be of rate R. More precisely, W is uniformly distributed in
{1, . . . , 2⌊TR⌋}. Here, T is the block length, i.e., all sequences are of length T .
In addition to W , S generates two independent, random junk messages J1 and
J2 uniformly from {1, . . . , 2⌊TB1⌋} and {1, . . . , 2⌊TB2⌋}. Likewise, each noise-
inserter i ∈ B generates an independent, random junk message Ji uniformly
from {1, . . . , 2⌊TBi⌋}. We generate a random block code (Definition 2.6) in the
following way. For the source node S, each (w, j1, j2) is mapped to a sequence
xS, drawn uniformly at random from the set of all δ-typical sequences with
respect to the distribution p(xS) (see Appendix F). Every transmit sequence
xS can lead to only one received sequence yi for each relay node i in the first
layer of the network. Hence, node i can directly re-encode this sequence (and
a possibly present noise message ji) into a transmit sequence xi. Since this
is true for the nodes in all layers, we can construct the encoding functions
at the relay nodes as follows. For each relay node i ∈ A \ B, each possible
received sequence yi is mapped to a transmit sequence xi, drawn uniformly at
random from Tδ(Xi), where Tδ is the set of robustly typical sequences defined in
Appendix F. For each noise-inserting node i ∈ B, each possible pair (yi, ji) is
mapped to a sequence xi, drawn uniformly at random from Tδ(Xi). Once this
random code generation process is finished, the mappings are deterministic and
fixed for all time. In this proof, (XV ,YV) denotes the transmit and received
sequences that depend on the same realization of the message W . Since the
network is layered, none of these sequences depends on more than one message
realization W . This implies that for i, j ∈ V, the tth component of Xi and the
tth component of Xj do not occur at the same point in time unless i and j lie in
the same layer (at the same distance from S) in the network. The randomness
of the sequences (XV ,YV) comes from the randomness of (W,J1, J2, JB).
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Note that by the definition of R, B1 and B2, we have

(R +B1 +B2, BB) ∈ R̃B;D(p). (3.19)

The region R̃B;D(p) is obtained from RB∪{S};D(p) by relaxing all constraints

which do not involve B′ , R + B1 + B2. We examine the proof of Theorem
3.7, with the first message being (W,J1, J2) and the subsequent messages being
{Wi}i∈B. By doing so, we notice that when (3.19) holds, then the above code
construction guarantees that for T large enough,

E [P(decoding (W,J1, J2) wrongly at D)] ≤ ǫ0
5
, (3.20)

where the expectation is taken over the (randomly generated) code, and ǫ0 is
an arbitrary constant. Note that nothing is known about the decodability of
the relay noise messages JB at D. At the same time, we obtain from (3.17)
and (3.18) that

(B1 +B2, BB) ∈ RB∪{S};E1(p) (3.21)

and

(B2, BB) ∈ RB∪{S};E2(p). (3.22)

For a fixed W = w, the codewords generated at S and at the nodes in B
have the same distribution as a randomly generated multisource code of rates
(B1 + B2, BB). Thus, from (3.21) and from Theorem 3.7 it follows that for T
large enough,

E
[
P(A(1)

w )
]
≤ ǫ0

5
, (3.23)

where A
(1)
w is the event that E1 makes a decoding error when trying to decode

((J1, J2), JB), assuming that W = w and assuming that W is already available
at E1. Again, the expectation is taken over the randomly generated code.
Since this is true for all w ∈ {1, . . . , 2⌊TR⌋}, it follows that for T large enough,

E




1

2⌊TR⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

P(A(1)
w )



 ≤ ǫ0
5
. (3.24)

We apply the same argument once more for E2, using (3.22) and keeping
(W,J1) = (w, j1) fixed. It follows that

E




1

2⌊TR⌋+⌊TB1⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

2⌊TB1⌋
∑

j1=1

P(A
(2)
w,j1

)



 ≤ ǫ0
5
, (3.25)
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where A
(2)
w,j1

is the event that E2 makes a decoding error when trying to decode
(J2, JB), assuming that (W,J1) = (w, j1) and that (W,J1) is already available
at E2.

Recall that we chose B1 and B2 such that B1 +B2 = φE1 − ǫ1. Let I1 ⊆ B
be such that when computing φE1, defined in (3.15), the constraint

x+
∑

i∈I1

Bi ≤ RI1∪{S};E1(p)

is dominant. Similarly, recall that we chose B2 such that B2 = φE2 − ǫ1. Let
I2 ⊆ B be the subset whose corresponding constraint in φE2 is dominant. We
know from Lemma A.5 that if T is chosen large enough,

E
[

1{I(XS ,XI1
;YE1

|JB\I1
)>TRI1∪{S};E1

(p)}
]

≤ ǫ0
5
, (3.26)

where the expectation is over all codes. Similarly, for T large enough,

E
[

1{I(XS ,XI2
;YE2

|JB\I2
)>TRI2∪{S};E2

(p)}
]

≤ ǫ0
5
. (3.27)

Combining (3.20), (3.24), (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27), we obtain

E
[

P(decoding (W,J1, J2) wrongly at D)+

1

2⌊TR⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

P(A(1)
w )

]

+

1

2(⌊TR⌋+⌊TB1⌋)

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

2⌊TB1⌋
∑

j1=1

P(A
(2)
w,j1

)+

1{I(XS ,XI1
;YE1

|JB\I1
)>TRI1∪{S};E1

(p)}+

1{I(XS ,XI2
;YE2

|JB\I2
)>TRI2∪{S};E2

(p)}
]

≤ ǫ0.

We conclude that for at least one code,

P(decoding (W,J1, J2) wrongly at D) ≤ ǫ0, (3.28)

1

2⌊TR⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

P(A(1)
w ) ≤ ǫ0, (3.29)

1

2(⌊TR⌋+⌊TB1⌋)

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

2⌊TB1⌋
∑

j1=1

P(A
(2)
w,j1

) ≤ ǫ0, (3.30)

1{I(XS ,XI1
;YE1

|JB\I1
)>TRI1∪{S};E1

(p)} ≤ ǫ0 (3.31)
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and

1{I(XS ,XI2
;YE2

|JB\I2
)>TRI2∪{S};E2

(p)} ≤ ǫ0 (3.32)

at the same time. From (3.28), we see that this particular code is reliable.
In addition, (3.29) and (3.30) together with Lemma A.4 imply that for this
particular code,

H(XS,XB|W,YE1) ≤ 1 + T (B1 +B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0 (3.33)

and

H(XS,XB|W,J1,YE2) ≤ 1 + T (B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0. (3.34)

The statements (3.31) and (3.32) are used later in the proof.
It remains to analyze the equivocations at E1 and E2 for the given code.

Let I1 ⊆ B be as defined above. This definition implies that

B1 +B2 +
∑

i∈I1

Bi = RI1∪{S};E1
(p) − ǫ1. (3.35)

We can write

H(W |YE1) ≥ H(W |YE1, JB\I1)

≥ I(W ;XS,XI1|YE1, JB\I1
)

= I(XS,XI1;W,YE1|JB\I1)

− I(XS,XI1;YE1|JB\I1)

= H(XS,XI1|JB\I1
)

−H(XS,XI1|W,YE1, JB\I1
)

− I(XS,XI1;YE1|JB\I1). (3.36)
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We bound the three terms above separately:

H(XS,XI1|JB\I1
) ≥ I(XS,XI1;W,J1, J2, JI1|JB\I1

)

= H(W,J1, J2, JI1|JB\I1
)

−H(W,J1, J2, JI1|JB\I1,XS,XI1)

(a)
= H(W,J1, J2, JI1)

−H(W |JB\I1,XS,XI1)

−H(J1, J2, JI1|W,JB\I1,XS,XI1)

(b)
= H(W,J1, J2, JI1)

−H(W |JB\I1,XS,XI1,YD)

−H(J1, J2, JI1|W,JB\I1
,XS,XI1,YE1)

≥ H(W,J1, J2, JI1)

−H(W |YD)

−H(J1, J2, JI1|W,JB\I1
,YE1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤H(J1,J2,JI1
,JB\I1

|W,YE1
)

(c)

≥ H(W,J1, J2, JI1)

− 1 − TRǫ0

− 1 − T (B1 +B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

= (⌊TR⌋ + ⌊TB1⌋ + ⌊TB2⌋ +
∑

i∈I1

⌊TBi⌋)

− 2 − T (R +B1 +B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0,

(d)
= T (R +B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈I1

Bi − ǫ2)

− 2 − T (R +B1 +B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0, (3.37)

where (a) is true because of the independence of all messages, (b) follows
from the Markov chains W −−◦ XS −−◦ (JB\I1 ,XI1,YD) and (J1, J2, JI1) −−◦
(W,XS, JB\I1

,XI1) −−◦ YE1. In (c), we have used Fano’s inequality, together
with (3.28), as well as Lemma A.4, together with (3.29). Finally, the small
constant ǫ2 in (d) is introduced because we drop the rounding. As T grows
large, ǫ2 goes to zero.

The second term in (3.36) can be upper bounded as follows:

H(XS,XI1 |W,YE1, JB\I1) ≤ H(XS,XB|W,YE1, JB\I1)

≤ H(XS,XB|W,YE1)

≤ T
( 1

T
+ (B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

)
, (3.38)
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where we used (3.33) in the last inequality. The third term in (3.36) is bounded
because for ǫ0 < 1, (3.31) implies that

I(XS,XI1;YE1|JB\I1) ≤ TRI1∪{S};E1(p). (3.39)

Plugging (3.37), (3.38) and (3.39) into (3.36), we obtain

1

T
H(W |YE1) ≥ R +B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈I1

Bi − ǫ2

− 2

T
− (R +B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

− 1

T
− (B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

−RI1∪{S};E1
(p)

= R− ǫ1 − ǫ2 −
3

T

−
(
R + 2(B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)

)
ǫ0, (3.40)

where we have used (3.35) in the last step. Now, we analyze the equivocation
for eavesdropper E2. Let I2 ⊆ B be the subset whose corresponding constraint
in φE2 is dominant, as defined earlier. This implies that

B2 +
∑

i∈I2

Bi = RI2∪{S};E2(p) − ǫ1. (3.41)

We can write

H(W |YE2) ≥ H(W |YE2, JB\I2, J1)

≥ H(XS,XI2|JB\I2
, J1)

−H(XS,XI2|W,YE2, JB\I2
, J1)

− I(XS,XI2;YE2|JB\I2 , J1), (3.42)

where we used the same chain of inequalities as in (3.36), but conditioned on
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J1. We bound the three terms above similarly as in (3.36):

H(XS,XI2|JB\I2
, J1) ≥ H(W,J2, JI2)

−H(W |YD)

−H(J2, JB|W,J1,YE2)

≥ T (R +B2 +
∑

i∈I2

Bi − ǫ3)

− 1 − TRǫ0

− 1 − T (B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

= T (R+B2 +
∑

i∈I2

Bi − ǫ3)

− 2 − T (R +B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0, (3.43)

where ǫ3 goes to zero with increasing T ,

H(XS,XI2|W,YE2, JB\I2, J1) ≤ H(XS,XB|W,YE2, J1)

≤ T (
1

T
+ (B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0), (3.44)

where we used (3.34) in the last inequality, and finally,

I(XS,XI2;YE2|JB\I2, J1) ≤ H(YE2|JB\I2)

−H(YE2|JB\I2
, J1,XS,XI2)

(a)
= H(YE2|JB\I2)

−H(YE2|JB\I2
,XS,XI2)

= I(XS,XI2;YE2|JB\I2
)

≤ TRI2∪{S};E2(p) (3.45)

from (3.32). In (a), we used the Markov chain J1 −−◦ XS −−◦ (YE2,XI2, JB\I2).
Plugging (3.43), (3.44) and (3.45) into (3.42), we obtain

1

T
H(W |YE1) ≥ R +B2 +

∑

i∈I2

Bi − ǫ3

− 2

T
− (R +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

− 1

T
− (B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

−RI2∪{S};E2(p)

= R− ǫ1 − ǫ3

− 3

T
−

(
R + 2(B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)

)
ǫ0, (3.46)
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where we have used (3.41) in the last step. From (3.40) and (3.46), we see
that by choosing ǫ0 and ǫ1 small enough and T large enough, we can make
ǫ2 and ǫ3 as small as we like, and hence ensure that both equivocations are
arbitrarily close to R. This concludes the proof for layered networks. The
proof for non-layered networks is given in the next section.

3.6.3 Proof of Proposition 3.1 for Non-Layered Networks

When the network is not layered, we use the time-expansion technique pre-
sented in Appendix A.12, which closely follows [3, 5]. Consider a non-layered
network G = (V,L) with a set of noise-inserting nodes B and a set of eaves-

droppers E . We define an unfolded network G(K)
unf as described in Appendix

A.12, with S = B ∪ {S} and D = E ∪ {D}. Let R be any transmission rate
that satisfies

R ≤ max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
F (p),

Let p be a product distribution such that R ≤ F (p) for that particular p. From
Lemma A.7, we know that for any E ∈ E ,

KRB∪{S};E(p) ≃ Runf
B∪{S};E(p),

where ≃ means approximate equality for large unfolding length K. Define
R̃unf

B;D(p) to be the set of all tuples (B′unf, Bunf
B ) such that for any subset I ⊆ B,

B′unf
+

∑

i∈I
Bunf
i ≤ min

Ωunf∈Λunf(I∪{S},D)
I(XΩunf

;YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
).

In other words, R̃unf
B;D(p) is the unfolded equivalent of R̃B;D(p) defined in Defi-

nition 3.3. It is straightforward to apply the proof of Lemma A.7 to R̃, yielding
the result that

KR̃B;D(p) ≃ R̃unf
B;D(p).
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It follows that

F (p) = max
BB∈∩E∈ERB;E(p)

[

max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ R̃B;D(p)}

− max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ ∪E∈ERB∪{S};E(p)}
]

≃ max
KBB∈∩E∈ERunf

B;E(p)

[

max
x

{x : (Kx,KBB) ∈ R̃unf
B;D(p)}

− max
x

{x : (Kx,KBB) ∈ ∪E∈ERunf
B∪{S};E(p)}

]

=
1

K
max

Bunf
B ∈∩E∈ERunf

B;E(p)

[

max
x

{x : (x,Bunf
B ) ∈ R̃unf

B;D(p)}

− max
x

{x : (x,Bunf
B ) ∈ ∪E∈ERunf

B∪{S};E(p)}
]

,
1

K
F unf(p),

where the last step serves as a definition of F unf(p). Thus, KR ≤ KF (p) ≃
F unf(p). Since the unfolded network G(K)

unf is layered, the proof for layered net-
works lets us conclude that for deterministic signal interaction, the perfect
secrecy capacity Cs is lower bounded by F unf(p). Hence, as K grows large,
there is a block coding strategy that achieves rate KR with perfect secrecy in
G(K)

unf . Since the implementation of such a coding strategy on the original net-
work G takes K times as many transmissions, we see that rate R is achievable
with perfect secrecy on G. This concludes the proof.

3.6.4 Proof of Proposition 3.2 for Layered Networks

In this section, we prove Proposition 3.2 for layered networks. Most parts of the
proof are identical to the proof of Proposition 3.1 in Section 3.6.2. Therefore,
we only give an outline of the proof for Gaussian signal interaction and point
out the differences. Let a tuple of noise rates BB be given such that

BB ∈ ∩E∈ERG
B;E(β), (3.47)

i.e., the tuple BB lies inside the |B|-dimensional multisource achievable region
for each of the two eavesdroppers (see Section 3.5). Let

φD , max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ R̃G
B;D(β)} (3.48)

and

φE , max
x

{x : (x,BB) ∈ RG
B∪{S};E(β)}, (3.49)
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for E ∈ E . Define the rates R, B1 and B2 used at the source S as in (3.16)
through (3.18).

In addition to the encoding functions, each node i ∈ A uses a Gaussian
vector quantizer to map its received sequence Yi to a representation sequence
Ŷi. The vector quantizer is constructed by picking 2T (I(Yi;Ŷi)+ǫ̃) sequences
uniformly at random from Tδ(Ŷi), where Ŷi = αiYi+ ξi as defined in Definition
2.21 and ǫ̃ > 0 can be choosen arbitrarily small. The encoding functions are
constructed randomly in the same way as in Section 3.6.2, except that they
act on ŷi instead of yi directly. Then, by Theorem 3.9, all the error analysis
steps of Section 3.6.2 can be done in an analogous way here, and we conclude
that there exists a code and a set of quantizers for which (3.28) through (3.30)
hold. Using Lemma A.4 in Appendix A.11, this implies that for this particular
code,

H(XS,XB|W,YE1) ≤ 1 + T (B1 +B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0 + Tγ (3.50)

and

H(XS,XB|W,J1,YE2) ≤ 1 + T (B2 +
∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

+ Tγ. (3.51)

We analyze the equivocation at E1 for the given code. Recall that we
chose B1 and B2 such that B1 +B2 = φE1 − ǫ1. Let I1 ⊆ B be such that when
computing φE1, defined in (3.49), the constraint

x+
∑

i∈I1

Bi ≤ RG
I1∪{S};E1

− β

is dominant. This implies that

B1 +B2 +
∑

i∈I1

Bi = RG
I1∪{S};E1

− β − ǫ1. (3.52)

The bounds (3.36) and (3.37) hold without modification. Instead of (3.38),
we use (3.50) to obtain

H(XS,XI1|W,YE1, JB\I1
) ≤ T

( 1

T
+ (B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

)
+ Tγ. (3.53)

Also, instead of (3.39), we use

I(XS,XI1;YE1|JB\I1) ≤ T
(
RG

I1∪{S};E1
+ α

)
(3.54)

from Lemma A.6 in Appendix A.11.
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Plugging (3.37), (3.53) and (3.54) into (3.36) yields

1

T
H(W |YE1) ≥ R +B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈I1

Bi − ǫ2

− 2

T
− (R +B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0

− 1

T
− (B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)ǫ0 − γ

−RG
I1∪{S};E1

− α

= R− α− β − γ − ǫ1 − ǫ2 −
3

T

−
(
R + 2(B1 +B2 +

∑

i∈B
Bi)

)
ǫ0, (3.55)

where we have used (3.52) in the last step. The equivocation analysis for
E2 is done analogously. We conclude that the given code is reliable and the
equivocation at either of the eavesdroppers can be made arbitrarily close to
R− α− β − γ. This concludes the proof of the proposition.

3.6.5 Proof of Proposition 3.2 for Non-Layered Networks

When the network is not layered, we use the time-expansion technique pre-
sented in Appendix A.12. Consider a non-layered acyclic network G = (V,L)
with a set of noise-inserting nodes B and a set of eavesdroppers E . We define
an unfolded network G(K)

unf as described in Appendix A.12, with S = B ∪ {S}
and D = E ∪ {D}. The number of nodes in G(K)

unf is asymptotically upper
bounded by 2K|V|. The factor 2 comes into the picture because in the worst
case, every node has a virtual node added to it in the unfolded graph (see
Appendix A.12). Let R be any transmission rate that satisfies

R ≤ FG(β),

Lemma A.7 and the proof of Section 3.6.3 can be adapted to show that

F unf,G(∆) , max
Bunf

B ∈∩E∈ERunf,G
B;E (∆)

[

max
x

{x : (x,Bunf
B ) ∈ R̃unf,G

B;D (∆)}

− max
x

{x : (x,Bunf
B ) ∈ ∪E∈ERunf,G

B∪{S};E(∆)}
]

and KFG( 1
K

∆) are asymptotically equal with growing K. The sets Runf,G
ψ;j (∆)

and R̃unf,G
ψ;j (∆) above are the Gaussian equivalents of Runf

ψ;j(p) and R̃unf
ψ;j(p) used

in Section 3.6.3. It follows that

KR ≤ KFG(β)

≃ F unf,G(Kβ).
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The proof for layered networks lets us conclude that for Gaussian signal inter-
action, the ρunf-almost perfect secrecy capacity Cρunf

s for the unfolded network
is lower bounded by F unf,G(Kβ). Here, we define ρunf = K(α + β + γ), where

the terms Kα and Kγ come from the fact that the number of nodes in G(K)
unf is

(asymptotically) at most 2K|V|, while the term Kβ follows by using Lemma
A.3 instead of Lemma A.2 in the proof of Theorem 3.9. Hence, as K grows
large, there is a block coding strategy that achieves the rate-equivocation pair
(KR,KR−ρunf). If the coding scheme on G(K)

unf is over one block of T transmis-
sions, then we can transform it into a coding scheme on the original network
G that uses TK transmissions. The actual transmission rate is therefore R,
and the equivocation is 1

K
(KR− ρunf) = R− ρ′, where ρ′ = α+ β + γ. Hence,

this scheme achieves ρ′-almost perfect secrecy on the original graph at rate R.
This concludes the proof.

3.6.6 Proof of Theorem 3.3

Let a network with an arbitrary number of noise-inserters be given. Consider
a rate R < Cs, i.e., such that (R,R) is weakly achievable. Fix an arbitrarily
small ǫ1 > 0. Hence, there exists a communication length Tc and a (Tc, ǫ1)-code
of rate at least R− ǫ1 and equivocation at least R− ǫ1. Let XV and YV be the
transmit and receive sequences of that particular code. In this proof, sequences
(denoted by XV and YV) are indexed by the same time-slots 1, . . . , Tc. This
is in contrast to the achievability proof in Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.4, where the
sequences Xi and Xj can occur during different communication blocks for
nodes i, j ∈ V. Let W be the random variable that denotes the message.
Consider one particular eavesdropper E ∈ E . Since the code is ǫ1-reliable and
ǫ1-perfectly secret, Fano’s inequality states that for some ǫ2,

H(W |YD,YE) ≤ H(W |YD) ≤ Tcǫ2, (3.56)

while

H(W |YE) ≥ H(W ) − Tcǫ1, (3.57)

where ǫ2 goes to zero as ǫ1 decreases. Using (3.56), (3.57), and the rate con-
straint H(W ) ≥ Tc(R− ǫ1), we obtain

Tc(R − 2ǫ1 − ǫ2) ≤ H(W ) − Tcǫ1 − Tcǫ2

≤ H(W |YE) − Tcǫ2

≤ H(W |YE) −H(W |YD,YE)

= I(W ;YD|YE)

≤ I(W,XS;YD|YE)

= I(XS;YD|YE) + I(W ;YD|YE ,XS)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

,
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where the indicated term is zero because W −−◦ XS −−◦ (YD,YE) is a Markov
chain. The remainder of the proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem
14.10.1 in [9]. Consider an arbitrary cut Ω ∈ Λ(S,B;D), i.e., a cut that
separates {S} ∪ B from D. For any such cut, we obtain

I(XS;YD|YE) ≤ I(XΩ;YΩc|YE)

=
Tc∑

t=1

I(XΩ;Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1],YE)

=

Tc∑

t=1

[
H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1],YE)

−H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1],YE ,XΩ)
]

(a)
=

Tc∑

t=1

[
H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1],YE , XΩc [t])

−H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1],YE ,XΩ, XΩc [t])
]

(b)

≤
Tc∑

t=1

[
H(Y Ωc [t]|Y E [t], XΩc [t])

−H(Y Ωc [t]|Y E[t], XΩ[t], XΩc [t])
]

=

Tc∑

t=1

I(XΩ[t];Y Ωc [t]|Y E[t], XΩc [t])

(c)
= Tc

1

Tc

Tc∑

t=1

I(XΩ[Q];Y Ωc [Q]|Y E[Q], XΩc [Q], Q = t)

= TcI(XΩ[Q];Y Ωc [Q]|Y E [Q], XΩc [Q], Q)

= Tc
[
H(Y Ωc [Q]|Y E [Q], XΩc [Q], Q)

−H(Y Ωc [Q]|XΩ[Q], Y E [Q], XΩc [Q], Q)
]

≤ Tc
[
H(Y Ωc [Q]|Y E[Q], XΩc [Q])

−H(Y Ωc [Q]|XΩ[Q], Y E [Q], XΩc [Q], Q)
]

(d)
= Tc

[
H(Y Ωc [Q]|Y E [Q], XΩc [Q])

−H(Y Ωc [Q]|XΩ[Q], Y E [Q], XΩc [Q])
]

= TcI(XΩ[Q];Y Ωc [Q]|Y E [Q], XΩc [Q]),

where in (a), both terms remain the same, because all relay nodes in Ωc use de-
terministic encoding functions, and hence, XΩc [t] is a function of (Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t−
1]). In (b), the second term remains the same, because Y Ωc [t] depends only on
(XΩ[t], XΩc [t]). In (c), we define Q to be a time-sharing variable, uniformly
distributed in {1, . . . , Tc}. In (d), we use the fact that when Q is given, Y Ωc [Q]
depends only on XV [Q].

Now, define X̃V , XV [Q] and ỸV = Y V [Q]. Note that the distribution
of ỸV is the distribution of the received symbols of the network when X̃V is
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transmitted. From the above derivation, we have

R ≤ I(X̃Ω; ỸΩc|ỸE, X̃Ωc) + 2ǫ1 + ǫ2. (3.58)

We repeat the same argument for every choice of Ω and for every E ∈ E .
The distribution of X̃V that we find in the upper bound is the same for every
choice of Ω and E. Since this bound holds for every R < Cs and ǫ1, ǫ2 can be
chosen arbitrarily small, the claim of the theorem follows.





Secrecy for the Fan

Network 4
4.1 Introduction

In this section, we study a particular wireless relay network called the fan
network. In such a network, the signal sent by a source node can be heard
by all relay nodes (through different outputs of a broadcast channel). All the
relay nodes are then connected to the destination via the so-called “destination
channel”. This second transmission can only be heard by the destination,
i.e., the relays do not create interference at other relays. This situation is
illustrated in Figure 4.1. We assume that every eavesdropper can physically
access a certain subset of the relay nodes and observe the signals received by
these compromised nodes.

One possible scenario in which such a setup would occur is the following.
We wish to receive data from a far away source (for instance a satellite), using
a device that we plan to leave unattended and hence, the device can poten-
tially be captured by an attacker. To solve this problem, we decide to deploy
a number of independent, autonomous devices (the relays) in a certain area.
There are two reasons for doing so. First, having several antennas (one per
device) spread out over a large area provides a higher capacity from the source
to the set of devices than if there was only one antenna. Second, collecting
the received data at several independent locations provides protection against
attackers that capture devices. To collect the data from all the devices, we
either assume the existence of a communication channel (multiple access chan-
nel) from all the relays to the destination, or we assume that the legitimate
user periodically visits all devices to physically collect the received data.

A more precise problem statement is given in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3,
we state our main results, which are the following: an upper bound on the
perfect secrecy capacity that is valid for a memoryless broadcast channel from
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the source and an arbitrary destination channel; a characterization of the
perfect secrecy capacity for the case of a perfect destination channel, where the
destination has access to the received signals of all the relays; a characterization
of the perfect secrecy capacity for a fan network with linear deterministic signal
interaction for the special case when the broadcast channel is the bottleneck of
the source-destination information flow. The proofs of all the results are given
in Section 4.4. For Theorem 4.2, we only give a short outline of the proof,
whose details can be found in Appendix B.

4.2 Problem Statement

Consider the network shown in Figure 4.1. A source node S is connected to M
relay nodes {A1, . . . , AM} through an arbitrary memoryless broadcast channel,
i.e., a channel as defined in Definition 2.1, with X = XS and Y = (Y1, . . . ,YM).
In general, this channel can be noisy or deterministic, discrete or continuous.
Let A = {A1, . . . , AM} be the set of relay nodes. The relay nodes operate
independently of each other based on their respective received symbols YA[t],
A ∈ A, and forward some information to the destination D via a channel of
some sort. We consider two types of such destination channels. The first is
the perfect channel, which allows D to directly observe the observations YA[t],
A ∈ A. The other is a multiple-access channel (MAC). If the destination
channel is a MAC, then the fan network is a wireless relay network as defined
in Definition 2.2.

We assume that a class of eavesdroppers E is present in this network. Each
eavesdropper E ∈ E has direct access to the received symbols YA[t] for all relay
nodes A in a certain subset AE ⊂ A.

A formal definition follows.

Definition 4.1 A fan network is defined by a set A = {A1, . . . , AM} of
relay nodes, a memoryless broadcast channel, given by alphabets XS and YA
and a probability mass function pYA|XS

(or a probability measure µ(·|xS)), as
well as a destination channel that is either a set of parallel channels of ar-
bitrarily large rates (perfect destination channel) or a multiple access channel.
Finally, the definition of a fan network includes a set E of eavesdroppers with
a corresponding collection AE of subsets of A.

Since the fan network is layered (see Definition 2.3), we restrict our atten-
tion to block codes, defined as follows.

Definition 4.2 Let W ∈ W be a uniformly distributed message observed by
S. A (T, ǫ)-block code is defined as follows. When the destination channel
is a MAC, we use Definition 2.6. If the destination channel is perfect, then
a (T, ǫ)-block code is simply given by an encoding function fS : W → X T

S , as
well as a decoding function fD : YMT → W that creates an estimate Ŵ of W
based on {(YA[1], . . . , YA[T ])}A∈A. We require the code to be ǫ-reliable in the
usual sense that P(W 6= Ŵ ) ≤ ǫ.
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S

A1

A2

A3

AM

channel D

Figure 4.1: A fan network with M relay nodes.

The notions of rate, equivocation, achievability and perfect secrecy capacity
are as given in Section 2.2, except that YE is replaced by YAE

and we only
consider block codes.

4.3 Main Results

4.3.1 Upper Bound on Cs

In this section, we present an upper bound on the weak perfect secrecy capacity
of a fan network. This bound is valid for any destination channel.

Theorem 4.1 For a fan network with an arbitrary memoryless broadcast chan-
nel and an arbitrary destination channel, we have

Cs ≤ max
pXS

[
I(XS;YA) − max

E∈E
I(XS;YAE

)
]
.

This theorem is proved in Section 4.4. Note that since C̄s ≤ Cs for any
network, Theorem 4.1 provides an upper bound on the strong perfect secrecy
capacity as well. The bound given in the theorem does not depend on the
nature of the destination channel. This is due to the fact that if we replace
a given destination channel by the perfect destination channel for any given
fan network, we help the destination without helping the eavesdroppers, and
hence we increase the secrecy capacity of the network. For a network with a
perfect destination channel, the bound in Theorem 4.1 is actually tight.
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4.3.2 Perfect Destination Channel

Assume now that the destination channel is perfect, i.e., that D can directly
observe (YA[1], . . . , YA[T ]) for every A ∈ A. As mentioned before, the upper
bound in Theorem 4.1 is tight in this case. This fact is formally stated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 For a fan network with an arbitrary discrete memoryless broad-
cast channel and a perfect destination channel,

C̄s = Cs = max
pXS

[
I(XS;YA) − max

E∈E
I(XS;YAE

)
]
.

This result can be proved thanks to the absence of interference in this setup,
avoiding the question of how relays should cooperate. Furthermore, there
is only one transmit distribution pXS

to choose, avoiding any requirements of
independence among transmit distributions for different nodes. Note that since
the observation of every eavesdropper is a degraded version of the observation
at D, this setup is actually a degreded compound wiretap channel, and hence,
Theorem 4.2 is a special case of the characterization in [22]. Nevertheless, we
still give a detailed proof in Section 4.4.

4.3.3 Deterministic Signal Interaction

Consider a fan network with a deterministic broadcast channel and assume
that the destination channel is a deterministic MAC. We have the following
lower bound on the strong perfect secrecy rate for this network. We state it
as a corollary to Theorem 3.1.

Corollary 4.1 For a fan network with a deterministic broadcast channel and
a deterministic MAC to the destination, we have

C̄s ≥ max
pXS

Q

A∈A pXA

[
min

Ω∈Λ(S;D)
I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc)

− max
E∈E

I(XS;YAE
)
]

To prove Corollary 4.1, we only need to show that a deterministic fan network
can be viewed as a wireless relay network as defined in Definition 2.2 (without
noise-inserting relays). Then, the result of the theorem follows from Theorem
3.1 in Chapter 3. The proof details can be found in Section 4.4.

Note that for deterministic signal interaction, we have I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) =
H(YΩc|XΩc), because YΩc is a function of (XΩ, XΩc) = XV .

Assume now that signal interaction is linear deterministic as defined in
Definition 2.18. In this case, XS = XA = {0, 1}q for all A ∈ A. Let us pick
pXS

∏

A∈A pXA
to be uniform over all the input alphabets. One can show that

for this particular distribution p,

H(YΩc|XΩc) = rank (GΩ,Ωc),
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where GΩ,Ωc is a binary matrix of dimensions |Ωc|q × |Ω|q. More precisely,
GΩ,Ωc is a block matrix consisting of |Ωc| · |Ω| blocks, each of dimension q× q.
Block (i, j) of this block matrix is equal to the channel transfer matrix Gj,i,
where j ∈ Ω and i ∈ Ωc (see Definition 2.18).

Using this fact, we can show the following result.

Theorem 4.3 Consider a fan network with a MAC destination channel and
linear signal interaction. If arg minΩ∈Λ(S;D) rank (GΩ,Ωc) = {S}, then

C̄s = Cs = rank (GS,A) − max
E∈E

rank (GS,AE
).

The feasibility proof of Theorem 4.3 follows by plugging a uniform transmit
distribution into the lower bound of Corollary 4.1. To show the infeasibility,
we evaluate Theorem 4.1 for linear signal interaction. The details are provided
in Section 4.4.

The result of Theorem 4.3 is quite intuitive in the following sense. The
condition arg minΩ∈Λ(S;D) rank (GΩ,Ωc) = {S} states that the bottleneck for
the communication between S and D is the broadcast channel from S to A.
This means that the MAC destination channel is in some sense “stronger”
than the broadcast channel. The theorem tells us that if this is the case, then
the MAC is actually as strong as a perfect destination channel.

4.4 Proofs of the Main Results

4.4.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1

Consider a rate R < Cs, i.e., such that (R,R) is weakly achievable. Fix an
arbitrarily small ǫ1 > 0. It follows that there exists a communication length
T and a (T, ǫ1)-block code of rate at least R − ǫ1 and equivocation at least
R − ǫ1. Let W be the message transmitted by the code. It follows that for
every E ∈ E ,

H(W |YAE
) ≥ H(W ) − Tǫ1. (4.1)

Let ID be the information available at D at the end of the communication
length T . From the reliability of the code and Fano’s inequality, we have that

H(W |ID) ≤ Tǫ2,

where ǫ2 can be made arbitrarily small by adjusting ǫ1 accordingly. But W −−◦
YA −−◦ ID forms a Markov chain, and hence,

H(W |YA) ≤ H(W |ID) ≤ Tǫ2. (4.2)
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Fix a certain eavesdropper E ∈ E . Starting from H(W ) ≥ T (R − ǫ1) and
inequalities (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain the following chain of inequalities:

TR− T2ǫ1 − Tǫ2 ≤ H(W ) − Tǫ1 − Tǫ2

≤ H(W |YAE
) −H(W |YA)

= I(W ;YA\AE
|YAE

)

≤ I(W,XS;YA\AE
|YAE

)

(a)
= I(XS;YA\AE

|YAE
)

=

T∑

t=1

I(XS;YA\AE
[t]|YA\AE

[1], . . . , YA\AE
[t− 1],YAE

)

=

T∑

t=1

[

H(YA\AE
[t]|YA\AE

[1], . . . , YA\AE
[t− 1],YAE

)

−H(YA\AE
[t]|YA\AE

[1], . . . , YA\AE
[t− 1],YAE

,XS)
]

(b)

≤
T∑

t=1

[

H(YA\AE
[t]|YAE

[t])

−H(YA\AE
[t]|YAE

[t], XS[t])
]

(c)
= T

1

T

T∑

t=1

I(XS[Q];YA\AE
[Q]|YAE

[Q], Q = t)

= TI(XS[Q];YA\AE
[Q]|YAE

[Q], Q)

≤ T
[

H(YA\AE
[Q]|YAE

[Q]) −H(YA\AE
[Q]|YAE

[Q], XS[Q], Q)
]

(d)
= T

[

H(YA\AE
[Q]|YAE

[Q]) −H(YA\AE
[Q]|YAE

[Q], XS[Q])
]

= TI(XS[Q];YA\AE
[Q]|YAE

[Q]),

where

(a) follows from the Markov chain W −−◦ XS −−◦ YA,

(b) holds because since the broadcast channel is memoryless, YA\AE
[t] depends

on nothing else once (XS[t], YAE
[t]) is known,

(c) uses the time-sharing variable Q, that we define to be uniformly dis-
tributed in {1, . . . , T},

(d) is again true because the channel is memoryless and thus, YA\AE
[Q] −−◦

(YAE
[Q], XS[Q]) −−◦ Q is a Markov chain.

Hence, we have shown that R is upper bounded as

R ≤ I(X ′
S;Y

′
A\AE

|Y ′
AE

) + 2ǫ1 + ǫ2
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where we have chosen the distribution pX′
S

to be such that X ′
S ∼ XS[Q] and

Y ′
A is distributed as the output of the broadcast channel if X ′

S is the input.
We can repeat this argument for every E ∈ E , and the random variable X ′

S in
the upper bound has the same distribution for all E. Hence,

R ≤ min
E∈E

I(X ′
S;Y

′
A\AE

|Y ′
AE

) + 2ǫ1 + ǫ2

= I(X ′
S;Y

′
A) − max

E∈E
I(X ′

S;Y
′
AE

) + 2ǫ1 + ǫ2

≤ max
pXS

[
I(XS;YA) − max

E∈E
I(XS;YAE

)
]
+ 2ǫ1 + ǫ2,

where ǫ1 and ǫ2 can be chosen arbitrarily small. This completes the proof.

4.4.2 Proof Outline for Theorem 4.2

The proof of Theorem 4.2 follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem
3.1 in Chapter 3. For a fixed distribution pXS

, we sort the eavesdroppers by
decreasing I(XS;YAE

), i.e., I(XS;YAE1
) ≥ I(XS;YAE2

) ≥ . . .. Define the rates

R = I(XS;YA) − I(XS;YAE1
)

B1 = I(XS;YAE1
) − I(XS;YAE2

)

B2 = I(XS;YAE2
) − I(XS;YAE3

)

. . .

BK = I(XS;YAEK
) − ǫ1.

We generate a random encoding function for S using a message W of rate R
andK junk messages Ji of respective rates Bi, i = 1, . . . , K. There are no noise
inserting nodes in this network, and no further encoding functions. We can
show that there exists at least one code (out of all the randomly generated ones)
such that D decodes (W,J1, . . . , JK) reliably, and each eavesdropper could
decode some subset of the junk messages if it was given W and the remaining
junk messages. All of these decoders are joint typicality decoders. We then
use Fano’s inequality and a local cut-set bound (simpler than the one used in
Section 3.6) to lower bound the equivocation at each of the eavesdroppers. For
the reader particularly interested in this chapter, we provide a detailed proof
of Theorem 4.2 in Appendix B.

4.4.3 Proof of Corollary 4.1

The topology of the fan network with a MAC destination-channel is shown
in Figure 4.2. The signal interaction is deterministic as defined in Definition
2.17.

The fact that eavesdropper E ∈ E can observe all the received symbols at
every node A ∈ AE can be modeled as follows. We create a node in the fan
network for each eavesdropper E ∈ E , and we include these new nodes in the
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S

A1

A2

A3

AM

E1

EK

D

Figure 4.2: The deterministic fan network with a MAC destination-channel, where
we assume that E = {E1, . . . , EK} is the set of eavesdroppers.

broadcast channel used by the source node S (see Figure 4.2). The broadcast
channel from S to (A, E) is modeled such that YA is obtained from XS by
the given deterministic broadcast channel for this network. For eavesdropper
E ∈ E , we define the alphabet YE ,

∏

A∈AE
YA, i.e., YE is the Cartesian

product of the alphabets {YA}A∈AE
. The channel output at E is then defined

to be equal to YAE
, i.e., at every time slot, eavesdropper E observes the same

symbols as the nodes in AE. It is then clear that the network shown in
Figure 4.2 is an equivalent representation of the deterministic fan network. In
addition, the network of Figure 4.2 is a layered wireless relay network as defined
in Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 and also contains eavesdropped nodes as defined in
Definition 2.9. Hence, Theorem 3.1 from Chapter 3 applies to this network. Let
the set of noise-inserters B be empty. Then, for a given product distribution
pXS

∏

A∈A pXA
, the function F (p) defined in Definition 3.4 simplifies to

F (p) = max
x

{x ≥ 0 : x ≤ RS;D(p)}
− max

x
{x ≥ 0 : x ≤ max

E∈E
RE;D(p)}

= RS;D(p) − max
E∈E

RS;D(p)

Plugging in the definition of RS;j(p), Theorem 3.1 says that

C̄s ≥ max
pXS

Q

A∈A pXA

[
min

Ω∈Λ(S;D)
I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc)

−max
E∈E

min
Ω∈Λ(S;E)

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc)
]
.
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To complete the proof, it remains to note that for every E ∈ E , S and E are
directly connected through the broadcast channel, and hence we have

min
Ω∈Λ(S;E)

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) = I(XS;YE)

= I(XS;YAE
).

4.4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.3

We first show that C̄s ≥ rank (GS,A) − rank (GS,AE
). From Corollary 4.1, we

know that for any distribution pXS

∏

A∈A pXA
,

C̄s ≥ min
Ω∈Λ(S;D)

H(YΩc|XΩc) − max
E∈E

H(YAE
), (4.3)

where we used the fact that the channels are deterministic to replace mutual
informations by entropies. Choose p to be the uniform distribution on all
alphabets XS and XA, A ∈ A. Then,

H(YΩc|XΩc) = H(GV ,ΩcXV |XΩc)

= H(GΩ,ΩcXΩ +GΩc,ΩcXΩc |XΩc)

= H(GΩ,ΩcXΩ|XΩc)

(a)
= H(GΩ,ΩcXΩ)

= rank (GΩ,Ωc), (4.4)

where (a) is true because of the independence of Xi and Xj for i 6= j and
the last step follows because the entropy of a set of linear combinations of
uniform bits is equal to the number of linearly independent such combinations
in the set, which is equal to the rank of the system of equations. Plugging the
uniform p into (4.3) and combining it with (4.4) yields

C̄s ≥ min
Ω∈Λ(S;D)

rank (GΩ,Ωc) − max
E∈E

rank (GS,AE
)

= rank (GS,A) − max
E∈E

rank (GS,AE
). (4.5)

In the last step, we have used the assumption that minΩ∈Λ(S;D) rank (GΩ,Ωc) is
optimized by Ω = {S}.

Now, we show that for linear signal interaction, the upper bound of Theo-
rem 4.1 is equal to (4.5). For any distribution pXS

, we have

I(XS;YA) − max
E∈E

I(XS;YAE
) = min

E∈E
I(XS;YA\AE

|YAE
). (4.6)

Further, for any E ∈ E , we can write

I(XS;YA\AE
|YAE

) = H(YA\AE
|YAE

)

= H(YA|YAE
)

= H(GS,AXS|GS,AE
XS)

≤ rank (GS,A) − rank (GS,AE
), (4.7)
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where the last step is true for the following reason. The matrix GS,A is of
dimension |A|q × q and multiplies a binary random vector XS of length q.
Hence, V , GS,AXS is a binary vector of length |A|q that contains at most
q bits of information. If the information content of V is less than q bits, this
means that GS,A projects XS onto a space of dimension rank (GS,A) < q. The
quantity that we are interested in is H(V |GS,AE

XS), where AE ⊂ A. Thus,
the conditioning fixes the values of |AE|q bits in V , hence leaving us with
rank (GS,A) − rank (GS,AE

) degrees of freedom. This proves the inequality in
(4.7). The inequality is an equality if XS is uniformly distributed in {0, 1}q.

Combining (4.7), (4.6) and Theorem 4.1, we have

Cs ≤ max
pXS

min
E∈E

H(GS,AXS|GS,AE
XS)

≤ min
E∈E

[
rank (GS,A) − rank (GS,AE

)
]

= rank (GS,A) − max
E∈E

rank (GS,AE
).

Hence, since strong secrecy implies weak secrecy, we have

rank (GS,A) − max
E∈E

rank (GS,AE
) ≤C̄s ≤ Cs

≤ rank (GS,A) − max
E∈E

rank (GS,AE
),

which concludes the proof of the theorem.



Interactive Secrecy for

the Line Network 5
5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we assume that the destination can provide feedback to the
source over a backward channel. This assumption is motivated by the fact
that in most wireless networks, communication is indeed bidirectional. For
simplicity, we assume that the backward link is perfectly reliable (a “bit-pipe”),
of unlimited rate and that it is public. In other words, the messages sent over
this channel are observed directly by the source and the eavesdropper. We
assume that this public channel can only be used in the backward direction,
i.e., to send messages from the destination to the source. This model differs
from the more general public discussion model used in previous literature.

In this chapter, we consider the problem of secret key agreement rather
than secret communication. In secret key agreement, two parties (the source
and the destination) wish to agree, with high probability, on a sequence of
bits (the “key”) which is kept secret from the eavesdropper. The key rate is
the entropy in bits of the key, divided by the number of channel uses that are
necessary to establish the key. This notion is weaker than the notion of secret
communication introduced in Section 2.2, because of the following. Every
secret communication protocol of secrecy rate Rs provides a shared “key” (the
message) of key rate Rs. In contrary, if we have a secret key agreement protocol
that provides a key of rate Rk, we cannot necessarily communicate a secret
message of the same rate from the source to the destination. Of course, if a
channel of non-zero rate from the source to the destination exists (for instance
a wireless relay network), then we can achieve secret communication by one-
time padding the key with the message and sending the resulting cypher-text
reliably over the channel. However, this implies further uses of the channel (or
the network), hence lowering the overall rate of the secret message.

69
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In [28], Maurer demonstrated the use of public feedback for secret key
agreement over the wiretap channel. He showed that if two users Alice and
Bob, and an eavesdropper Eve each observe one component of a discrete mem-
oryless multisource, then a public discussion channel can be used to establish
a secret key shared by the source and the destination. Further, he observed
that such a situation can be created in the wiretap channel setup [48] as fol-
lows. The source generates a random i.i.d. sequence X from some distribution
pX and transmits it over the wiretap channel pY Z|X. Let (Y,Z) be the re-
ceived sequences at the destination and the eavesdropper, respectively. The
sequence triple (X,Y,Z) has the same distribution as a sample sequence from
the memoryless multisource governed by pXY Z . A key generation protocol can
now be applied to this situation, with the source in the role of Alice and the
destination in the role of Bob. A generalization of this work was provided by
Ahlswede and Csiszár in [1].

The main new difficulty in proving the existence of feedback-utilizing proto-
cols for wireless networks stems from communication via relays. In the attempt
to create correlated sequences at all three ends of the setup, the source can
transmit an i.i.d. sequence of symbols over the network, as it was done in the
protocols of [28] and [1]. However, since the transmission happens over a relay
network, the relays need to map from their received signals to their transmit
signals. We analyze a decode-and-forward strategy for the relays. Depending
on the signal rate, the whole typical transmit set may not be used by the for-
warding relays. This leads to a thinning of the transmit signal spaces at the
relays. As a consequence, after a forward transmission over the network, the
information available at the source, the destination and the eavesdropper does
not have the statistics of a memoryless multisource. Therefore the techniques
introduced in [28, 1] are not directly applicable. This difficulty is not related
to the interference of received signals, but stems only from the thinning at the
relays.

For this reason, we restrict our attention to a simple one-relay network
with feedback without any phenomena of signal interference. We show the
existence of protocols that use the public backward channel to achieve a certain
secret key rate for this network. Interaction between the nodes is over general
discrete memoryless channels. The backward transmission uses a structured
binning scheme similar to the techniques proposed in [28, 1]. To be able to
apply this scheme, we first compute the size of the list of all potential received
sequences at the destination from the point of view of the eavesdropper. This
computation is a result that might be of a more general use. For comparison,
we derive the secret key capacity for the case when no backward channel is
available.

A more detailed problem statement is given in Section 5.2. The main results
are stated in Section 5.3 and proved in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 contains the
list size result.
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5.2 Problem Statement

In this chapter, we focus on the line network, which is essentially a concate-
nation of a point-to-point channel and a wiretap channel (see Figure 5.1).

Definition 5.1 The line network consists of a source S, a destination D,
only one relay A and only one eavesdropping node E. The network is defined
by alphabets XS, YA, XA, YD and YE, and two discrete memoryless channels
pYA|XS

, pYD,YE |XA
. The relay node A plays the role of connecting the channel

pYA|XS
to the channel pYD,YE |XA

by mapping from its receive alphabet to its
transmit alphabet. This mapping can be done block-wise and the mapping can
also be random i.e., A is a noise-inserting relay.

S A

D

E

Figure 5.1: The line network.

Definition 5.2 The line network with feedback is a line network, aug-
mented with a public feedback channel over which D can transmit messages of
arbitrarily large rate to S. These messages are received reliably at S and at E,
i.e., the feedback channel is public.

As explained in the introduction of this chapter, we focus on secret key
agreement rather than secret communication. In secret key agreement, we
want to ensure that S and D agree with high probability on the same key K,
while keeping K secret from the eavesdroppers. For a protocol that achieves
this, the rate of the key K is called the secret key rate and denoted by Rk.
This can be formalized as follows.

Definition 5.3 For a wireless relay network without feedback, we say that
a secret key rate Rk is weakly achievable if the rate-equivocation pair
(Rk, Rk) is weakly achievable for secret communication. Weak achievability
for secret communication has been defined in Definition 2.11. For a wireless
relay network without feedback, we say that a secret key rate Rk is strongly
achievable if the secrecy rate Rk is strongly achievable for secret commu-
nication. Strong achievability for secret communication has been defined in
Definition 2.13.

In other words, for a wireless relay network without feedback, the notions of
secret communication rate and secret key rate are equivalent. Note that since
the line network is layered (Definition 2.3), we only consider block codes.

In the presence of a public feedback channel, we use a different definition:
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Definition 5.4 A (T, ǫ)-protocol for key generation over a layered wire-
less network with feedback is given by a distribution pXS

for the transmitted se-
quence XS of length T , a set of (possibly) probabilistic relay encoding functions
fi, mapping Yi to Xi at each relay i ∈ A, a (possibly) probabilistic feedback
function fD, mapping YD to a public message I, and two (possibly) proba-
bilistic key generation functions gS (mapping (XS, I) to K̂) and gD (mapping
(YD, I) to K). The key K should be uniformly distributed in {1, . . . , 2TRk},
where Rk is the key rate. The probability of disagreement of a (T, ǫ)-protocol
is required to be bounded by ǫ: P(K 6= K̂) < ǫ.

Definition 5.5 Given a (T, ǫ)-protocol for key generation, we say that the
protocol provides weakly secret key generation if

H(K|YE , I) ≥ H(K) − Tǫ,

where K is the key, YE is the sequence of observations at eavesdropper E, and
I is the public feedback. We say that the protocol provides strongly secret
key generation if

H(K|YE, I) ≥ H(K) − ǫ.

Definition 5.6 For a network with feedback, we say that a secret key rate Rk

is weakly/strongly achievable if for any ǫ > 0, there exists an integer T
and a weakly/strongly secret key generation (T, ǫ)-protocol that has key rate
Rk.

Definition 5.7 The strong secret key capacity C̄k of a wireless network
with or without feedback is defined as

C̄k , max{Rk : Rk is a strongly achievable secret key rate}.

5.3 Main Results

First, we consider the line network without feedback.

Definition 5.8 Let VA be the alphabet of an auxiliary random variable VA, and
let a distribution pXS ,VA,XA

over XS × VA × XA be given. We define R̆(VA, p)
to be the set of all pairs (R,Re) satisfying

R < min{I(XS;YA), I(VA;YD)},
Re < [I(VA;YD) − I(VA;YE)]+,

Re ≤ R.

Theorem 5.1 In the line network without feedback, a rate-equivocation
pair (R,Re) is weakly achievable if and only if it lies in the region

R̆ = ∪VA,pXS
pVA

pXA|VA
R̆(VA, p), (5.1)
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where the union is over all choices of the alphabet VA and over distributions
on XS×VA×XA such that XS and (VA, XA) are independent and VA −−◦ XA −−◦
(YD, YE) forms a Markov chain.

Using Caratheodory’s theorem [11], one can show that it is sufficient to consider
alphabets VA no larger than |YD| + |YE| + 1 in the optimization (5.1). The
proof of Theorem 5.1 can be found in Section 5.4.

The following corollary follows from Theorem 5.1:

Corollary 5.1 The strongly secret key capacity of the line network without
feedback is

C̄k = max
VA,pXS

pVA
pXA|VA

min{I(XS;YA),

[I(VA;YD) − I(VA;YE)]+}. (5.2)

Proof: Theorem 5.1 tells us that every rate-equivocation pair (R,Re) in
R̆ is weakly achievable. Hence, it follows from Lemma E.5 that Rk = Re is
strongly achievable over the network. Since a secretly communicated message
is a secret key, C̄k is lower bounded by the expression given in the corollary.
To show that that expression is also an upper bound on C̄k, we note that for
a network without feedback, C̄k = C̄s, which is upper bounded by the weak
secrecy capacity Cs. The upper bound on Cs follows from Theorem 5.1. 2

Note that Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1 give necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for secret communication and secret key agreement over the line net-
work without feedback. The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for
secret key agreement over the line network with feedback.

Definition 5.9 For a given distribution pXA
and a number u, let the function

F̃ (u, pXA
) be defined as

F̃ (u, pXA
) =

8

<

:

0 if u < I(XA; YE)
(u − I(XA, YD; YE))+ if I(XA; YE) < u < I(XA; YD, YE)
(I(YD; XA) − I(YD; YE))+ if I(XA; YD, YE) < u.

It can be readily checked that for any fixed pXA
, F̃ (u, pXA

) is a continuous
function of u.

Theorem 5.2 In the line network with feedback, a secret key rate Rk is
strongly achievable if it satisfies

Rk < max
pXS

pXA

F̃ (I(XS;YA), pXA
). (5.3)

The proof of Theorem 5.2 can be found in Section 5.4. We immediately obtain
the following corollary:
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Corollary 5.2 Let

CSA , max
pXS

I(XS;YA)

be the point-to-point capacity of the channel from S to A. A secret key rate
Rk is strongly achievable if it satisfies

Rk < max
pXA

F̃ (CSA, pXA
).

Proof: Consider the optimization problem (5.3). Note that the distribution
pXS

influences F̃ (I(XS;YA), pXA
) only through its first argument. Moreover,

F̃ (u, pXA
) is non-decreasing in u for any choice of pXA

. It follows that to
maximize F̃ (I(XS;YA), pXA

) over a range of distributions pXS
pXA

, we can first
maximize I(XS;YA) over all possible pXS

, and then maximize F̃ (CSA, pXA
)

over all pXA
. Hence, the two expressions maxpXS

pXA
F̃ (I(XS;YA), pXA

) and

maxpXA
F̃ (CSA, pXA

) are actually equal, which proves the corollary. 2

Assume that the channel from XA to (YD, YE) is such that YD −−◦ XA −−◦ YE
is a Markov chain. Consider a modified setup for which S = A. This is the
setup studied in [1] and it was shown there and in [29] that the strongly secret
key capacity of this channel is

C̄ ′
k = max

pXA

[I(XA;YD) − I(YD;YE)]. (5.4)

Let C̄k be the secret key capacity of the line network with feedback. It is
clear that C̄ ′

k is an upper bound on C̄k, and that C̄ ′
k is achievable in the line

network with feedback if CSA is infinite. Let X ′
A be a random variable whose

distribution maximizes (5.4) and let Y ′
D and Y ′

E be the corresponding outputs
of the channel pYD,YE |XA

. In the scheme described in [1], the source node (S
or A in our notation) generates an i.i.d. sequence XA from the distribution
of X ′

A and sends it over the channel. As a result, A, D and E have access to
correlated memoryless sequences XA, YD and YE, respectively. The public
message over the feedback link is then used to establish a shared secret key
between A and D based on these correlated sequences. Instead of generating
XA in an i.i.d. manner, we can also select XA uniformly at random from the
set of typical sequences Tδ(X ′

A) (see Appendix F). If we do this, the statistics
of the resulting (XA,YD,YE) are with high probability the same as before. In
the line network, we can select such a typical sequence XA at S and describe it
losslessly to A if CSA ≥ H(X ′

A), hence achieving C̄ ′
k. Surprisingly, Corollary 5.2

states that whenever CSA > I(X ′
A;YD, YE), we can achieve a secret key rate

of I(X ′
A;Y ′

D) − I(Y ′
D;Y ′

E), which is the secret key capacity C̄ ′
k given in (5.4).

Hence, C̄ ′
k is achievable in the line network even if CSA < H(X ′

A), which is
unexpected. The scheme that is used to achieve this secret key rate is described
in detail in Section 5.4.

The following proposition compares the achievable secret key rate with
feedback given in (5.3) and the secret key capacity without feedback given in
(5.2).
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Proposition 5.1 Consider a line network with a conditionally independent
broadcast channel, i.e., such that pYD,YE |XA

= pYD |XA
pYE |XA

. Let X∗
S and X∗

A

be such that pX∗
S
pX∗

A
maximizes (5.3), let Y ∗

A, Y ∗
D and Y ∗

E be the corresponding
channel outputs, and let

R∗
k = F̃ (I(X∗

S;Y
∗
A), pX∗

A
)

be the largest secret key rate guaranteed by (5.3). Then, the secret key rate

R̃ , min{I(X∗
S;Y

∗
A), [I(X∗

A;Y ∗
D) − I(X∗

A;Y ∗
E)]+} (5.5)

is achievable without the use of the public feedback channel. In addition, if
I(X∗

S;Y
∗
A) ≤ I(X∗

A;Y ∗
D), then

R̃ ≥ R∗
k. (5.6)

Proof: First, note that (XS, VA, XA) = (X∗
S, X

∗
A, X

∗
A) is a valid member of

the maximization set in (5.2). Hence, when ignoring the feedback channel,

R̃ = min{I(X∗
S;Y

∗
A), [I(X∗

A;Y ∗
D) − I(X∗

A;Y ∗
E)]+}

is achievable, because it is smaller than the secret key capacity given in (5.2).
Assume that I(X∗

S;Y
∗
A) ≤ I(X∗

A;Y ∗
D). Then, it follows from (5.3) that

R∗
k = max{0, I(X∗

S;Y
∗
A) − I(X∗

A;Y ∗
E)}.

Since I(X∗
S;Y

∗
A) ≤ I(X∗

A;Y ∗
D), we have R̃ ≥ I(X∗

S;Y
∗
A) − I(X∗

A;Y ∗
E). From

the non-negativity of the mutual information, we also have R̃ ≥ 0. Hence,
R̃ ≥ R∗

k. 2

The example in Figure 5.2 shows that the inequality in (5.6) can be strict,
implying that the achievable secret key rate given in (5.3) is not optimal. The
example also shows how the two schemes can be combined via time-sharing to
obtain a secret key rate that is higher than either of the individual rates.

I(X∗
S ; Y ∗

A)

I(X∗
A

;Y ∗
D

)

−I(X∗
A

;Y ∗
E

)

I(X∗
A; Y ∗

E) I(X∗
A; Y ∗

D, Y ∗
E)

I(X∗
A; Y ∗

D|Y ∗
E)

Figure 5.2: Illustration of Proposition 5.1. R∗
k (solid line) and R̃ (dashed line)

are plotted as functions of the mutual information between S and A. The dotted
line shows the convex envelope of the two functions, which is achievable via time-
sharing between the two schemes.
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5.4 Proof Outlines

5.4.1 Proof of Theorem 5.1

Achievability Assume that (R,Re) ∈ R̆. It follows that for a certain VA
and a distribution pXS

pVA
pXA|VA

, we have

R < I(XS;YA), (5.7)

R < I(VA;YD), (5.8)

Re ≤ R, (5.9)

Re < [I(VA;YD) − I(VA;YE)]+. (5.10)

From the usual channel coding theorem [11], we know that if (5.7) is true,
then there exists a reliable code of rate R for the channel pYA|XS

. Since Re ≤
R, and since E does not receive any information about this transmission,
the equivocation rate at E about this message is at least Re. Now, assume
that A knows the transmitted message. From the achievability in [10], we
know that as long as (5.8) and (5.10) are true, there exists a code that allows
reliable transmission of a message of rate R from A to D while achieving an
equivocation rate arbitrarily close to Re.

Converse Assume that (R,Re) are achievable. Then, from the channel cod-
ing theorem [11], we know that R < maxpXS

I(XS;YA). Moreover, since the
equivocation at E cannot be more than the number of messages, Re ≤ R.
Hence,

(R,Re) ∈ ∪pXS
A(pXS

), (5.11)

where A(pXS
) = {(R,Re) : R < I(XS;YA), Re ≤ R}. From the converse proof

in [10], we know that

(R,Re) ∈ ∪VA,pVA
pXA|VA

B(VA, pVA
pXA|VA

), (5.12)

where B(VA, pVA
pXA|VA

) = {(R,Re) : R < I(VA;YD), Re < [I(VA;YD) −
I(VA;YE)]+}. From (5.11) and (5.12), it follows that

(R,Re) ∈
(

∪pXS
A(pXS

)
)

∩
(

∪VA,pVA
pXA|VA

B(VA, pVA
pXA|VA

)
)

= ∪pXS
∪VA,pVA

pXA|VA

(

A(pXS
)

∩ B(VA, pVA
pXA|VA

)
)

= ∪VA,pXS
pVA

pXA|VA
R̆(VA, p)

= R̆.
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5.4.2 Proof of Theorem 5.2

Let pXS
pXA

be fixed. Consider the following protocol: S generates a random
message of rate

R̃ = min{I(XS;YA) − ǫ1, H(XA)(1 − δ)}
and sends it over the channel pYA|XS

using a good channel code. The constants
ǫ1, δ > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily. Then, it follows from the channel coding
theorem [9] that A can decode that message with small error probability. Be-
fore the next transmission block, A re-encodes the message into a transmit
sequence xA using a codebook C ⊆ Tδ(XA) of rate R̃, where Tδ(XA) denotes
the set of all (robustly) typical sequences xA (see Appendix F). The codebook
C is generated by picking sequences from Tδ(XA) uniformly at random. Once
generated, C is fixed for all time.

Definition 5.10 Define Lδ(Yj), j ∈ {D,E} as the list of all sequences yj such
that there is at least one codeword xA ∈ C for which (xA,yj) ∈ Tδ(XA, Yj).
Similarly, define Lδ(YD|yE) as the list of all sequences yD such that there is
at least one xA ∈ C for which (xA,yD,yE) ∈ Tδ(XA, YD, YE).

This definition is equivalent to Definition 5.12 in the next section of this chap-
ter.

D and E receive sequences YD and YE , respectively, that are the outputs
of the broadcast channel pYD,YE |XA

when XA is the input.
For the backward transmission, we are facing a source coding problem

similar to the one in [28] and [1]. The destination D wants to describe YD

to S, while keeping part of it secret from E. S and E observe the sequences
XS and YE respectively, which serve as side-information in the source coding
problem.

Definition 5.11 Define αS and αE to be non-negative real numbers such that:
If XS is known, then with high probability, YD is one of 2TαS possible se-
quences. If YE is known, then with high probability, YD is one of 2TαE possible
sequences.

The exponents αS and αE play an important role in deriving and analyzing a
source code for the backward transmission. In [28] and [1], the computation of
these exponents is straightforward, because the receive sequence at D and the
two side-information sequences at S and at E together have the same statistics
as the output of a discrete memoryless multisource. For the line network, the
derivation of αS and αE is more involved.

The decoder at A has a small error probability. Hence, with high probabil-
ity, S knows which message was decoded and re-encoded at A. Consequently,
assuming XA = xA, we obtain

2TαS = |Tδ(YD|xA)| ≃ 2TH(YD |XA), (5.13)
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which is the same for all xA. The approximate equality can be made arbitrarily
precise by choosing δ small enough (see Lemma F.2). Note that the sequences
XA, YD and YE are highly likely to be jointly δ-typical and thus, with high
probability, YE lies in Lδ(YE) and

2TαE = |Lδ(YD|yE)|.

Using Lemma 5.3 and identity (5.19) in the next section, we obtain

αE ≃







H(YD|XA, YE) if 0 < R̃ < I(XA;YE)
R̃−I(XA;YE)

+H(YD |XA,YE)

}

if I(XA;YE) < R̃ < I(XA;YD, YE)

H(YD|YE) if I(XA;YD, YE) < R̃ < H(XA),

(5.14)

where the approximate equality can be made arbitrarily precise by choosing
δ sufficiently small.

We conclude the proof of the theorem from the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1 Through public transmission by D, any secret key rate Rk that
satisfies

Rk < αE − αS (5.15)

is weakly achievable between D and S, when E is the eavesdropper.

Evaluating αE − αS for αS and αE as given by (5.13) and (5.14) and not-
ing that Rk should be non-negative implies that the rate range stated in the
theorem is weakly achievable. It is easy to see that Lemma E.5 in Appendix
E can also be applied to the problem of secret key agreement, which lets us
conclude the strong achievability of that rate range.

It remains to prove Lemma 5.1:
Proof: We show the existence of a source code that achieves Rk as given in
the lemma.

Code construction: We construct a random binning scheme to be used at
D in the following way:

• Every sequence yD ∈ Lδ(YD) is thrown into a randomly (uniformly)
chosen bin, indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . , 2T (αS+ǫ2)}.

• Then, for every bin i, every sequence yD in it is thrown into a randomly
(uniformly) chosen sub-bin indexed by k ∈ {1, . . . , 2T (αE−αS)}.

Let YD be the received sequence from the forward transmission over the net-
work. The sequence YD lies in Lδ(YD) with high probability. The bin index
I = i(YD) will be communicated over the public channel, while the sub-bin
index K = k(YD) is the secret message.

Encoding: D sends I over the public channel.
Decoding: S identifies a unique sequence ŶD in bin I such that ŶD ∈

Lδ(YD|xS). The dominant error event is that ŶD is not unique in bin I.
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Virtual Decoding at the Eavesdropper: If a genie made K available at E,
then E would know (I,K). It could then try to identify a unique sequence
ˆ̂
YD in sub-bin K of bin I such that

ˆ̂
YD ∈ Lδ(YD|yE). The dominant failure

event is that
ˆ̂
YD is not unique in sub-bin K of bin I.

Expected Error Probability: Through analysis of the expected error prob-
ability, one can conclude that since the number of bins and the number of
sub-bins are chosen large enough, there exists a binning scheme for which

P(error at S) ≤ ǫ0

and

1

2T (αE−αS)

2T (αE−αS)
∑

k=1

P(Ak) ≤ ǫ0, (5.16)

where Ak is the error event of the virtual (genie-aided) decoder at the eaves-
dropper for a given K = k. Note that the left hand side of (5.16) is the error
probability when estimating YD from the observable (K, I,YE). Thus, from
Fano’s inequality [9], we have

H(YD|K, I,YE) ≤ Tǫ3, (5.17)

where ǫ3 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing ǫ0 small enough.
Equivocation Analysis: We have

H(K|I,YE) ≥ I(YD;K|I,YE)

= I(YD;K, I|YE) − I(YD; I|YE)

= H(YD|YE) −H(YD|K, I,YE)

−H(I|YE)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤H(I)

+H(I|YD,YE)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

≥ H(YD|YE) −H(I) −H(YD|K, I,YE) (5.18)

≥ T
(
αE − (αS + ǫ2) − ǫ3

)
,

where we have used (5.17) to bound the last term. For the second term, we
used the fact that I ∈ {1, . . . , 2T (αS+ǫ2)}, and hence H(I) ≤ T (αS + ǫ2). For
the first term in (5.18) we have used

H(YD|YE) =
∑

yE∈Lδ(YE)

P(YE = yE)H(YD|YE = yE)

(a)≃
∑

yE∈Lδ(YE)

P(YE = yE) log |Lδ(YD|yE)|

= TαE ·
∑

yE∈Lδ(YE)

P(YE = yE)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≃1

≃ TαE,
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where ≃ denotes approximate equality for large T . This approximation of
H(YD|YE = yE) in (a) follows from the uniformity stated in Lemma 5.4.
Thus, the equivocation can be made arbitrarily close to αE − αS.

Rate Analysis: The rate of the sub-bin index K is equal to αE − αS.
Hence, our scheme achieves weak secrecy of the key K, at a rate Rk as

stated in the Lemma. 2

5.5 List Size Lemmas

In this section, we present several lemmas that are used in Section 5.4. The
proofs of all these lemmas can be found in Appendix C.

Consider discrete alphabets X ,Y ,Z and a joint distribution pXY Z(x, y, z)

on X ×Y ×Z. Let C be a randomly generated X-codebook of size 2TR̃, where
each codeword has length T and was picked uniformly at random from Tδ(X).

Definition 5.12 We define the following sets, or “lists”:

• Lδ(Y ) is the list of all sequences y such that there is at least one x ∈ C
for which (x,y) ∈ Tδ.

• Lδ(Z) is the list of all sequences z such that there is at least one x ∈ C
for which (x, z) ∈ Tδ.

• For a given z ∈ Lδ(Z), we define Lδ(X|z) as the list of all codewords
x ∈ C such that (x, z) ∈ Tδ.

• For a given z ∈ Lδ(Z), we define Lδ(Y |z) as the list of all sequences
y ∈ Tδ(Y |z) such that there exists at least one codeword x ∈ C for which
(x,y, z) ∈ Tδ.

The size of a list Lδ(·) is denoted as Lδ(·) , |Lδ(·)|.
Intuitively, the meaning of these lists is the following. If the codebook C is used
for transmission over the channel pY Z|X(y, z|x), then we know from Lemma
F.2 that the received sequences y and z are, with high probability, such that
(x,y, z) ∈ Tδ′ for some δ′ > δ. It follows that in this setup, Lδ′(Y ) and Lδ′(Z)
are the lists of possible received sequences at Y and Z, respectively, given
that we do not know which codeword was transmitted. For a given received
sequence z, Lδ′(X|z) is the list of all codewords that seem plausible from the
point of view of Z. Likewise, Lδ′(Y |z) is the list of all sequences y that are
likely to be received at Y from the point of view of Z.

Before stating the first lemma, we define the notion of exponential equality.

Definition 5.13 We say that two expressions A and B that depend on the

variable T are δ-exponentially equal, denoted by A
δ
= B if asymptotically

with large T , we have

B2−δT ≤ A ≤ B2δT .
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Note that δ-exponential equality is reciprocal, i.e., if A
δ
= B, then B

δ
= A.

For example, Lemma F.1 states that |Tδ(X)| δ′
= 2TH(X), where δ′ = δH(X).

Instead of “δ-exponentially equal”, we also use the shorter term “δ-equal”.

Lemma 5.2 For any δ > 0, we have with high probability (over the random
codebook C) and for almost every z ∈ Lδ(Z) that the size of Lδ(X|z) is

Lδ(X|z)

{

= 1 if R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1
δ1= 2T (R̃−I(X;Z)) if I(X;Z) + δ1 < R̃ < H(X) − δ,

where δ1 = δ2H(X).

By “almost every z ∈ Lδ(Z)” we mean a subset of Lδ(Z) whose size is ǫ-
exponentially equal to Lδ(Z), where ǫ can be arbitrarily small.

The second lemma provides arbitrarily tight bounds on the size of the list
Lδ(Y |z):

Lemma 5.3 For any δ > 0 such that δ < H(Y |X)
6H(X)+2H(Y |Z)

, the following is true.
For large T , with high probability over the random codebook C, and for almost
all z ∈ Lδ(Z), the list Lδ(Y |z) is of size

Lδ(Y |z)







δ2= 2TH(Y |X,Z) if R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1
δ4= 2T

(
R̃−I(X;Y,Z)+H(Y |Z)

)
if I(X;Z)+2δ1+δ2+4δ3<

R̃<I(X;Y,Z)−δ1
δ3= 2TH(Y |Z) if I(X;Y, Z) + δ1 < R̃ < H(X) − δ,

where we define δ1 , δ2H(X), δ2 , δH(Y |X,Z), δ3 , δH(Y |Z), and δ4 =
δ1 + δ3.

In Lemma 5.3, the exponent for the second regime can be written as

R̃− I(X;Y, Z) +H(Y |Z) = R̃− I(X;Z) +H(Y |X,Z). (5.19)

To find the list Lδ(Y |z), we can imagine that we first find all the x ∈ Lδ(X|z).
Then, the list Lδ(Y |z) is the union over all such x of the “fans” Tδ(Y |x, z).
We observe the following rather surprising fact:

• If R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1, then Lδ(X|z) is of size 1 (Lemma 5.2), and hence,
Lδ(Y |z) is simply the fan Tδ(Y |x, z) for the unique x ∈ Lδ(X|z). The
size of this fan is exponentially equal to 2TH(Y |X,Z) as indicated in Lemma
5.3.

• If I(X;Z)+2δ1+δ2+4δ3 < R̃ < I(X;Y, Z)−δ1, then the size of Lδ(X|z)

is exponentially equal to 2T (R̃−I(X;Z)) (see Lemma 5.2). Hence, Lemma

5.3, together with (5.19), tells us that Lδ(Y |z) is the union of 2T (R̃−I(X;Z))

disjoint fans, each of size (exponentially equal to) 2TH(Y |X,Z). In other
words, the fans Tδ(Y |x, z) are disjoint for different x ∈ Lδ(X|z).
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• If I(X;Y, Z) + δ1 < R̃ < H(X) − δ, the size of Lδ(X|z) is still ex-

ponentially equal to 2T (R̃−I(X;Z)). However, the fans Tδ(Y |x, z) are no
longer disjoint for different x ∈ Lδ(X|z). From Lemma 5.3, we see that
|Lδ(Y |z)| is exponentially equal to |Tδ(Y |z)|. This implies that not only
are the fans Tδ(Y |x, z) not disjoint, but they cover almost all of Tδ(Y |z).

This observation suggests that a sharp transition happens when R̃ is close
to I(X;Y, Z), in the sense that Lδ(Y |z) transits from being a disjoint union
of exponentially many sets to being a covering of Tδ(Y |z). This situation is
illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Tδ(Y |z)

z

Tδ(Z)

Tδ(X)

Tδ(Y )
Lδ(Y |z)

Tδ(X)

Tδ(Y )

z

Tδ(Z)

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the list L(Y |z) for two cases: when I(X;Y, Z)+δ1 < R̃
(on the left) and when R̃ < I(X;Y, Z) − δ1 (on the right).

In the absence of Z, the same phenomenon happens. In this case, one can
show that the size of Lδ(Y ) is

Lδ(Y )

{
δ3= 2T (R̃+H(Y |X)) if 0 < R̃ < I(X;Y ) − δ1
δ1= 2TH(Y ) if I(X;Y ) + δ1 < R̃ < H(X) − δ.

This means that the fans going from codewords in C to Tδ(Y ) are disjoint for
R̃ < I(X;Y )− δ1. When R̃ > I(X;Y )+ δ1, not only the fans are not disjoint,
but they cover all of Tδ(Y ) without leaving any gaps. Hence, we again have a
sharp transition when R̃ is close to I(X;Y ).

Another interesting observation is the following. For I(X;Y ) + δ1 < R̃ <
I(X;Y, Z) − δ1, every y ∈ Tδ(Y ) is covered by a fan from some codeword
x ∈ C, but for a fixed z, not every y ∈ Tδ(Y |z) is covered by a fan coming
from a codeword x ∈ Lδ(X|z).

The following lemma deals with a random experiment where the (uniformly
generated) codebook C is fixed, and we randomly pick a sequence x from the
given C.

Lemma 5.4 Let C be a fixed code as defined in the beginning of this section.
Consider the random experiment of picking a codeword X uniformly at random
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from C and transmitting it over the channel pY Z|X. The received sequences Y
and Z are then random variables. Fix a sequence z ∈ Lδ(Z). Then, for almost
every possible code C,

P(Y = y|Z = z)
δ̃
=

1

Lδ(Y |z)

if y ∈ Lδ(Y |z) and

P(Y = y|Z = z)
.
= 0

otherwise, where δ̃ is a scaled version of δ, and
.
= denotes relative equality as

defined in Section 2.1.

This lemma states that by choosing δ sufficiently small, we can make the
distribution of Y given Z = z arbitrarily “close” to the uniform distribution
on Lδ(Y |z).





The Interference-Multiple

Access Channel 6
6.1 Introduction

The general two transmitter - two receiver channel, shown in Figure 6.1 is
a channel connecting two transmitters to two receivers. We call this small
network a “channel” because none of the nodes plays the role of a relay. As-
sume that Transmitter 1 encodes a message W1 and Transmitter 2 a message
W2. When Receiver 1 is only required to decode W1 and Receiver 2 only W2,
then the communication problem is called the interference channel, because
the signal sent by Transmitter 1 interferes with the communication between
Transmitter 2 and Receiver 2 and vice versa. This problem was introduced in
[40], and as of yet, the general capacity region for this channel is unknown.
The best known inner bound was provided by Han and Kobayashi in [16]. See
[8] for a survey of solved special cases. In particular, the results in [14] and [13]
are related to our work. In [14], the capacity region of a class of deterministic
interference channels is given, and [13] provides a 1 bit-approximation of the
capacity region for the Gaussian interference channel. More recently, Telatar
and Tse [44] generalized the results of [14] and [13].

A different problem arises when the receivers are required to decode both
messages W1 andW2. In this case, for fixed product input distributions, we can
achieve the intersection of the achievable multiple-access regions for Receiver
1 and Receiver 2. The capacity region for the channel is the union over all
product input distributions of these intersections.

In this chapter, we introduce a new problem, where we require Receiver
1 to decode both W1 and W2, but Receiver 2 is only required to decode the
message W2 encoded by Transmitter 2. We call this problem formulation the
interference-multiple-access (IMA) channel. The IMA channel is related to
the cognitive interference channel studied by Liang and others in [24]. The

85
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difference is that in the cognitive interference channel, one of the transmitters
observes the message that the other transmitter encodes. The authors of
[24] find the exact capacity region with and without secrecy of the cognitive
interference channel.

We first focus on the capacity region for the IMA channel if there is no
secrecy requirement. Our main results are an achievable rate region for the
general IMA channel, an outer bound for a certain class of so-called structured
IMA channels, as well as an expression for the gap between the inner and outer
bound for structured IMA channels. This class of structured channels is the
IMA analog of the class of interference channels considered in [14] and [44].
It turns out that the inner and outer bounds match for a semi-deterministic
channel, providing a complete characterization of the capacity region. For the
Gaussian case, we show that the gap is at most 1 bit, yielding an approximate
characterization. In the last section of this chapter, we consider the additional
constraint that part of W1 should be kept secret from Receiver 2. This re-
quirement creates a tension for Transmitter 1, because its effort to facilitate
the decoding of W2 at Receiver 2 might harm the secrecy of its own message.
Surprisingly, we can show that in a very special case, a scheme derived with-
out concern for secrecy actually provides “unintentional” secrecy for the IMA
channel. We then provide an inner bound on the equivocation-capacity region
(the region of all achievable rate-equivocation triples) of the IMA channel.

In Section 6.2, we define the general and structured IMA channels in detail.
Section 6.3 states the main results and Section 6.4 contains the corresponding
proofs. The secrecy results are stated in Section 6.5 and proved in Appendix
D.

6.2 Problem Statement

6.2.1 The General Interference-Multiple-Access Channel

Consider the discrete memoryless channel shown in Figure 6.1, connecting
two transmitters to two receivers. The input and output alphabets are dis-
crete sets X1, X2, Y1 and Y2. If input symbols (x1, x2) are transmitted,
the outputs (Y1, Y2) are governed by the conditional probability distribution
pY1,Y2|X1,X2

(·|x1, x2). Messages W1 and W2 are encoded at Transmitter 1 and
2, respectively, and we require Receiver 1 to produce estimates of (W1,W2),
while Receiver 2 is only required to estimate W2. We refer to this problem as
the general interference-multiple-access (IMA) channel.

We assume that Transmitter 1 and Transmitter 2 are operating in a syn-
chronized way, meaning that both transmitters start transmitting a given mes-
sage realization at the same time slot. This means that even if one transmitter
uses less time-slots to transmit its message, it will wait with transmitting a
new message realization until the other transmitter also does so. Based on this
assumption, we can restrict ourselves to block codes.
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W1 X1

W2 X2 Y2 W̃2

Y1 (Ŵ1, Ŵ2)

pY1,Y2|X1,X2

Figure 6.1: The general interference-multiple-access (IMA) channel.

Definition 6.1 Let Wi ∈ Wi be the message observed by Transmitter i, i =
1, 2, and assume that Wi is uniformly distributed in the finite message alphabet
Wi. Assume that time is divided into time slots, and that the transmission
of a set of messages starts at time 1. A (T, ǫ)-block code is given by two
possibly random encoding functions fi : Wi → X T

i , i = 1, 2 and two decoding
functions f̃1 : YT

1 → W1 × W2 and f̃2 : YT
2 → W2. The block length T

is defined as the number of time slots that go by until the transmitters start
transmitting a new realization of their messages. Let (Ŵ1, Ŵ2) = f̃1(Y1) be
the estimate of (W1,W2) at Receiver 1, and let W̃2 = f̃2(Y2) be the estimate of
W2 at Receiver 2. We require the code to be ǫ-reliable in the usual sense that
P((W1,W2) 6= (Ŵ1, Ŵ2)) ≤ ǫ and P(W2 6= W̃2) ≤ ǫ.

The capacity region is defined in the usual way as follows.

Definition 6.2 The capacity region R of a given IMA channel is the set
of all rate pairs (R1, R2) such that for any ǫ > 0 there exists a block length T
and a (T, ǫ)-block code for which we have 1

T
H(Wi) ≥ Ri − ǫ, i = 1, 2.

Our first result, outlined in Section 6.3.1, is the description of an inner bound
on R, i.e., a region of pairs (R1, R2) that are guaranteed to be achievable.

6.2.2 The Structured Interference-Multiple-Access

Channel

In Section 6.3.2, we consider a specific class of two-user channels, depicted in
Figure 6.2, and described in the following definition.

Definition 6.3 A two-user channel is structured if the outputs Y1 and Y2

are determined from the input symbols (x1, x2) ∈ X1 × X2 in the following
way. First, xi is fed through a discrete memoryless channel with transition
probability pVi|Xi

to obtain a random variable Vi, taking values in the discrete
alphabet Vi, for i = 1, 2. Then, Y1 and Y2 are computed as the outputs of the
functions g1(x1, V2) and g2(x2, V1), respectively. We assume that the functions
gi, i = 1, 2, have the property that for any fixed x1, the map

g1(x1, ·) : V2 → Y1, V2 7→ Y1

is invertible, and similarly for g2. The channel is fully specified by Xi, Vi, Yi,
pVi|Xi

and gi, for i = 1, 2.
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W1 X1
p
V
1 |X

1

W2 X2
g2 Y2 W̃2

p V2
|X2

g1 Y1 (Ŵ1, Ŵ2)

V1

V2

Figure 6.2: The structured IMA channel.

The structured two-user channel was introduced in this general form by
Telatar and Tse in [44], and its deterministic version was earlier studied by El
Gamal and Costa [14]. Both [44] and [14] considered the interference version of
this channel. Telatar and Tse provided a new outer bound on the rate-region
of the structured interference channel, and quantified the gap between this
outer bound and the Han-Kobayashi inner bound in [16].

In Section 6.3.2, we provide an outer bound on the capacity region R for
the structured IMA channel. We quantify the gap between inner and outer
bounds on the capacity region, using the techniques introduced in [44].

6.3 Main Results

6.3.1 Inner Bound

Definition 6.4 For a given distribution pQ,X1,X2,U1 = pQ pX1|Q pX2|Q pU1|X1,Q,
define Ri(Q,X1, X2, U1) as the set of all pairs (R1, R2) of non-negative real
numbers satisfying the 6 constraints

R1 ≤ I(X1;Y1|X2, Q), (6.1)

R2 ≤ I(X2;Y1|X1, Q), (6.2)

R1 +R2 ≤ I(X1, X2;Y1|Q), (6.3)

R2 ≤ I(X2;Y2|U1, Q), (6.4)

R1 +R2 ≤ I(U1, X2;Y2|Q) + I(X1;Y1|U1, X2, Q), (6.5)

R1 + 2R2 ≤ I(U1, X2;Y2|Q) + I(X1, X2;Y1|U1, Q). (6.6)

In addition, define

Ri , ∪Q,X1,X2,U1Ri(Q,X1, X2, U1),

where the union is over all distributions of the form pQ pX1|Q pX2|Q pU1|X1,Q.
To simplify the presentation, we use the random variables to denote their dis-
tribution, which is an abuse of notation.
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Remark: Using Caratheodory’s theorem (see e.g. Lemma 3.4 in [11]), one
can show that to find Ri, one can restrict ones attention to auxiliary random
variables (Q,U1) that take values in discrete alphabets of sizes |Q| ≤ 7 and
|U1| ≤ |Q| · |X1| + 3.

Theorem 6.1 For any IMA channel given by a set of alphabets and a distri-
bution pY1,Y2|X1,X2, we have

Ri ⊆ R.

To prove Theorem 6.1, we show the existence of a code that uses superposition
at Transmitter 1. The auxiliary random variable U1, which can be referred to
as the cloud center, facilitates the decoding at Receiver 2. The proof details
are given in Section 6.4.1. Note that for structured IMA channels, using the
properties of the functions gi and the fact that Vi depends only on Xi, for
i = 1, 2, the inequalities of Definition 6.4 become

R1 ≤H(Y1|X2, Q) −H(V2|X2, Q), (6.7)

R2 ≤H(V2|Q) −H(V2|X2, Q), (6.8)

R1 +R2 ≤H(Y1|Q) −H(V2|X2, Q), (6.9)

R2 ≤H(Y2|U1, Q) −H(V1|U1, Q), (6.10)

R1 +R2 ≤H(Y2|Q) −H(V1|U1, Q)

+H(Y1|U1, X2, Q) −H(V2|X2, Q), (6.11)

R1 + 2R2 ≤H(Y2|Q) −H(V1|U1, Q)

+H(Y1|U1, Q) −H(V2|X2, Q). (6.12)

The random variable Q models the fact that the users can agree on a
time-sharing strategy.

6.3.2 Outer Bound for Structured IMA Channels

Definition 6.5 For a given distribution pQ pX1|Q pX2|Q, define Ro(Q,X1, X2)
as the set of all pairs (R1, R2) of non-negative real numbers satisfying the 6
constraints

R1 ≤H(Y1|X2, Q) −H(V2|X2, Q),

R2 ≤H(V2|Q) −H(V2|X2, Q),

R1 +R2 ≤H(Y1|Q) −H(V2|X2, Q),

R2 ≤H(Y2|X1, Q) −H(V1|X1, Q), (6.13)

R1 +R2 ≤H(Y2|Q) −H(V1|X1, Q)

+H(Y1|U ′
1, X2, Q) −H(V2|X2, Q),

R1 + 2R2 ≤H(Y2|Q) −H(V1|X1, Q)

+H(Y1|U ′
1, Q) −H(V2|X2, Q),
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where the auxiliary random variable U ′
1 takes values in V1 and follows the

distribution

pU ′
1|Q,X1,X2,Y1,Y2

(u1|q, x1, x2, y1, y2) = pV1|X1
(u1|x1),

i.e., U ′
1 is a conditionally independent copy of V1. In addition, define

Ro , ∪Q,X1,X2Ro(Q,X1, X2),

where the union is over all distributions of the form pQ pX1|Q pX2|Q.

Theorem 6.2 For any structured IMA channel given by a set of alphabets,
distributions pV1|X1

, pV2|X2
, and functions g1, g2, we have

R ⊆ Ro.

The proof of Theorem 6.2 can be found in Section 6.4.2.

Theorem 6.3 If (R1, R2) ∈ Ro(Q,X1, X2), then

(
R1, R2 − I(X1;V1|U ′

1, Q)
)
∈ Ri(Q,X1, X2, U

′
1) ⊆ Ri,

where U ′
1 is defined as in Definition 6.5.

Proof: Let (R1, R2) ∈ Ro(Q,X1, X2). Let the region R̃o(Q,X1, X2) be the
slight modification of Ro(Q,X1, X2) where we replace the term H(Y2|X1, Q)
in (6.13) by H(Y2|U ′

1, Q). Since by doing so we relax that bound, (R1, R2) is
also in R̃o(Q,X1, X2). After noticing that I(X1;V1|U ′

1, Q) = H(V1|U ′
1, Q) −

H(V1|X1, Q), one can then verify that the pair (R1, R2 − I(X1;V1|U ′
1, Q)) sat-

isfies all the inequalities (6.7) through (6.12) for U1 = U ′
1. 2

Corollary 6.1 If the channel pV1|X1
is deterministic, then Ri = Ro = R.

Proof: If pV1|X1 is deterministic, then U ′
1 = V1, and the gap I(X1;V1|U ′

1, Q)
is zero. Thus, we obtain an exact characterization of the capacity region for
the structured IMA channel with a deterministic X1–V1 channel. 2

Consider a Gaussian IMA channel, where all the alphabets are the complex
plane and Vi = biXi + Zi for i = 1, 2, where bi is a complex constant and Zi
is complex, circularly symmetric Gaussian noise independent of (Xi, Q). Let
g1(X1, V2) = a1X1 + V2, and analogously for g2(X2, V1). The resulting channel
can be summarized by the equations

Y1 = a1X1 + b2X2 + Z2

Y2 = b1X1 + a2X2 + Z1.

This is equivalent to the Gaussian signal interaction model defined in Definition
2.16. The following is a second corollary to Theorem 6.3.
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Corollary 6.2 For the Gaussian IMA channel, Ri gives a 1-bit approximation
of the capacity region.

Proof: Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 can be extended to channels with continuous
alphabets. In this case U ′

1 = b1X1 + Z ′
1, where Z ′

1 ∼ Z1 and Z ′
1 ⊥ (X1, Z1, Q).

Denoting by h(·) the differential entropy, we have

I(X1;V1|U ′
1, Q) = h(V1|U ′

1, Q) − h(V1|U ′
1, X1, Q)

= h(V1|U ′
1, Q) − h(Z1|Q)

≤ h(V1 − U ′
1|Q) − h(Z1|Q)

= h(Z1 − Z ′
1|Q) − h(Z1|Q)

= h(Z1 − Z ′
1) − h(Z1)

= log(2) = 1 bit.

This concludes the proof of the corollary. 2

The approximation given in Corollary 6.2 can be very useful in the high
SNR regime.

6.4 Proof Outlines

6.4.1 Proof of Theorem 6.1

Assume that (R1, R2) ∈ Ri(Q,X1, X2, U1) for a given joint distribution pQ pX1|Q
pX2|Q pU1|X1,Q. The random variable Q is a time-sharing variable and is as-
sumed to be available at both transmitters and both receivers, modeling a
shared pseudo-random number generator.

Through a random coding argument, we show the existence of a code that
achieves rates (R1, R2). First, generate a sequence q from pQ(·)T . Choose
some auxiliary rate B ∈ [0, R1]. Randomly generate a code in the following
way. Generate 2TB sequences u1(i) from

∏T
t=1 pU1|Q(·|q[t]), and index them

by i ∈ {1, . . . , 2TB}. For each i, generate 2T (R1−B) sequences x1(i, j) from
∏T

t=1 pX1|U1,Q(·|u1[t](i), q[t]), and index them by j ∈ {1, . . . , 2T (R1−B)}. Finally,

generate 2TR2 sequences x2(k) from
∏T

t=1 pX2|Q(·|q[t]), and index them by k ∈
{1, . . . , 2TR2}.

Once this code is generated, it is fixed for all time and used to encode a
message pair (W1,W2) =

(
(i, j), k

)
into transmit vectors x1(i, j) and x2(k).

Receiver 1 declares its estimate (Ŵ1, Ŵ2) to be the unique triple
(
(i, j), k

)
for

which
(
x1(i, j),u1(i),x2(k),y1,q

)
∈ Tδ(X1, U1, X2, Y1, Q), where Tδ is the set

of all jointly typical sequences as defined Appendix F. If such a unique triple
cannot be found, Receiver 1 declares an error. Receiver 2 declares its estimate
W̃2 to be the unique index k for which there exists at least one index i such
that

(
u1(i),x2(k),y2,q

)
∈ Tδ(U1, X2, Y2, Q). If such a unique index cannot be

found, Receiver 2 declares an error. An error occurs when a receiver declares
an error, or when (Ŵ1, Ŵ2) 6= (W1,W2) or W̃2 6= W2.
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Without loss of generality, assume that (W1,W2) =
(
(1, 1), 1

)
.

As
(
x1(1, 1),u1(1),x2(1),y1,y2,q

)
∈ Tδ(X1, U1, X2, Y1, Y2, Q) with high prob-

ability, to upper bound the probability of error it is sufficient to consider the
events where typicality holds for an index triple (i, j, k) 6= (1, 1, 1). The error
events at Receiver 1 are that

(
x1(i, j),u1(i),x2(k),y1,q

)
∈ Tδ(X1, U1, X2, Y1, Q)

for

• i 6= 1, j arbitrary and k = 1,

• i = 1, j 6= 1 and k = 1,

• i = 1, j = 1 and k 6= 1,

• i 6= 1, j arbitrary and k 6= 1,

• i = 1, j 6= 1 and k 6= 1.

The error events at Receiver 2 are that
(
u1(i),x2(k),y2,q

)
∈ Tδ(U1, X2, Y2, Q)

for

• i 6= 1 and k 6= 1,

• i = 1 and k 6= 1.

From standard arguments [11] it follows that the expected probability of all
these events (where the expectation is over all random codes and over all
messages (W1,W2)) can be made arbitrarily small if

B + (R1 −B) = R1 ≤ I(X1;Y1|X2, Q), (6.14)

R1 −B ≤ I(X1;Y1|U1, X2, Q), (6.15)

R2 ≤ I(X2;Y1|X1, Q), (6.16)

B + (R1 − B) +R2 = R1 +R2 ≤ I(X1, X2;Y1|Q), (6.17)

(R1 −B) +R2 ≤ I(X1, X2;Y1|U1, Q), (6.18)

and

B +R2 ≤ I(U1, X2;Y2|Q), (6.19)

R2 ≤ I(X2;Y2|U1, Q). (6.20)

In (6.14), (6.16) and (6.17), we used the Markov chain U1 −−◦ X1 −−◦ (X2, Y1, Y2)
(conditioned on Q) to drop U1 from the right hand side. The constraint B ∈
[0, R1] can be written as

B − R1 ≤ 0, (6.21)

−B ≤ 0. (6.22)

Out of the constraints (6.14) through (6.22), three are lower bounds on B
(namely (6.15), (6.18) and (6.22)), whereas two are upper bounds on B ((6.19)
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and (6.21)). It is clear that an auxiliary rate B that satisfies these 5 bounds
exists if and only if every upper bound on B is larger than (or equal to) every
lower bound on B. For instance, to be able to find a B that satisfies (6.15)
and (6.19), we require

R1 +R2 ≤ I(X1;Y1|U1, X2, Q) + I(U1, X2;Y2|Q), (6.23)

and, on the other hand, if such a B exists, than (6.23) is true. Note that (6.23)
is the same condition as (6.5) in the claim of the theorem. Analogously, by
combining (6.18) with (6.19), we obtain (6.6). All the other combinations of
lower and upper bounds on B yield inequalities that are already implied by
(6.14), (6.16), (6.17), (6.20), by the non-negativity of the rate R1 or by the
non-negativity of the mutual information. Hence, inequalities (6.14) through
(6.22) are true for some B if and only if (6.1) through (6.6) are true (together
with R1, R2 ≥ 0). But these 6 inequalities hold since we assume that (R1, R2) ∈
Ri(Q,X1, X2, U1). Thus, the expected probability of all error events can be
made arbitrarily small by choosing T large enough. It follows that there exists
at least one code for which all decoding error probabilities are arbitrarily small.

6.4.2 Proof of Theorem 6.2

The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1 in [44]. Let a
structured IMA channel be given by pVi|Xi

and gi for i = 1, 2. Assume that
(R1, R2) ∈ R and fix an arbitrary ǫ > 0. From the definition of R, there
exists a block length T and a (T, ǫ)-code with rates at least R1 − ǫ and R2 − ǫ,
respectively. Let W1 and W2 be independent messages and let X1, X2, V1, V2,
Y1, Y2 be the random T -sequences induced by them, the code and the channel.
Generate a sequence U′

1 by passing X1 through an auxiliary channel described
by pV1|X1. Note that, by construction, U′

1 −−◦ X1 −−◦ (X2,V1,V2,Y1,Y2)
forms a Markov chain, and (U1,X1) has the same distribution as (V1,X1). In
particular, H(U1) = H(V1) and H(U1|X1) = H(V1|X1).

By Fano’s inequality we have

TRi ≤ I(Xi;Yi) + Tǫ′,

for i = 1, 2,

TR2 ≤ I(X2;Y1) + Tǫ′,

and

T (R1 +R2) ≤ I(X1,X2;Y1) + Tǫ′,
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where ǫ′ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing ǫ sufficiently small. We
can then write

T (R1 − ǫ′)

≤ I(X1;Y1)

≤ I(X1;Y1,X2)

= I(X1;Y1|X2)

= H(Y1|X2) −H(Y1|X1,X2)

= H(Y1|X2) −H(V2|X2)

≤
T∑

t=1

[
H(Y1[t]|X2[t]) −H(V2[t]|X2[t])

]
, (6.24)

where the last inequality holds because H(Y1|X2) is upper bounded by its
single-letter form, and H(V2|X2) is equal to its single-letter form, because V2

is the output of a memoryless channel whose input is X2. Following the same
initial steps, we obtain

T (R2 − ǫ′)

≤ I(X2;Y1)

≤ H(Y1|X1) −H(Y1|X1,X2)

= H(V2) −H(V2|X2)

≤
T∑

t=1

[
H(V2[t]) −H(V2[t]|X2[t])

]
. (6.25)

In a similar manner, we have

T (R1 +R2 − ǫ′)

≤ I(X1,X2;Y1)

= H(Y1) −H(V2|X2)

≤
T∑

t=1

[
H(Y1[t]) −H(V2[t]|X2[t])

]
(6.26)

and

T (R2 − ǫ′)

≤ I(X2;Y2)

≤ I(X2;Y2,X1)

= I(X2;Y2|X1)

= H(Y2|X1) −H(V1|X1)

≤
T∑

t=1

[
H(Y2[t]|X1[t]) −H(V1[t]|X1[t])

]
. (6.27)
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We further obtain

T (R1 +R2 − 2ǫ′)

≤ I(X1;Y1,U
′
1,X2) + I(X2;Y2)

= I(X1;U
′
1) + I(X1;X2|U′

1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ I(X1;Y1|U′
1,X2) + I(X2;Y2)

= H(U′
1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=H(V1)

−H(U′
1|X1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=H(V1|X1)

+H(Y1|U′
1,X2)

−H(V2|X2) +H(Y2) −H(V1)

≤
T∑

t=1

[
H(Y2[t]) −H(V1[t]|X1[t])

+H(Y1[t]|U ′
1[t], X2[t]) −H(V2[t]|X2[t])

]
, (6.28)

where the indicated term is zero because W1 and W2 are independent. Finally,

T (R1 + 2R2 − 3ǫ′)

≤ I(X1;Y1,U
′
1) + I(X2;Y2)

+ I(X2;Y1,V2)

= I(X1;U
′
1) + I(X1;Y1|U′

1) + I(X2;Y2)

+ I(X2;V2) + I(X2;Y1|V2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

= H(U′
1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=H(V1)

−H(U′
1|X1) +H(Y1|U′

1) −H(V2)

+H(Y2) −H(V1) +H(V2) −H(V2|X2)

= H(Y2) −H(U′
1|X1) +H(Y1|U′

1) −H(V2|X2)

≤
T∑

t=1

[
H(Y2[t]) −H(V1[t]|X1[t])

+H(Y1[t]|U ′
1[t]) −H(V2[t]|X2[t])

]
. (6.29)

Setting (Q,X1, X2) to be random variables with Q uniformly distributed in
{1, . . . , T} and pXi|Q(xi|t) = P(Xi[t] = xi), for i = 1, 2, we see that the
inequalities (6.24) through (6.29) can be rewritten as (R1 − ǫ′, R2 − ǫ′) ∈
Ro(Q,X1, X2) ⊆ Ro, where ǫ′ can be made arbitrarily small. As Ro is closed,
we see that any achievable rate pair is in Ro.

6.5 Secrecy in the Interference-Multiple Access

Channel

In the IMA channel, no eavesdroppers are present. However, one can imagine
that certain applications require part of the messageW1, which is only intended
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for Receiver 1, to be kept secret from Receiver 2. In this section, we are
concerned with this type of secrecy.

6.5.1 Unintentional Secrecy

In the achievability proof of Section 6.4.1, we show the existence of a superpo-
sition code. When using this code, Transmitter 1 combines a “cloud index” i
of rate B with a “cloud member index” j of rate R1−B to identify a codeword
x1 for transmission. The role of the cloud index i is to help Receiver 2 in the
reception of W2. The proposition given below says that if the auxiliary rate B
satisfies certain conditions, then this code, which was chosen without secrecy
constraints in mind, guarantees (weak) secrecy for j against Receiver 2. This
is why we call this notion “unintentional secrecy”.

Proposition 6.1 Fix a distribution pQ pX1|Q pX2|Q pU1|X1,Q. Assume that the
auxiliary rate B satisfies the following two conditions:

B ≤ I(U1;Y2|X2, Q) and (6.30)

B = min{I(X1;Y2|X2, Q), I(X1, X2;Y2|Q) − R2} − ǫ1 (6.31)

for some ǫ1 > 0. Consider the code whose existence we have shown in Section
6.4.1 and let J be the part of the message W1 that indicates the cloud member.
Let Y2 be the received sequence at Receiver 2. Then, we have that over the
probability space of the code,

H(J |Y2) ≥ T
(
R1 − B − ǫ1 − ǫ′

)

with high probability, where ǫ′ can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the
reliability of the code.

Intuitively, this proposition holds because of the following. Condition (6.30)
implies that Receiver 2 can, with high probability, decode the index I correctly,
where I denotes the cloud index. The second condition (6.31) is such that the
rate of I occupies almost all the mutual information available for transmission
between Transmitter 1 and Receiver 2. Given these two facts, it seems natural
that Receiver 2 can only obtain very limited information about the second
index J . A formal proof is given in Appendix D.

Note that if ǫ1 is chosen very small, then (6.30) and (6.31) can imply that
I(X1;Y2|X2, Q) and I(U1;Y2|X2, Q) are almost equal. One might ask whether
this causes U1 to be essentially equal to X1, which would imply that the secrecy
rate R1 − B is very small. However, one can show that there exist random
variables U1, X1, Y1, Y2 for which U1 −−◦ X1 −−◦ (Y1, Y2) forms a Markov chain
and for which I(U1;Y2) = I(X1;Y2) but I(U1;Y1) < I(X1;Y1).

Note however that the conditions (6.30) and (6.31) are somewhat artificial
and unlikely to be satisfied “unintentionally”. One can also construct IMA
codes with secrecy on purpose. This is the subject of the following sub-section.
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6.5.2 Intentional Secrecy

Here, we state a result that guarantees that part of W1 remains (weakly) secret
from Receiver 2. We first define a new version of the capacity region R that
takes secrecy into account.

Definition 6.6 The equivocation-capacity region Re of a given IMA chan-
nel is the set of all triples (R1, R2, Re) such that for any ǫ > 0, there exists a
block length T and a (T, ǫ)-code for which we have 1

T
H(Wi) ≥ Ri − ǫ, i = 1, 2

and 1
T
H(W1|Y2) ≥ Re − ǫ, where Y2 is the received sequence at Receiver 2.

Definition 6.7 For a given distribution pQ pX1|Q pX2|Q pU1|X1,Q, define
Re,i(Q,X1, X2, U1) to be the set of all triples (R1, R2, Re) of non-negative real
numbers satisfying the 6 constraints of Definition 6.4 and the additional con-
straint

Re ≤ min
{
R1, I(X1;Y1|U1, X2, Q), I(X1, X2;Y1|U1, Q) −R2

}

− min
{
I(X1;Y2|U1, X2, Q), I(X1, X2;Y2|U1, Q) −R2

}
. (6.32)

In addition, define

Re,i , ∪Q,X1,X2,U1Re,i(Q,X1, X2, U1),

Theorem 6.4 For any IMA channel given by a set of alphabets and a distri-
bution pY1,Y2|X1,X2

, we have

Re,i ⊆ Re.

To prove this theorem, we show the existence of a scheme that has the
following characteristics. Transmitter 1 uses the same structured code as in
the proof of Theorem 6.1, but the private index j is split into two sub-indices
jn and js. We are able to show that there exists a code for which jn is not
necessarily secret, but js is kept secret from Receiver 2. The bound on the
equivocation is derived in a similar way as in Proposition 6.1. A detailed proof
is given in Appendix D.

Note that Theorem 6.4 provides weak secrecy from Receiver 2. If a certain
(R1, R2, Re) lies in Re, then the results of Maurer and Wolf, explained in
Appendix E, can be used to show that we can achieve strong secrecy at a rate
arbitrarily close to Re.





Discussion and Future

Work 7
In this thesis, we show that it is possible to guarantee a computable lower
bound on the strong perfect secrecy capacity for wireless relay networks with
an arbitrary acyclic topology. Our results are for the well-motivated model of
Gaussian signal interaction, as well as for the simpler deterministic interaction
model. We also provide an upper bound on the perfect secrecy capacity for
arbitrary wireless networks. Unfortunately, it seems difficult to characterize
the gap between the upper and lower bounds.

The Gaussian result should be viewed as a first step towards an approx-
imate characterization of the perfect secrecy capacity of arbitrary networks.
Future efforts should go into finding an upper bound that can be related to
the lower bound expression, as well as decreasing the subtractive constants α,
β and γ in Theorem 3.2.

The result for deterministic signal interaction can provide valuable insights
into possible coding schemes. In addition, it proves to be more easy to handle.
Therefore, we believe that it is important to pursue the problem under this
model as well. The main aim would again be to find an upper bound on the
secrecy capacity that can be related to the lower bound. Towards this aim,
one can also try to improve the lower bound by considering additional coding
techniques like decode-and-forward and destructive interference. Our results
for the fan network show that for special network topologies with discrete
memoryless channels, one can obtain characterizations of the perfect secrecy
capacity. To find these characterizations, we used intuitions and techniques
from our results for general networks.

Feedback from the destination to the source is a promising feature, but
studying it for arbitrary wireless networks seems very challenging. Our results
for the line network are an encouraging first step. A valuable extension would
be a non-trivial upper bound on the secret key capacity for this small network.
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100 Discussion and Future Work

During my doctoral studies, I have worked on several other problems that
are not contained in this thesis. The most important results are the following:

We considered the problem of lossy compression of a Gaussian source that is
to be reproduced by two independent decoders, each having access to a different
Gaussian side-information source that is correlated with the data source. We
found the rate-distortion region for the case when the side-information sources
are physically degraded. In more recent work, we studied lossy compression
of a discrete source with erased side-information. We found that this type of
setup shares many properties with the Gaussian case, and all our Gaussian
results were repeated for this setup. These results can be found in 1. and 8.
(in the CV at the end of the thesis).

In joint work with Vasudevan (7. in the CV), we considered a source coding
situation where two encoders, observing correlated sources, can collaborate by
means of a rate-limited link from one to the other. The aim is to jointly
describe the sources to a decoder. We provided an inner bound on the rate-
distortion region and showed tightness for two special cases.

Recently, we presented a result obtained in collaboration with Vasudevan
and Vojnović (see 4. in the CV at the of this thesis). In this contribution, we
studied the algorithmic problem of distributed binary consensus in a complete
graph. We showed that when each node can use 3 states for memory and
signaling, the reliability of the best consensus algorithm improves dramatically
as compared to the case when the nodes have binary memory and binary
messages. We also showed that the convergence is as fast as for the case
without limits on the state.

Together with Rethnakaran Pulikkoonattu, we developed a software called
Xitip, which is a C-version of the “Information-Theoretic Inequality Prover”
(ITIP) by Yeung and Yan [50]. Our version of this software is faster, more
easily portable, and it includes a graphical user interface. Further references
about this work are given in the CV at the end of the thesis.



Appendix for Chapter 3 A
A.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1

We have

RA;j(p) = min
Ω∈Λ(A,j)

H(YΩc|XΩc) (A.1)

RB;j(p) = min
Ω∈Λ(B,j)

H(YΩc|XΩc). (A.2)

Let A and B be subsets of V such that A ⊆ B. Then, the monotonicity follows
from the fact that Λ(B, j) ⊆ Λ(A, j). We now show the submodularity. Let
A and B be two subsets of V. Let Ω1 and Ω2 be the optimizers of (A.1) and
(A.2), respectively. Define the sets

Ψ1 = Ω1 \ Ω2

Ψ2 = Ω2 \ Ω1

Ψ12 = Ω1 ∩ Ω2

Ψ0 = (Ω1 ∪ Ω2)
c.

Note that the four sets defined above form a partition of V. It follows that

Ω1 = Ψ1 ∪ Ψ12 (A.3)

Ω2 = Ψ2 ∪ Ψ12, (A.4)
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where both unions are of disjoint sets. It is easy to verify that Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∈
Λ(A∪ B, j) and Ω1 ∩ Ω2 ∈ Λ(A∩ B, j). Hence,

RA∪B;j(p) +RA∩B;j(p)

≤ H(Y(Ω1∪Ω2)c |X(Ω1∪Ω2)c) +H(Y(Ω1∩Ω2)c |X(Ω1∩Ω2)c)

= H(YΨ0|XΨ0) +H(YΨ1, YΨ2, YΨ0|XΨ1 , XΨ2, XΨ0)

= H(YΨ0|XΨ0) +H(YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1 , XΨ2, XΨ0)

+H(YΨ2|YΨ1, YΨ0, XΨ1, XΨ2, XΨ0)

= H(YΨ0|XΨ0) +H(YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1 , XΨ0)

− I(XΨ2;YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1, XΨ0)

+H(YΨ2|YΨ1, YΨ0, XΨ1, XΨ2, XΨ0)

≤ H(YΨ0|XΨ2, XΨ0) + I(XΨ2;YΨ0|XΨ0)

+H(YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1, XΨ0)

− I(XΨ2;YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1, XΨ0) +H(YΨ2|YΨ0, XΨ2 , XΨ0)

= H(YΨ2, YΨ0|XΨ2 , XΨ0) +H(YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1, XΨ0)

+ I(XΨ2 ;YΨ0|XΨ0) − I(XΨ2 ;YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1, XΨ0), (A.5)

where the first inequality follows from the definition of R·;j(p) and the second
inequality follows from dropping part of the conditioning in the last conditional
entropy term. We further have

I(XΨ2 ;YΨ0|XΨ0) = H(XΨ2|XΨ0) −H(XΨ2|YΨ0, XΨ0)

≤ H(XΨ2|XΨ0, XΨ1) −H(XΨ2|YΨ0, XΨ0, XΨ1)

= I(XΨ2;YΨ0|XΨ0 , XΨ1)

≤ I(XΨ2;YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ0, XΨ1), (A.6)

where the first inequality is true because the first term remains unchanged by
the independence of the tuple XV , while the second term decreases in absolut
value by adding variables in the conditioning. Substituting (A.6) in (A.5),
together with (A.3) and (A.4), we find that

RA∪B;j(p) +RA∩B;j(p) ≤ H(YΨ2, YΨ0|XΨ2 , XΨ0) +H(YΨ1, YΨ0|XΨ1, XΨ0)

= H(YΩc
1
|XΩc

1
) +H(YΩc

2
|XΩc

2
)

= RA;j(p) +RB;j(p).

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2

We have

RA;j(p) = min
Ω∈Λ(A,j)

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) (A.7)

RB;j(p) = min
Ω∈Λ(B,j)

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc). (A.8)
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V
Ωc

1

Ωc
2

Ψ1

Ψ2

ΩcΦ

Figure A.1: Illustration of the sets used in the proof of Lemma 3.1.

Let A and B be subsets of V such that A ⊆ B. Then, the monotonicity follows
from the fact that Λ(B, j) ⊆ Λ(A, j). We now show the weak submodularity.
Let A and B be disjoint subsets of V. Let Ω1 and Ω2 be the optimizers of
(A.7) and (A.8), respectively. Since Ω1 ∈ Λ(A, j) and Ω2 ∈ Λ(B, j), we have
A ⊆ Ω1, B ⊆ Ω2 and j ∈ Ωc

1 ∩ Ωc
2. Hence, Ω , Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∈ Λ(A ∪ B, j). Note

that Ωc = Ωc
1 ∩ Ωc

2 and define

Ψ1 , Ωc
1 \ Ωc

Ψ2 , Ωc
2 \ Ωc

Φ , (Ψ1 ∪ Ψ2 ∪ Ωc)c.

Observe (see Figure A.1) that Ψ1, Ψ2, Ωc and Φ are disjoint sets and such that
Ωc

1 is partitioned by Ψ1 and Ωc, while Ωc
2 is partitioned by Ψ2 and Ωc. Finally,

V is partitioned by Ψ1, Ψ2, Ωc and Φ. We have

RA∪B;j(p) ≤ I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc)

= I(XΦ, XΨ1, XΨ2 ;YΩc|XΩc)

(a)

≤ I(XΦ, XΨ2;YΩc|XΨ1 , XΩc)

+ I(XΦ, XΨ1;YΩc|XΨ2 , XΩc)

≤ I(XΦ, XΨ2;YΩc, YΨ1|XΨ1 , XΩc)

+ I(XΦ, XΨ1;YΩc, YΨ2|XΨ2 , XΩc)

= I(XΩ1 ;YΩc
1
|XΩc

1
)

+ I(XΩ2;YΩc
2
|XΩc

2
)

= RA;j(p) +RB;j(p),

where (a) is true because for independent random variables A,B,C,D and any
random variable Y , we have (see e.g. [46]) I(A,B,C;Y |D) ≤ I(A,B;Y |C,D)+
I(A,C;Y |B,D).
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A.3 Proof of Theorem 3.4

The claim of the theorem is that communication at a rate arbitrarily close
to the one given in the optimization (3.8) is possible with perfect secrecy. It
suffices to show the existence of a block code that achieves this.

Let θ be such that

(RBC
mA

(θ), RBC
mB

(θ)) ∈ RMAC
D (A.9)

and such that

ΦE ∩
(
[0, RBC

mA
(θ)] × [0, RBC

mB
(θ)]

)
(A.10)

is non-empty, where

ΦE =
{
(RjA, RjB) ∈ RMAC

E :

RjA +RjB =
1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE)

}
. (A.11)

Then, define RD = RBC
mA

(θ) +RBC
mB

(θ) and RE = 1
2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE), and let

R = RD −RE − ǫ1. Let W be the information message, uniformly distributed
in {1, . . . , 2TR}. We split W into two parts, WA and WB, of rate RwA

and
RwB

, respectively, such that Wk is uniformly distributed in {1, . . . , 2TRwk},
for k ∈ {A,B}. Before each transmission block, the source S generates
two junk messages JA and JB, uniformly distributed in {1, . . . , 2TRjA} and
{1, . . . , 2TRjB}, respectively. Define MA = (WA, JA) and MB = (WB, JB). The
junk rates RjA and RjB are picked arbitrarily such that

(RjA, RjB) ∈ ΦE ∩
(
[0, RBC

mA
(θ)] × [0, RBC

mB
(θ)]

)
.

The information rates are chosen as

Rwk
= RBC

mk
(θ) − Rjk −

ǫ1
2
,

for k ∈ {A,B}. Note that this choice ensures

Rmk
= Rwk

+Rjk < RBC
mk

(θ), (A.12)

and hence, by the Gaussian broadcast channel achievability result [9], there
exists a broadcast code from S to A and B such that A can decode (MA,MB)
and B can decode MB, with arbitrarily small error probability.

The relays operate as follows: A discards message MB and encodes MA

only, while B encodes MB. The encoding function used at k is a randomly
generated mapping from {1, . . . , 2TRmk} to the set of Xk-typical sequences of
length T , for k = A,B. This code is generated once at random, and is fixed
and deterministic thereafter. From the MAC achievability [9], it follows that
the two properties

(RmA
, RmB

) ∈ RMAC
D
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and

(RjA, RjB) ∈ RMAC
E

imply that

E

[

P(wrong decoding of (MA,MB) at D)+

1

2T (RwA
+RwB

)

2TRwA
∑

wA=1

2TRwB
∑

wB=1

P(ÃwA,wB
)

]

≤ ǫ0,

where ÃwA,wB
is the event that E wrongly decodes (JA, JB) given that (WA,WB) =

(wA, wB) is available at E. From this, using an adaption of Fano’s inequality
similar to Lemma A.4, it follows that there exists a code for which the error
probability at D can be made small, and for which

H(JA, JB|WA,WB,YE) ≤ Tǫ2.

Now, we are ready to bound the equivocation at E. We have

H(W |YE) = H(WA,WB|YE)

≥ I(WA,WB;XA,XB|YE)

= H(XA,XB|YE) −H(XA,XB|YE,WA,WB)

(a)

≥ H(XA,XB|YE) −H(MA,MB|YE,WA,WB)

= H(XA,XB) − I(XA,XB;YE) −H(JA, JB|YE,WA,WB)

(b)

≥ H(MA,MB) − Tǫ3 − I(XA,XB;YE) −H(JA, JB|YE,WA,WB)

≥ T
(
RBC
mA

(θ) +RBC
mB

(θ)
)

− I(XA,XB;YE) − Tǫ1 − Tǫ2 − Tǫ3
(c)

≥ T
(
RBC
mA

(θ) +RBC
mB

(θ)
)

− T
1

2
log(1 + h2

AE + h2
BE) − Tǫ1 − Tǫ2 − Tǫ3,

where (a) is true because (MA,MB) = (WA,WB, JA, JB) −−◦ (XA,XB) −−◦ YE

forms a Markov chain, (b) follows from Fano’s inequality, and in (c) we upper
bound I(XA,XB;YE) by the sum-rate capacity of the multiple access channel
from (A,B) to E. Therefore, by choosing ǫ1, ǫ2 and ǫ3 small enough, the
equivocation 1

T
H(W |YE) can be made arbitrarily close to RD−RE . Hence we

weakly achieve (RD −RE , RD −RE). Finally, we use Lemma E.5 to conclude
that Rs = RD −RE is strongly achievable.

A.4 Proof of Theorem 3.6

Consider an achievable rate tuple RS . Fix an arbitrarily small ǫ > 0. From
Theorem 14.10.1 in [9], we know that there exists a distribution p({xi}i∈V)
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with the following property. For any cut Ω such that D ∈ Ωc, we have

∑

i∈Ω∩S
Ri − ǫ′ ≤ I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc), (A.13)

where ǫ′ > 0 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing ǫ small. We can write
(A.13) in a slightly different form: For any subset I of the sources S, and for
any cut Ω ∈ Λ(I;D), we have

∑

i∈I
Ri − ǫ′ ≤ I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc).

This implies that for any subset I ⊆ S, we have

∑

i∈I
Ri − ǫ ≤ min

Ω∈Λ(I;D)
I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc).

Therefore, RS ∈ RS;D(p) for the given distribution p. Since such a distribution
can be found for any achievable RS , the claim of the theorem follows.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 3.7

A.5.1 Code Construction for Layered Networks

First, assume that the network is layered in the sense that for each source
node i ∈ S and each node j ∈ V, all the paths from i to j have the same
length. Fix any product transmit distribution

∏

i∈V p(xi). Let RS ∈ RS;D(p)
be given. Fix a block length T . We construct a random block code in the
following way. The encoding function fi at node i ∈ V maps each possible
sequence yi and each possible source symbol wi ∈ {1, . . . , 2⌊TRi⌋} (if i ∈ S) to
a transmit sequence xi that is chosen uniformly at random from the set Tδ(Xi)
of all robustly Xi-typical sequences of length T (see Appendix F). Hence, for
every node i ∈ V, we know that its predecessors can only transmit robustly
typical sequences, and therefore, we know that Yi ∈ Tδ(Yi), where Tδ(Yi) is
defined by the channel function gi(·) and the typical sets of all the predecessors
of i, i.e.,

Tδ(Yi) = gi(Tδ(XIn(i))).

The constant δ can be chosen arbitrarily in the interval (0, 1). Once the en-
coding functions fV are constructed in this random way, they are deterministic
and fixed for all time.

In this section, (XV ,YV) denote sequences that depend on the same real-
ization of the source messages WS . By wS , we denote a particular realization
of the source messages. We illustrate this using the example network in Figure
A.2. The message tuple is the pair WS = (WS1 ,WS2), and the network has
three layers of nodes: (S2, A), (B1, B2), and D. The node S1 encodes WS1 into
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S1

S2

A

B1

B2

D

Figure A.2: An example of a network with two source nodes S1 and S2.

a sequence XS1 which it transmits during the first block of T time-slots. Dur-
ing the second block of T time-slots, node S2 transmits a sequence XS2 which
is a function of (WS2 ,YS2), where YS2 was received during the first block. Sim-
ilarly, A transmits XA = fA(YA) during the second block. Of course, during
this second block, S1 can already transmit a new message. Communication
from B1 and B2 to D happens during the third block.

The destination D produces a tuple of messages ŵS that is jointly typical
with the received sequence YD. Note that for a fixed code, the received se-
quences are functions of the message tuple WS . Hence, joint typicality of ŵS
and yD simply means that yD is the output at D produced by transmitting
ŵS . If this ŵS is not unique, we declare an error.

A.5.2 Definitions

Definition A.1 For I ⊆ S, we denote by N (I) the subset of nodes in V that
are not in the flow of I. More precisely, N (I) is the set of nodes j ∈ V such
that there is no path from any of the nodes in I to j, i.e., N (I) = ∩i∈IN ({i}).

For instance, in the example of Figure A.2, N ({S1}) = N ({S1, S2}) = φ while
N ({S2}) = {S1, A}.

Definition A.2 Assume that node i receives yi if wS was sent and y′
i if w′

S
was sent. Then, for the given code, we say that node i can distinguish
between wS and w′

S if yi 6= y′
i and that node i cannot distinguish between

wS and w′
S if yi = y′

i.

A.5.3 Error Analysis

The execution of the code defined above is governed by two sources of ran-
domness: one is the random construction of the code, the other is the random
choice of the message tuple WS . Assume now that a certain message tuple wS
was sent. This eliminates one source of randomness. Hence, the probabilities
in this section are over the random choice of the code. We can write the error
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probability at D as

P(err) ≤
∑

w′
S 6=wS

P
(D cannot distinguish

wS and w′
S

)

=
∑

I⊆S

∑

w′
S :w′

i 6=wi∀i∈I
w′

Ic=wIc

P
(D cannot distinguish

wS and w′
S

)
. (A.14)

We now focus on upper bounding each term in the above sum. Fix a subset
I ⊆ S, and fix a w′

S 6= wS such that w′
i 6= wi for all i ∈ I and w′

Ic = wIc. We
have

P(D cannot distinguish wS and w′
S)

=
∑

Ω:I⊆Ω
D∈Ωc

P
(
Ω can distinguish wS and w′

S
but Ωc cannot

)

(a)
=

∑

Ω:I⊆Ω
N (I)∪{D}⊆Ωc

P
(
Ω can distinguish wS and w′

S
but Ωc cannot

)
(A.15)

where (a) holds because the terms for which N (I) * Ωc are zero. The reason
for this is the following. Since the nodes in N (I) are not in the flow of I, and
since wIc = w′

Ic , they receive and send the same sequences under wS and w′
S .

Hence, they cannot distinguish between wS and w′
S .

One can show that each term in (A.15) is upper bounded as

P
(
Ω can distinguish wS and w′

S
but Ωc cannot

)
≤ 2−TI(XΩ;YΩc |XΩc) 2T |V|ǫ (A.16)

for an arbitrary ǫ > 0. The proof of this bound can be found in [5]. Here, we
illustrate the proof steps using the example network in Figure A.2. Assume
that wS and w′

S are such that wS1 = w′
S1

but wS2 6= w′
S2

, i.e., I = {S2}.
Consider the cut Ω = {S2, B1}. In Figure A.2, the separation between Ω
and Ωc is indicated by a curve. Let Ei denote the event that node i cannot
distinguish wS and w′

S . We have

P
(
Ω can distinguish wS and w′

S
but Ωc cannot

)

= P(ES1, EA, E cS2
, EB2, E cB1

, ED)

= P(ES1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤1

P(EA|ES1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤1

P(E cS2
|ES1, EA)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤1

P(EB2 |ES1, EA, E cS2
)P(E cB1

|ES1, EA, E cS2
, EB2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤1

P(ED|ES1, EA, E cS2
, EB2, E cB1

)

≤ P(EB2 |ES1, EA, E cS2
)

P(ED|ES1, EA, E cS2
, EB2, E cB1

)

= P(EB2|EA, E cS2
)P(ED|EB2, E cB1

), (A.17)
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where the last equality holds because of the causality across the network lay-
ers. The four probabilities that we upper bounded by 1 are indeed close to 1,
because for nodes S1 and A that are in N (I), the probability of not distin-
guishing wS and w′

S is 1, while for any node that is not in N (I), the probability
of distinguishing is close to 1. In general, we use this argument to eliminate
all the probabilities for nodes in Ω ∪ N (I). Given that EA is true, we know
that A sends the same sequence xA = x′

A under wS and under w′
S . Hence,

P(EB2 |EA, E cS2
) is the probability that two independently chosen sequences xS2

and x′
S2

lead to the equality y′
B2

= yB2 , or gB2(xS2 ,xA) = gB2(x
′
S2
,xA). Hence,

we have

P(EB2 |EA, E cS2
) = P(yB2 = gB2(x

′
S2
,xA))

= P
(
(x′

S2
,xA,yB2) ∈ Tδ | (xA,yB2) ∈ Tδ,x′

S2
⊥ (xA,yB2)

)

(a)

≤ 2−T (I(XS2
;XA,YB2

)−2δH(XA ,YB2
))

= 2−TI(XS2
;XA,YB2

) 2T2δH(XA,YB2
)

≤ 2−TI(XS2
;XA,YB2

) 2Tǫ, (A.18)

for an arbitrary ǫ > 0 if we choose δ small enough. In (a), we have used Lemma
F.4. Similarly,

P(ED|EB2, E cB1
) ≤ 2−TI(XB1

;XB2
,YD) 2Tǫ

if δ is chosen small enough. Plugging this back into (A.17), we obtain,

P
(
Ω can distinguish wS and w′

S
but Ωc cannot

)

≤ 2−T (I(XS2
;XA,YB2

)+I(XB1
;XB2

,YD)) 2T2ǫ

≤ 2−T (I(XS2
;XA,YB2

)+I(XB1
;XB2

,YD)) 2T |V|ǫ. (A.19)

Note that for the given cut, the Markov structure of the layered network tells
us that

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) = I(XS2, XB1 ;YA, YB2 , YD|XS1, XA, XB2)

= I(XS2, XB1 ;YA|XS1 , XA, XB2)

+ I(XS2 , XB1;YB2 |XS1, XA, XB2, YA)

+ I(XS2 , XB1;YD|XS1, XA, XB2, YA, YB2)

(a)
= 0

+ I(XS2 ;YB2|XA)

+ I(XB1 ;YD|XB2)

(b)
= I(XS2 ;YB2, XA) − I(XS2 ;XA)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ I(XB1 ;YD, XB2) − I(XB1 ;XB2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

,
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where (a) follows from the Markov structure of the network layers, and in (b),
the indicated terms are zero because of the independence of the p(xi). Hence,
(A.19) is equivalent to (A.16) for this particular cut in our example network.
The same type of proof works for any cut and for general networks.

We finally plug (A.16) back into (A.15) and (A.14) and obtain that

P(err) ≤
∑

I⊆S

∑

w′
S :

w′
i 6=wi∀i∈I
w′

Ic=wIc

∑

Ω:I⊆Ω
N (I)∪{D}⊆Ωc

2−TI(XΩ;YΩc |XΩc) 2T |V|ǫ

≤
∑

I⊆S

(∏

i∈I
2TRi

) ∑

Ω:I⊆Ω
N (I)∪{D}⊆Ωc

2−TI(XΩ;YΩc |XΩc ) 2T |V|ǫ

(a)

≤
∑

I⊆S

(∏

i∈I
2TRi

)

c 2−T minΩ I(XΩ;YΩc |XΩc) 2T |V|ǫ

= c
∑

I⊆S
2T

P

i∈I Ri2−T minΩ I(XΩ;YΩc |XΩc) 2T |V|ǫ,

where in (a), c is an upper bound on the total number of cuts possible in a
network. The constant c is chosen such that it depends only on the number of
nodes |V|. Hence, we see that if the rates are such that

∑

i∈I
Ri < min

Ω:I⊆Ω
{D}∪N (I)⊆Ωc

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) − ǫ|V| (A.20)

for all I ⊆ S, then the error probability goes to zero exponentially fast with
T , where the probability was taken over all randomly generated codes and for
a fixed transmit message wS . In this case, the expected error probability over
all messages also goes to zero (indeed, exponentially fast). From this, we can
conclude that there exists at least one code for which the error probability can
be made arbitrarily small by choosing a sufficiently large T . As long as

∑

i∈I
Ri < min

Ω:I⊆Ω
{D}∪N (I)⊆Ωc

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc),

we can always find an ǫ > 0 for which (A.20) is satisfied. Since RS ∈ RS;D(p),
we know that for all I ⊆ S,

∑

i∈I
Ri < min

Ω:I⊆Ω
D∈Ωc

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc).

It remains to show that for any distribution p({xi}i∈V),

min
Ω:I⊆Ω

{D}∪N (I)⊆Ωc

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) = min
Ω:I⊆Ω
D∈Ωc

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) (A.21)
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It is clear that the left hand side in (A.21) is larger than the right hand side.
Assume now, that the optimizer in the right hand side of (A.21) is a certain
cut Ω∗ such that

Ω∗ ∩N (I) 6= φ.

Define Ω′ = Ω∗ \ N (I), and note that Ω′ is a member of the minimization
domain in the left hand side of (A.21). Note also that Ω′c = Ω∗c ∪ N (I).
Thus,

I(XΩ′;YΩ′c|XΩ′c) = I(XΩ′;YΩ∗c|XΩ′c)

+ I(XΩ′;YN (I)\Ω∗c|YΩ∗c , XΩ′c)

(a)
= I(XΩ′;YΩ∗c|XΩ′c)

(b)
= I(XΩ′ ;YΩ∗c|XΩ∗c, XΩ∗\Ω′)

= I(XΩ′, XΩ∗\Ω′ ;YΩ∗c|XΩ∗c)

− I(XΩ∗\Ω′ ;YΩ∗c|XΩ∗c)

≤ I(XΩ∗ ;YΩ∗c|XΩ∗c)

= min
Ω:I⊆Ω
D∈Ωc

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc),

where (a) is true because of the following. Ω′c contains N (I) while Ω′ is disjoint
from N (I). Since N (I) is exclusively in the flow of itself and the random
variables Xi, i ∈ V are independent, we have the Markov chain YN (I) −−◦
XN (I) −−◦ XΩ′. The identity (b) is true because Ω′ ⊆ Ω∗ implies Ω′c is the
disjoint union of Ω∗c and Ω∗ \ Ω′. It follows that the left hand side of (A.21)
is smaller than the right hand side. Hence the equality.

Thus, the set of rates RS is achievable if it is in RS;D(p).

A.5.4 Non-Layered Networks

For non-layered networks, we use the time-expansion technique described in
Appendix A.12. The set S defined in Appendix A.12 is the set of all source
nodes, also denoted by S in this section. The set D is of size one and equal to
{D}. Given a non-layered graph G, we construct an unfolded graph G(K)

unf that
is layered. Let RS ∈ Rinner be given. Let

∏

i∈V p(xi) be a product distribution
such that RS ∈ RS;D(p). From Lemma A.7, we know that asymptotically
with large K, the rate-tuple KRS is in Runf

S;D(p), where Runf
S;D(p) is defined in

Definition A.4. We can apply the above proof to find that KRS is achievable
in G(K)

unf . Hence, we know that there exists a coding scheme for G(K)
unf that

achieves rates KRS . We can implement such a scheme on the original network
by operating the scheme during K stages. By doing so, we obtain transmission
rates K times smaller than in the virtual network G(K)

unf . It follows that RS is
achievable in G.
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A.6 Proof of Theorem 3.8

It is clear that Rinner ⊆ Router. In this proof, we show that the opposite inclu-
sion is also true. Let a tuple RS ∈ Router be given. Let p∗ be the distribution
on XV such that RS ∈ RS;D(p∗), let X∗

V be the corresponding random vari-
ables and let Y ∗

V be the received random variables when X∗
V is at the input of

the channels of the network. Fix any subset I ⊆ S. From the definition of
RS;D(p∗), we have that

∑

i∈I
Ri ≤ min

Ω∈Λ(I;D)
I(X∗

Ω;Y ∗
Ωc|X∗

Ωc)

= min
Ω∈Λ(I;D)

H(Y ∗
Ωc|X∗

Ωc),

where we used the fact that the channels are deterministic, and henceH(Y ∗
Ωc|X∗

V) =
0. For any fixed Ω, we have, due to the linear interaction model,

H(Y ∗
Ωc|X∗

Ωc) = H(GV ,ΩcX∗
V |X∗

Ωc)

= H(GΩ,ΩcX∗
Ω + GΩc,ΩcX∗

Ωc|X∗
Ωc)

= H(GΩ,ΩcX∗
Ω|X∗

Ωc)

≤ H(GΩ,ΩcX∗
Ω)

≤ rank (GΩ,Ωc)

= H(ỸΩc|X̃Ωc),

where (X̃V , ỸV) are the random variables that correspond to the i.i.d. uniform
distribution on XV , denoted by p̃. Define

Ω′ , arg min
Ω∈Λ(I;D)

H(ỸΩc|X̃Ωc).

Combining all of the above, we obtain that for the fixed subset I,

∑

i∈I
Ri ≤ min

Ω∈Λ(I;D)
H(Y ∗

Ωc|X∗
Ωc)

≤ H(Y ∗
Ω′c|X∗

Ω′c)

≤ H(ỸΩ′c|X̃Ω′c)

= min
Ω∈Λ(I;D)

H(ỸΩc|X̃Ωc).

Since this is true for any subset I ⊆ S, we find that RS ∈ RS;D(p̃) ⊆ Rinner.
This concludes the proof.

A.7 Proof of Theorem 3.9

For Gaussian signal interaction, we proceed in a similar way as for determin-
istic signal interaction in Section A.5. However, there are several differences.
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First of all, we use the i.i.d. normal distribution
∏

i∈V p
G(xi) for the transmit

symbols. Assume that the network is layered and let communication be over
blocks of length T . Since the channel adds noise to the transmitted symbols,
the received sequence Yi is no longer a function of XIn(i), but Yi can take val-
ues in a continuum of different received sequences. We assume now that each
node i quantizes the received sequence Yi using a Gaussian vector quantizer
of distortion 1, producing a representation sequence Ŷi that takes values in a
finite set. The encoding functions fV are then constructed in the same way as
in Section A.5, with the difference that the function fi takes Ŷi as its input.

The quantizers used in this achievability are constructed as follows. For
node i, we pick 2T (I(Yi;Ŷi)+ǫ

′) sequences uniformly at random from Tδ(Ŷi), where
Ŷi = αiYi + ξi is as defined in Definition 2.21 and ǫ′ > 0 can be chosen
arbitrarily small. Every sequence yi is then mapped to a sequence ŷi such that
(yi, ŷi) ∈ Tδ. From rate-distortion theory, it is known that such a mapping is
a good Gaussian vector quantizer of distortion 1.

The error analysis up to (A.17) is the same as in Section A.5. Then, to
compute for instance the probability P(ED|EB2 , E cB1

), we note that there are
now exponentially many sequences x′

B1
that are plausible under the message

tuple w′
S where “plausible” is defined in Definition A.10. Hence, D cannot

distinguish wS and w′
S if there exists at least one sequence x′

B1
such that

(x′
B1
,xB2 , ŷD) ∈ Tδ. Let X i(wS) be the set of all sequences xi that are plausible

under wS . Similarly, let Ŷ
i
(wS) be the set of quantized sequences at node i

that are plausible under wS . We get

P(ED|EB2, E cB1
) = P

(

∪x′
B1

∈XB1
(w′

S)

{
(x′

B1
,xB2 , ŷD) ∈ Tδ

}∣
∣

(xB2 , ŷD) ∈ Tδ,xB2 ∈ XB2
(wS), ŷD ∈ Ŷ

D
(wS)

)

(a)

≤
∑

x′
B1

∈XB1
(w′

S)

2−T
(
I(XB1

;XB2
,ŶD)−ǫ

)

= |XB1
(w′

S)|2−T
(
I(XB1

;XB2
,ŶD)−ǫ

)

≤ |X V(w′
S)|2−T

(
I(XB1

;XB2
,ŶD)−ǫ

)

(b)

≤ 2Tγ2−T
(
I(XB1

;XB2
,ŶD)−ǫ

)

, (A.22)

where (a) is derived as in (A.18) and (b) follows from Lemma A.2 in Section
A.10. Since there are at most |V| terms in (A.17), we get a factor of at most
(
2Tγ

)|V| ≤ 2Tβ in front the probability of a given cut Ω. More precisely, (A.16)
should be replaced by

P
(
Ω can distinguish wS and w′

S
but Ωc cannot

)
≤ 2Tβ 2−TI(XΩ;ŶΩc |XΩc) 2T |V|ǫ. (A.23)

The remaining steps of the error probability analysis are again as in Section
A.5, and we find that the expected error probability goes to zero as long as
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for all I ⊆ S,

∑

i∈I
Ri < min

Ω:I⊆Ω
D∈Ωc

I(XΩ; ŶΩc|XΩc) − β,

which is true for any RS in RG
S;D(β). This concludes the proof for layered

networks.
For non-layered networks, we use the time-unfolding technique of Section

A.12 in a very similar way as we did in the end of Section A.5. The set S defined
in Section A.12 is the set of all source nodes, also denoted by S in this section.
The set D is of size one and equal to {D}. Given a non-layered graph G, we

construct an unfolded graph G(K)
unf that is layered. Let RS ∈ RG

inner = RG
S;D(β)

be given. This implies that for every I ⊆ S,

∑

i∈I
Ri < min

Ω∈Λ(I;D)
I(XΩ; ŶΩc|XΩc) − β.

Lemma A.7 can be adapted to this case to show that this implies that asymp-
totically with large K, the rate-tuple KRS is in Runf,G

S;D , where Runf,G
S;D is defined

as all rate-tuples Runf
S such that for every I ⊆ S,

∑

i∈I
Runf
i < min

Ωunf∈Λunf(I;D)
I(XΩunf

; ŶΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
) −Kβ.

We can apply the above proof to find that KRS is achievable in G(K)
unf . When

doing so, we use Lemma A.3 instead of Lemma A.2 to conclude that (A.22)
still holds (with the same order of γ as before). Since the number of nodes in

G(K)
unf is at most 2K|V|, we need to modify (A.23) to

P
(
Ω can distinguish wS and w′

S
but Ωc cannot

)
≤ 2TKβ 2−TI(XΩ;ŶΩc |XΩc) 2T |V|ǫ. (A.24)

Hence, we can conclude that KRS is indeed achievable in G(K)
unf . Thus, we

know that there exists a coding scheme for G(K)
unf that achieves rates KRS . We

can implement such a scheme on the original network by operating the scheme
during K stages. By doing so, we obtain transmission rates K times smaller
than in the virtual network G(K)

unf . It follows that RS is achievable in G.

A.8 Proof of Theorem 3.10

Let a multisource network with Gaussian signal interaction be given, and let
RS be any rate-tuple in Router. From the definition of Router, it follows that
there exists a distribution p∗({xi}i∈V) such that RS ∈ RS;D(p∗). Fix any
I ⊆ S. From Lemma A.1 in Section A.9, we know that

RI;D(p∗) − α ≤ RG
I;D. (A.25)
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Now consider the shifted tuple RS − (α+β)1 and sum the components of this
tuple that are indicated by the set I:

∑

i∈I
(Ri − α− β) ≤

∑

i∈I
Ri − α− β

≤ RI;D(p∗) − α− β

(a)

≤ RG
I;D − β,

where (a) holds because of (A.25). We repeat this argument for every possible
I ⊆ S and we conclude that

RS − (α + β)1 ∈ RG
S;D(β) = Rinner.

This proves the claim of the theorem.

A.9 Relating Definitions 2.20 and 2.21

Lemma A.1 Let a Gaussian relay network G be given, and consider a subset
I ⊆ V and a single node j ∈ V. Then, for any distribution p({xi}i∈V) on the
transmit alphabets, we have

RI;j(p) ≤ RG
I;j + α.

Proof: Let (X̃, Ỹ ) be the random variables that correspond to the fixed
distribution p({xi}i∈V) and the corresponding received symbols. We have

RI;j(p) = min
Ω∈Λ(I,D)

I(X̃Ω; ỸΩc|X̃Ωc)

(a)

≤ I(X̃Ω′; ỸΩ′c|X̃Ω′c)

≤ max
p({xi}i∈V )

I(XΩ′;YΩ′c|XΩ′c)

, C̄Ω′,

where C̄Ω′ is the capacity of the MIMO channel that the cut Ω′ creates. In
(a), we define Ω′ to be the minimizer of minΩ∈Λ(I,D) I(X

′
Ω;Y ′

Ωc|X ′
Ωc), where the

distribution of X ′
V is the i.i.d. complex normal distribution

∏

i∈V p
G(xi). From

Lemma 6.6 in [5] we have that

C̄Ω′ ≤ I(X ′
Ω′; Ŷ ′

Ω′c|X ′
Ω′c) + α. (A.26)

This concludes the proof. 2

Note that the effect of α is comparable to the beamforming gain in a multi-
antenna point-to-point channel.
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A.10 Plausible Sequences in Wireless Networks

Definition A.3 Consider a layered Gaussian multisource network and let wS
be a given realization of the message tuple WS . We define a plausible trans-
mit or quantized sequence under wS as follows.

• For a source node i ∈ S with no predecessors, i.e., such that In(i) = φ,
we say that a transmit sequence xi is plausible with wS if xi = fi(wi).

• For any node i ∈ V, we say that a quantized sequence ŷi is plausible with
wS if there is at least one tuple of sequences xIn(i) (transmit sequences at
predecessors of i) that is plausible and such that (xIn(i), ŷi) ∈ Tδ.

• For any node i ∈ S with predecessors, we say that a transmit sequence
xi is plausible with wS if there is at least one quantized sequence ŷi that
is plausible and for which xi = fi(ŷi, wi).

• For any node i ∈ V \ S, we say that a transmit sequence xi is plausible
with wS if there is at least one quantized sequence ŷi that is plausible and
for which xi = fi(ŷi).

These four definitions can be applied recursively to find all plausible sequences
at a given node i. The sets of all plausible transmit and quantized sequences
under wS at node i are denoted by X i(wS) and Ŷ

i
(wS), respectively.

The following lemma is taken from [4] (Lemma 3.4 in that publication).
Its proof can be found there.

Lemma A.2 Consider a layered multisource Gaussian relay network G. The
number of sequences xV that are plausible under a given message realization
wS is upper bounded as

|X V(wS)| ≤ 2T |V| ≤ 2Tγ,

where γ is defined in Definition 3.1.

Lemma A.3 Let an acyclic, non-layered multisource Gaussian relay network
G be given and consider its unfolded version G(K)

unf over K stages as given in

Section A.12. Then, the number of sequences xV that are plausible in G(K)
unf

under a given message realization wS is upper bounded as

|X V(wS)| ≤ 2TK|V| ≤ 2TKγ, (A.27)

where γ is defined in Definition 3.1. However, for any node i ∈ Vunf,

|X i(wS)| ≤ 2Td|V| ≤ 2Tγ . (A.28)
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Note that the second bound in Lemma A.3 does not depend on K.
Proof: The first bound (A.27) is nothing but Lemma A.2 applied to an
unfolded network (which is layered by definition), because the unfolded net-
work has roughly K|V| nodes. We outline the proof of (A.28) for the example
network in Figures A.3 and A.4. Note that the nodes T1[k], S1[k], k = 1, . . . , K

in G(K)
unf are all connected to S1 through infinite-capacity links. Hence, we can

assume that they all know the message transmitted by S1 and hence, there
is only one plausible transmit sequence for these nodes. The same holds for
T2[k], S2[k], k = 1, . . . , K and S2. Consider now a given node i in Vunf. The
number of plausible transmit sequences for this node can be determined by
analyzing all the paths going from this node backwards until reaching the set
{S1[k], S2[k]}k=1,...,K. When G is acyclic, then there are at most d|V| nodes in
this collection of paths. We then apply the proof idea of Lemma A.2 (Lemma
3.4 in [4]) to this “tree” to conclude the proof. 2

Note that if G contained a cycle, then the collection of paths would contain
a number of nodes that grows with K, which would be problematic in the
proof of Theorem 3.9 for non-layered networks.

A.11 Bounds used in the Equivocation Analysis

A.11.1 Three Lemmas

The following lemmas are used in the proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.

Lemma A.4 Consider a block code for a layered network as defined in Def-
initions 2.2 and 2.3 that has the following properties. A node S encodes a
pair of messages (W1,W2), that are uniformly distributed in {1, . . . , 2⌊TR1⌋} ×
{1, . . . , 2⌊TR2⌋} into a transmit sequence XS. A subset B of the relay nodes
encodes respective messages WB of respective rates RB into respective transmit
sequences XB. Let T be the block size of the code, and assume that

1

2⌊TR1⌋

2⌊TR1⌋
∑

w1=1

P(Aw1) ≤ ǫ0, (A.29)

where Aw1 is the event that a certain node E makes an error when decoding
(W2,WB) given that W1 = w1 and assuming that W1 is available at E. Then,
the following inequality holds for both deterministic and Gaussian signal inter-
action:

H(W2,WB|W1,YE) ≤ 1 + T (R2 +
∑

i∈B
Ri)ǫ0. (A.30)

In addition, if the signal interaction is deterministic, we have

H(XS,XB|W1,YE) ≤ 1 + T (R2 +
∑

i∈B
Ri)ǫ0, (A.31)
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and if the signal interaction is Gaussian, we have

H(XS,XB|W1,YE) ≤ 1 + T (R2 +
∑

i∈B
Ri)ǫ0 + Tγ. (A.32)

Lemma A.5 Consider a layered network as defined in Definition 2.2, with
finite transmit alphabets. Signal interaction can be deterministic or stochastic
(discrete). Let I ⊆ B be a subset of the noise-inserting nodes and let E ∈ V
be any node. Let

∏

i∈V p(xi) be given and let (XV ,YV) be the corresponding
random transmit and received sequences. The randomness of these sequences
comes from the randomness of the code, as well as from the random messages
and the channel noise. We assume that the code is a block code of typical
sequences (with respect to p) as it was used in Section 3.6.2 for deterministic
interaction. We have that for any ǫ > 0, there is a large enough value of T
such that

P
(
I(XS,XI ;YE|JB\I) > TRI∪{S};E(p)

)
≤ ǫ.

Here, the probability is over all randomly generated codes.

If we compare this lemma with Theorem 2.1, we note that Lemma A.5 pro-
vides a “local” cut-set bound on the mutual information between transmitted
and received sequences. The bound is local in the sense that the bounding
expression TRI∪{S};j(p) is computed for the same product distribution p as
the one that was used in the code construction procedure. Such local bounds
are for instance also used in [48] and [10].

Lemma A.6 Consider a layered network as defined in Definitions 2.2 and 2.3
with Gaussian signal interaction. Let I ⊆ B be a subset of the noise-inserting
nodes and let E ∈ V be any node. Let (XV ,YV) be the random transmit and
received sequences produced by the block code chosen in Section 3.6.4. We have

I(XS,XI ;YE|JB\I) ≤ T
(
RG

I∪{S};E + α
)
.

Note that Lemma A.6 is not a local bound, because the upper bound given is
not a function of the distribution that was used in the code construction pro-
cedure. For this reason, the statement of the lemma is not a high probability
statement as in Lemma A.5, but it holds for all codes and every run of a code.

A.11.2 Proof of Lemma A.4

Suppose the assumptions of Lemma A.4 are true.
The upper bound on H(W2,WB|W1,YE) in (A.30) follows directly from

Fano’s inequality. To see this, let (W2,WB) be a random variable X to be
estimated, and let (W1,YE) be the observable Y . Then, (A.29) simply states
that P(X 6= X̂) ≤ ǫ0, where X̂ is the estimate of X from Y . Therefore, Fano’s
Lemma [9] tells us that H(X|Y ) ≤ 1 + ǫ0 log(|X | − 1), which yields (A.30).
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For completeness, we provide a proof which is the adaption of the Fano
inequality proof to this special case. First, define the binary random variable

ξ , 1{AW1},

where Aw1 is as defined in Lemma A.4. In words, ξ indicates whether (W2,WB)
was wrongly decoded at E, given that W1 is available at E. We expand the
following joint entropy in two different ways:

H(ξ,W2,WB|W1,YE)

= H(W2,WB|W1,YE) +H(ξ|W1,W2,WB,YE)

= H(ξ|W1,YE) +H(W2,WB|W1, ξ,YE). (A.33)

Knowing YE and W1, we know the decision (Ŵ1, ŴB) = funct(YE ,W1) made
by E, and hence

H(ξ|W1,W2,WB,YE) = H(ξ|W1,W2,WB, Ŵ2, ŴB,YE)

= 0.

Also

H(ξ|W1,YE) ≤ H(ξ)

= hb(P(ξ = 1))

≤ 1,

where hb(·) is the entropy function of a binary random variable. Using this,
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(A.33) implies

H(W2,WB|W1,YE) ≤ 1 +H(W2,WB|ξ,YE,W1)

= 1 +

2⌊TR1⌋
∑

w1=1

P(W1 = w1)H(W2,WB|ξ,YE,W1 = w1)

= 1 +

2⌊TR1⌋
∑

w1=1

1

2⌊TR1⌋H(W2,WB|ξ,YE,W1 = w1)

= 1 +
2⌊TR1⌋
∑

w1=1

1

2⌊TR1⌋
[
P(ξ = 0|W1 = w1)

·H(W2,WB|ξ = 0,YE,W1 = w1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ P(ξ = 1|W1 = w1)

· H(W2,WB|ξ = 1,YE,W1 = w1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤log(2(⌊TR2⌋+
P

i∈B⌊TRi⌋)−1)≤(⌊TR2⌋+
P

i∈B⌊TRi⌋)

]

≤ 1 + (⌊TR2⌋ +
∑

i∈B
⌊TRi⌋)

1

2⌊TR1⌋

2⌊TR1⌋
∑

w1=1

P(ξ = 1|W1 = w1)

= 1 + (⌊TR2⌋ +
∑

i∈B
⌊TRi⌋)

1

2⌊TR1⌋

2⌊TR1⌋
∑

w=1

P(Aw1)

(a)

≤ 1 + (⌊TR2⌋ +
∑

i∈B
⌊TRi⌋)ǫ0

≤ 1 + T (R2 +
∑

i∈B
Ri)ǫ0,

where (a) is true because of (A.29).
To show (A.31) and (A.32), we start with the following inequality:

H(XS,XB|W1,YE) ≤ H(XS,XB,W2,WB|W1,YE)

= H(W2,WB|W1,YE)

+H(XS,XB|W1,W2,WB,YE).

For deterministic signal interaction, the second term above is zero because the
transmit sequences (XS,XB) are a function of (W1,W2,WB). Combining this
with (A.30) yields (A.31). For Gaussian signal interaction, we have

H(XS,XB|W1,W2,WB,YE)

= H(XS|W1,W2,WB,YE)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+H(XB|XS,W1,W2,WB,YE),
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where the indicated term is zero because XS is a function of (W1,W2). Since
for any i ∈ B, Xi is a deterministic function of Ŷi and Wi, the data processing
inequality tells us that

H(XB|XS,W1,W2,WB,YE)

≤ H(ŶB|XS,W1,W2,WB,YE)

≤ H(ŶB|W1,W2,WB)

(a)

≤ log(|ŶB(W1,W2,WB)|)
≤ log(|ŶV(W1,W2,WB)|)
≤ log(|XV(W1,W2,WB)|)
(b)

≤ log(2Tγ)

= γT,

where the set ŶB(W1,W2,WB) used in (a) is the set of all plausible sequences
under (W1,W2,WB) as defined in Definition A.3 (Section A.10). The bound
(b) can be found in Lemma A.2 of Section A.10. Combining all of the above,
we obtain

H(XS,XB|W1,YE) ≤ H(W2,WB|W1,YE) + Tγ. (A.34)

Combining (A.34) with (A.30) yields (A.32), which concludes the proof of the
lemma.

A.11.3 Proof of Lemma A.5

Assume that the network is layered. Note that in the achievability proof of Sec-
tion 3.6, whenever we write (XV ,YV), what we mean is (XV(M (1)),YV(M (1))),

where M (1) = (W (1), J
(1)
1 , J

(1)
2 , J

(1)
B ) is the set of messages transmitted during

block 1 (information and junk messages combined). If E cannot directly re-
ceive the signal transmitted by S, then XS(M

(1)) and YE(M (1)) are sequences
that occur during different time blocks. If, for instance, there is one layer of
relays between S and E, then a relay node A would receive YA(M (1)) during
the first time block, when S transmits XS(M

(1)). However, A would trans-
mit XA(M (1)) during the second block of length T , while already receiving
YA(M (2)). E would therefore start receiving the block YE(M (1)) at the be-
ginning of the second time block, after S has finished transmitting XS(M

(1)).
Let N be a large positive integer. We assume that transmission takes place
over many time blocks, but we restrict our attention to a window of N time
blocks, each of length T . We define a new set of vectors (XV ,YV) of length
(N + L)T , where L is the number of layers of relay-nodes that connect S to
E in the network. Recall that V is the set of all nodes in the network, and A
is the set of relay nodes. Let Al ⊆ A be the set of relay nodes that lie in layer
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l. For l = 0, . . . , L, define

XAl
(M) ,



















XAl
(M (1−l))

...
XAl

(M (0))
XAl

(M (1))
...

XAl
(M (N))

XAl
(M (N+1))

...
XAl

(M (N+L−l))



















and

YAl+1
(M) ,



















YAl+1
(M (1−l))
...

YAl+1
(M (0))

YAl+1
(M (1))
...

YAl+1
(M (N))

YAl+1
(M (N+1))
...

YAl+1
(M (N+L−l))



















,

where we set A0 , {S} and AL+1 , {E}, and M = {M (1−L), . . . ,M (N+2L)}
is the set of all messages involved during N + 2L blocks. Assume that trans-
mission of the first message M (1) starts at t = 1. We then have that the tth

component of each super-block Xi or Yi, i ∈ V is actually received or trans-
mitted at time t. Fix any Ω ∈ Λ(I ∪ {S};E). We have the following chain of
inequalities, which closely follows the proof of Theorem 14.10.1 in [9]. Most of
the steps in this chain of inequalities are true for every realization of the code
and for every run of that code realization. However, the last convergence step
happens only with high probability over the codes. (Note that since the code is
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randomly chosen, the mutual information terms below are random variables.)

I(XS,XI ;YE|JB\I)
(a)

≤ I(XΩ;YΩc |JB\I)

=

(N+L)T
∑

t=1

I(XΩ;Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1], JB\I)

=

(N+L)T
∑

t=1

[

H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1], JB\I)

−H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1],XΩ, JB\I)
]

(b)
=

(N+L)T
∑

t=1

[

H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1], XΩc [t], JB\I)

−H(Y Ωc [t]|Y Ωc [1], . . . , Y Ωc [t− 1],XΩ, XΩc [t], JB\I)
]

(c)

≤
(N+L)T
∑

t=1

[

H(Y Ωc [t]|XΩc [t])

−H(Y Ωc [t]|XΩ[t], XΩc [t])
]

=

(N+L)T
∑

t=1

I(XΩ[t];Y Ωc [t]|XΩc [t]) (A.35)

(d)≃ (N + L)T I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc), (A.36)

as T and N grow large. The steps are justified below:

(a) The mutual information is made larger by adding more super-blocks on
each side.

(b) XΩc [t] is what is transmitted by all nodes in Ωc at time t and thus is a
function of JB∩Ωc = JB\I and of everything that was received by all nodes
in Ωc up to time t− 1. Hence, we have equality in both terms.

(c) The first term is increased by dropping a part of the conditioning. For
the second term, we use the fact that Y Ωc [t] depends only on the current
transmit values XΩ[t], XΩc [t].

(d) Assume that t ∈ {(n−1)T +1, . . . , nT} for some n ∈ {1, . . . , N +L}, i.e.,
assume that t lies in the n-th block of the super-block. Consider the first
layer: (XS[t], Y A1

[t]) is a fixed component of (XS(M
(n)),YA1(M

(n))),
which is, with high probability, a set of jointly typical sequences with
respect to pXS

pYA1
|XS

, where XS was picked uniformly at random from

a codebook of size 2T (R+B1+B2). Hence, as T grows large, the joint dis-
tribution of (XS[t], Y A1

[t]) converges to pXS
pYA1

|XS
. This convergence
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happens with high probability over all codes. We advance one layer in
the network: The tuple (XA1

[t], Y A2
[t]) is a fixed component of the tuple

of sequences (XA1(M
(n−1)),YA2(M

(n−1))), which is w.h.p. a member of
a collection of jointly typical sequences with respect to pXA1

pYA2
|XA1

. In
addition, the tuple of sequences is independent of the tuple in the first
layer, because the message M (n−1) is independent of M (n). Nevertheless,
it follows that the distribution of (XA1

[t], Y A2
[t]) converges w.h.p. to

pXA1
pYA2

|XA1
. We do so for each layer, and we find that the distribution

of (XV [t], Y V [t]) converges to

L+1∏

l=1

pXAl−1
pYAl

|XAl−1
(A.37)

with high probability. The product comes from the fact that all involved
messages M (n) through M (n+L) are independent. But because p{Xi}i∈V

was chosen to be a product distribution, (A.37) is nothing but pXV
pYV |XV

.
Then, because the mutual information is a continuous function of the un-
derlying distribution, it holds that I(XΩ[t];Y Ωc [t]|XΩc [t]) → I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc)
for all t with high probability.

Finally, we can write

I(XS ,XI ;YE|JB\I)
(a)

≥ I(X{S}∪I(M (1)), . . . ,X{S}∪I(M (N));

YE(M (1)), . . . ,YE(M (N))|J (1)
B\I , . . . , J

(N)
B\I)

(b)
=

N∑

n=1

I(XS(M (n)),XI(M (n));YE(M (n))|J (n)
B\I)

= NI(XS(M (1)),XI(M (1));YE(M (1))|J (1)
B\I), (A.38)

where we obtain (a) by dropping all terms in XS and YE that depend on
messages different from M (1), . . . ,M (N), and (b) is true by the independence
of the M (n). Combining (A.38) with (A.36), we obtain

I(XS(M
(1)),XI(M

(1));YE(M (1))|J (1)
B\I)

≤ N + L

N
TI(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc)

→ TI(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) (A.39)

w.h.p. as N grows large.
Since (A.39) is true for any Ω ∈ Λ(I ∪ {S};E), we have that w.h.p.,

I(XS(M
(1));YE(M (1))) ≤ T min

Ω∈Λ(I∪{S};E)
I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc),

which proves the claim of the lemma.
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A.11.4 Proof of Lemma A.6

For Gaussian signal interaction, we follow exactly the proof of Lemma A.5
given in the previous section, until the expression A.35, which lets us conclude
that

I(XS,XI ;YE|JB\I) ≤
(N+L)T
∑

t=1

I(XΩ[t];Y Ωc [t]|XΩc [t])

(a)
= (N + L)TI(XΩ[Q];Y Ωc [Q]|XΩc [Q], Q)

≤ (N + L)T
(
H(Y Ωc [Q]|XΩc [Q])

−H(Y Ωc [Q]|XV [Q], Q)
)

(b)
= (N + L)TI(XΩ[Q];Y Ωc [Q]|XΩc [Q]),

where in (a), we have introduced a time sharing random variable Q, uniformly
distributed in {1, . . . , (N + L)T}, and (b) holds because from the memoryless
nature of the channels, Q can be dropped from the conditioning of the second
entropy. Using the same steps as in (A.38) and (A.39), we conclude that as N
grows large, we have

I(XS(M
(1)),XI(M

(1));YE(M (1))|J (1)
B\I)

≤ TI(XΩ[Q];Y Ωc [Q]|XΩc [Q]). (A.40)

This is true for every cut Ω ∈ Λ(I ∪ {S};E). Hence, we have

I(XS(M
(1)),XI(M

(1));YE(M (1))|J (1)
B\I)

≤ TRI∪{S};E(p̃),

where p̃ is the distribution of XV [Q]. From Lemma A.1 in Section A.9, we
know that

RI∪{S};E(p̃) ≤ RG
I∪{S};E + α,

and hence, the claim of the lemma follows.

A.12 From Layered to Non-Layered Networks

In this section, we provide a lemma that plays a central role in the general-
ization of our results from layered to general networks. The technique used
for such generalizations was introduced in [3, 4]. Let G = (V,L) be a general
wireless network with deterministic or Gaussian signal interaction. Let S and
D be two disjoint subsets of V. In our applications, S is a set of nodes that
generate or observe random sources, while D denotes all the destination nodes
and eavesdroppers in the network. Any such network can be unfolded over
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S1

S2

A

D1

D2

Figure A.3: An example of a non-layered network with S = {S1, S2} and D =
{D1, D2}.

time to create a layered network. The idea is to unfold the network to K
stages such that the kth stage represents what happens in the original network
during time slots (k−1)T+1 to kT , i.e., during the kth of K blocks. We denote

the unfolded network by G(K)
unf . Figure A.3 shows a non-layered network. Here

S = {S1, S2} and D = {D1, D2} are both of size two. There is also a relay
node A with no special role. The network is clearly not layered, because there
are for instance different paths from S1 to D2 of lengths 2, 3 and 4. The corre-
sponding unfolded network is shown in Figure A.4. Each node i ∈ V appears
at stage 1 ≤ k ≤ K as i[k]. Note that the square bracket notation is used
here to denote the stages of the unfolding, whereas in the rest of the thesis,
a square bracket denotes the time slot. There are additional nodes in Figure
A.4: The source node S1 and its unfolded representatives S1[1], . . . , S1[K] have
been augmented by virtual transmitters T1[1], . . . , T1[K] that model the fact
that S1 has access to its source message during all K stages. Such a set of
transmitters is added for each node in S. Further, the destination node (or
eavesdropper) D1 and its representatives have been augmented by receivers
R1[1], . . . , R1[K] that model the fact that D1 has access to the information
received during all K stages. Again, this is done for every node in D. The
communication links connecting to and from the virtual transmitters and re-
ceivers are modeled as channels of arbitrarily large throughput. In addition,
none of these links (labeled with ∞ in Figure A.4) interferes with a regular
received signal and hence, these links impose no constraint on the network.
The relay node A is not augmented by virtual nodes, modeling the fact that
we force A to limit its memory to T received symbols.

For the remainder of this section, we assume that the signal interaction is
deterministic. Similar results hold for Gaussian signal interaction.

Definition A.4 For a given product distribution
∏

i∈V p(xi), a given subset

ψ ⊆ S and j ∈ D, we define Runf
ψ;j(p) to be the set of all tuples Bψ such that

for any subset I ⊆ ψ, we have

∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ min

Ωunf∈Λunf(I;j)
I(XΩunf

;YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
),

where Λunf(I; j) is defined as in Definition 2.19 but for the unfolded net-
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S1 T1[1] T1[2] T1[3] T1[K − 1] T1[K]

S1[1] S1[2] S1[3] S1[K − 1] S1[K]

S2 T2[1] T2[2] T2[3] T2[K − 1] T2[K]

S2[1] S2[2] S2[3] S2[K − 1] S2[K]

A[1] A[2] A[3] A[K − 1] A[K]

D1[1] D1[2] D1[3] D1[K − 1] D1[K]

R1[1] R1[2] R1[3] R1[K − 1] R1[K] D1

D2[1] D2[2] D2[3] D2[K − 1] D2[K]

R2[1] R2[2] R2[3] R2[K − 1] R2[K] D2

∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

∞
∞

∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

∞
∞

∞ ∞ ∞

∞
∞

∞ ∞ ∞
∞

∞ ∞

∞ ∞ ∞

∞
∞

∞ ∞ ∞
∞

∞ ∞

Figure A.4: The unfolded network that corresponds to the example in Fig. A.3.

work. To compute the mutual information, we use the product distribution
∏

i∈V
∏

k∈{1,...,K} p(xi[k]) with p(xi[k]) = p(xi).

We are now ready to state the unfolding lemma:

Lemma A.7 For given
∏

i∈V p(xi), ψ ⊆ S and j ∈ D, the sets 1
K
Runf
ψ;j(p) and

Rψ;j(p) are approximately equal for large K. More formally, if a tuple Bψ is

in Runf
ψ;j(p), then 1

K
Bψ is in Rψ;j(p). On the other hand, if 1

K
Bψ is in Rψ;j(p),

and an arbitrarily small ǫ > 0 is given, then there exists an unfolding length
K such that

Bψ − ǫ1 ∈ Runf
ψ;j(p).

Proof: Let
∏

i∈V p(xi), ψ and j be fixed. Assume that Bψ ∈ Runf
ψ;j(p). It

follows that for every I ⊆ ψ,

∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ min

Ωunf∈Λunf(I;j)
I(XΩunf

;YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
).

Let Ω′ be the optimizer of minΩ∈Λ(I;j) I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) in the original graph

G. There is a corresponding cut Ω′
unf in G(K)

unf such that if a node i ∈ Ω′,
then i[k] ∈ Ω′

unf for all k = 1, . . . , K. In addition, the value of the mutual

information for the cut Ω′
unf in G(K)

unf is K times the value of the cut Ω′ in G.
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Hence,

min
Ωunf∈Λunf(I;j)

I(XΩunf
;YΩc

unf
|XΩc

unf
) ≤ I(XΩ′

unf
;YΩ′

unf
c|XΩ′

unf
c)

= KI(XΩ′;YΩ′c|XΩ′c)

= K min
Ω∈Λ(I;j)

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc).

It follows that

1

K

∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ min

Ω∈Λ(I;j)
I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc).

Since this is true for all subsets I ⊂ ψ, it follows that 1
K
Bψ is in Rψ;j(p).

Now, assume that 1
K
Bψ is in Rψ;j(p). It follows that for every I ⊆ ψ,

1

K

∑

i∈I
Bi ≤ min

Ω∈Λ(I;j)
I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc). (A.41)

Lemma 4.2 in [4] applies to this unfolded network, with the slight modification
that now there are more than two nodes that have been augmented by virtual
receivers or transmitters. That lemma states that

min
Ω∈Λ(I;j)

I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc)

≤ 1

K − c+ 1
min

Ωunf∈Λunf(I;j)
I(XΩunf

;YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
),

where c , 2|V|−2 does not depend on K. Combining this with (A.41), we
obtain

∑

i∈I
Bi − |I|ǫ ≤ K min

Ω∈Λ(I;j)
I(XΩ;YΩc|XΩc) − |I|ǫ

≤ K

K − c+ 1
min

Ωunf∈Λunf(I;j)
I(XΩunf

;YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
)

− |I|ǫ
≤ min

Ωunf∈Λunf(I;j)
I(XΩunf

;YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
)

if K is chosen sufficiently large. Since this is true for any I ⊆ ψ, it follows
that for a large enough K, Bψ − ǫ1 is in Runf

ψ;j(p). This concludes the proof.
2
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B.1 Detailed Proof of Theorem 4.2

We have already given a proof outline for this theorem in Section 4.4.2. For
the interested reader, we give a full proof in this appendix. Fix a distribution
pXS

. We wish to show that perfectly secret communication at a rate arbitrarily
close to I(XS;YA)−maxE∈E I(XS;YAE

) is possible. We first prove weak perfect
secrecy. The extension to strong secrecy is done in the end of this section.

For notational simplicity, we only prove the result for E = {E1, E2}, i.e., we
assume that there are only two eavesdroppers. Assume that the eavesdroppers
are labeled such that I(XS;YAE1

) ≥ I(XS;YAE2
). Define an information rate

and two junk rates as follows:

R = I(XS;YA) − I(XS;YAE1
) (B.1)

B1 = I(XS;YAE1
) − I(XS;YAE2

)

B2 = I(XS;YAE2
) − ǫ1.

As a result, we have

R +B1 +B2 = I(XS;YA) − ǫ1 (B.2)

B1 +B2 = I(XS;YAE1
) − ǫ1 (B.3)

B2 = I(XS;YAE2
) − ǫ1. (B.4)

Let W be the information message, uniformly distributed in {1, . . . , 2⌊TR⌋}
and let Ji be the ith junk message, uniformly distributed in {1, . . . , 2⌊TBi⌋} for
i = 1, 2. Generate a random block code (of block length T ) for the broad-
cast channel in the following way. For every triple (w, j1, j2), pick a codeword
xS(w, j1, j2) uniformly at random from Tδ(XS). Once this random code con-
struction process is finished, we fix the code for all times. The decoder at D
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uses a typical set decoder [9]. It is well known (see e.g. the proof of Theorem
8.7.1 in [9]) that as long as (B.2) holds, we can achieve

E [P(decoding (W,J1, J2) wrongly at D)] ≤ ǫ0
3
, (B.5)

by choosing T large enough. The above expectation is taken over the (ran-
domly generated) code, and ǫ0 is an arbitrary constant.

For a fixed W = w, the codewords generated at S have the same distribu-
tion as a randomly generated code of rate (B1 + B2). Thus, from (B.3) and
from Theorem 8.7.1 in [9] it follows that for T large enough,

E
[
P(A(1)

w )
]
≤ ǫ0

3
, (B.6)

where A
(1)
w is the event that E1 makes a decoding error when trying to decode

(J1, J2), assuming that W = w and assuming that W is already available at
E1. Again, the expectation is taken over the randomly generated code. Since
this is true for all w ∈ {1, . . . , 2⌊TR⌋}, it follows that for T large enough,

E




1

2⌊TR⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

P(A(1)
w )



 ≤ ǫ0
3
. (B.7)

We apply the same argument once more for E2, using (B.4) and keeping
(W,J1) = (w, j1) fixed. It follows that

E




1

2⌊TR⌋+⌊TB1⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

2⌊TB1⌋
∑

j1=1

P(A
(2)
w,j1

)



 ≤ ǫ0
3
, (B.8)

where A
(2)
w,j1

is the event that E2 makes a decoding error when trying to decode
J2, assuming that (W,J1) = (w, j1) and that (W,J1) is already available at E2.

Combining (B.5), (B.7) and (B.8), we obtain

E
[

P(decoding (W,J1, J2) wrongly at D)+

1

2⌊TR⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

P(A(1)
w )

]

+

1

2(⌊TR⌋+⌊TB1⌋)

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

2⌊TB1⌋
∑

j1=1

P(A
(2)
w,j1

)
]

≤ ǫ0.

We conclude that for at least one code,

P(decoding (W,J1, J2) wrongly at D) ≤ ǫ0, (B.9)
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1

2⌊TR⌋

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

P(A(1)
w ) ≤ ǫ0 (B.10)

and

1

2(⌊TR⌋+⌊TB1⌋)

2⌊TR⌋
∑

w=1

2⌊TB1⌋
∑

j1=1

P(A
(2)
w,j1

) ≤ ǫ0 (B.11)

at the same time. From (B.9), we see that this particular code is reliable.
Further, (B.10) is nothing but the error probability when estimating (J1, J2)
from the observable (W,YAE1

) for this particular code. The probability is
taken over (W,J1, J2) and the channel realization. Hence, by Fano’s Lemma
[9], it follows that

H(J1, J2|W,YAE1
) ≤ 1 + T (B1 +B2)ǫ0. (B.12)

Similarly, (B.11) implies that

H(J2|W,J1,YAE2
) ≤ 1 + TB2ǫ0. (B.13)

Note that the rate R of this code, given in (B.1), is as claimed by the
theorem. It remains to analyze the equivocations at E1 and E2. We can write

H(W |YAE1
) ≥ I(W ;XS|YAE1

)

= I(XS;W,YAE1
)

− I(XS;YAE1
)

= H(XS) −H(XS|W,YAE1
)

− I(XS;YAE1
). (B.14)

We bound the three terms above separately:

H(XS) ≥ I(XS;W,J1, J2)

= H(W,J1, J2) −H(W,J1, J2|XS)

(a)
= H(W,J1, J2) −H(W,J1, J2|XS,YA)

≥ H(W,J1, J2) −H(W,J1, J2|YA)

(b)

≥ H(W,J1, J2) − 1 − T (R +B1 +B2)ǫ0
(c)
= T (R +B1 +B2 − ǫ2) − 1 − T (R +B1 +B2)ǫ0, (B.15)

where (a) is true because of the Markov chain (W,J1, J2) −−◦ XS −−◦ YA, while
(b) follows from Fano’s inequality, together with (B.9). Finally, the small
constant ǫ2 in (c) is introduced because we drop the rounding in ⌊TR⌋ +
⌊TB1⌋ + ⌊TB2⌋. As T grows large, ǫ2 goes to zero.
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The second term in (B.14) can be upper bounded as follows:

H(XS, |W,YAE1
) ≤ H(XS, J1, J2|W,YAE1

)

= H(J1, J2|W,YAE1
) +H(XS|W,J1, J2,YAE1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

≤ 1 + T (B1 +B2)ǫ0, (B.16)

where we used (B.12) in the last inequality and the indicated term is zero
because the encoder at S is a deterministic function.

The third term in (B.14) can be bounded as follows:

I(XS;YAE1
) ≤

T∑

t=1

[
H(YAE1

[t]|YAE1
[1], . . . , YAE1

[t− 1])

−H(YAE1
[t]|YAE1

[1], . . . , YAE1
[t− 1],XS)

]

(a)

≤
T∑

t=1

(

H(YAE1
[t]) −H(YAE1

[t]|XS[t])
)

=

T∑

t=1

I(XS[t];YAE1
[t])

→ TI(XS;YAE1
) (B.17)

as T grows, because XS is selected randomly among roughly 2T (R+B1+B2) se-
quences that lie all in Tδ(XS). Therefore, as T grows large, any component
XS[t] of XS has, with high probability, the same distribution as the underlying
random variable XS. The convergence in (B.17) follows from the fact that the
mutual information is a continuous function of the underlying distributions.
The inequality in (a) follows from the memoryless nature of the channel.

Plugging (B.15), (B.16) and (B.17) into (B.14), we obtain

1

T
H(W |YAE1

) ≥ R +B1 +B2 − ǫ2 −
1

T
− (R +B1 +B2)ǫ0

− 1

T
− (B1 +B2)ǫ0

− I(XS;YAE1
)

(a)
= R + I(XS;YAE1

) − ǫ1 − ǫ2 −
1

T
− (R +B1 +B2)ǫ0

− 1

T
− (B1 +B2)ǫ0

− I(XS;YAE1
)

= R − ǫ1 − ǫ2 −
2

T
− (R + 2B1 + 2B2)ǫ0, (B.18)

where the equality (a) follows from (B.3). Hence, by choosing T large enough
and ǫ0, ǫ1 sufficiently small, the equivocation at eavesdropper E1 can be made
arbitrarily close to R.
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For eavesdropper E2 we proceed in a similar manner. We bound the equiv-
ocation as

H(W |YAE2
) ≥ H(W |YAE2

, J1)

≥ H(XS|J1) −H(XS|W,YAE2
, J1)

− I(XS;YAE2
|J1). (B.19)

We bound the three terms above separately:

H(XS|J1) ≥ I(XS;W,J2|J1)

= H(W,J2|J1) −H(W,J2|XS, J1)

(a)
= H(W,J2) −H(W,J2|XS, J1)

= T (R +B2 − ǫ3) − 1 − T (R +B1 +B2)ǫ0, (B.20)

where (a) is true because (W,J1, J2) are independent, and the remaining steps
are analogous to the steps used in (B.15). As T grows large, ǫ3 goes to zero.

The second term in (B.19) can be upper bounded as follows:

H(XS, |W,YAE2
, J1) ≤ H(XS, J2|W,YAE2

, J1)

= H(J2|W,YAE2
, J1) +H(XS|W,J1, J2,YAE2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

≤ 1 + TB2ǫ0, (B.21)

where we used (B.13) in the last inequality and the indicated term is zero
because the encoder at S is a deterministic function.

The third term in (B.19) can be bounded as follows:

I(XS;YAE2
|J1) = H(YAE2

|J1) −H(YAE2
|XS, J1)

(a)

≤ H(YAE2
) −H(YAE2

|XS)

= I(XS;YAE2
)

≤ TI(XS;YAE2
), (B.22)

where the last inequality holds asymptotically with large T . In (a), we have
used the Markov chain J1 −−◦ XS −−◦ YAE2

, and all other steps are analogous
to the steps in (B.17).
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Plugging (B.20), (B.21) and (B.22) into (B.19), we obtain

1

T
H(W |YAE2

) ≥ R +B2 − ǫ3 −
1

T
− (R +B1 +B2)ǫ0

− 1

T
− B2ǫ0

− I(XS;YAE2
)

(a)
= R + I(XS;YAE2

) − ǫ1 − ǫ3 −
1

T
− (R +B1 +B2)ǫ0

− 1

T
− B2ǫ0

− I(XS;YAE2
)

= R− ǫ1 − ǫ3 −
2

T
− (R +B1 + 2B2)ǫ0, (B.23)

where (a) follows from (B.4). Hence, by choosing T large enough and ǫ0,
ǫ1 sufficiently small, the equivocation at eavesdropper E2 can also be made
arbitrarily close to R.

This proves that the rate-equivocation pair (R,R) is weakly achievable,
where

R = I(XS;YA) − max
E∈E

I(XS;YAE
).

Thus, it follows from Lemma E.5 that the secrecy rate R is strongly achievable
over this fan network. Hence, C̄s ≥ R. Since this is true for any transmit
distribution pXS

, the claim of the theorem follows.



Appendix for Chapter 5 C
C.1 Proofs of the List Size Lemmas

C.1.1 Proof of Lemma 5.2

First, assume that R̃ > I(X;Z)+ δ1. Fix any z ∈ Tδ−ǫ(Z), where ǫ > 0 can be
chosen arbitrarily small. For a given code C, the set Lδ(X|z) is deterministic.
However, since the code C is constructed by picking sequences randomly from
Tδ(X), we can consider Lδ(X|z) to be a random set, and Lδ(X|z) a random

variable. Define I , {1, . . . , 2TR̃} and let X̃(i) be the ith sequence in C, where
i ∈ I. We have

E [Lδ(X|z)] = E





2TR̃
∑

i=1

I{(X̃(i),z)∈T (X,Z)}





=
2TR̃
∑

i=1

P
(
(X̃(i), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z)

)
(C.1)

δ1= 2TR̃2−TI(X;Z), (C.2)

where the last step is true from Lemma F.4.
To prove the lemma, we need to show that Lδ(X|z) concentrates around its

mean as T gets large. We start by computing the second moment of Lδ(X|z),
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where the expectation is again over all random codes.

E
[
Lδ(X|z)2

]
= E





2TR̃
∑

i=1

2TR̃
∑

j=1

I(X̃(i),z)∈Tδ(X,Z),(X̃(j),z)∈Tδ(X,Z)





= E





2TR̃
∑

i=1

I{(X̃(i),z)∈Tδ(X,Z)}





+ E







2TR̃
∑

i=1

2TR̃
∑

j=1
j 6=i

I{(X̃(i),z)∈Tδ(X,Z),(X̃(j),z)∈Tδ(X,Z)}







=
2TR̃
∑

i=1

P
(
(X̃(i), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z)

)

+

2TR̃
∑

i=1

2TR̃
∑

j=1
j 6=i

P
(
(X̃(i), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z), (X̃(j), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z)

)

≤
2TR̃
∑

i=1

P
(
(X̃(i), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z)

)

+





2TR̃
∑

i=1

P
(
(X̃(i), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z)

)





2

= E [Lδ(X|z)] + E [Lδ(X|z)]2 , (C.3)

where the last inequality is true because X̃(i) and X̃(j) are independent for
i 6= j. Thus, from (C.1) and (C.3), the variance of the list size is bounded as

Var (Lδ(X|z)) = E
[
Lδ(X|z)2

]
− E [Lδ(X|z)]2

≤ E [Lδ(X|z)] .

From Chebyshev’s inequality, we obtain

P
(∣
∣Lδ(X|z) − E [Lδ(X|z)]

∣
∣ > ǫE [Lδ(X|z)]

)

≤ Var (Lδ(X|z))

ǫ2E [Lδ(X|z)]2

≤ 1

ǫ2E [Lδ(X|z)]
(a)

≤ 1

ǫ22T
(
R̃−I(X;Z)−δ1

)

→ 0,
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as T → ∞, because when R̃ > I(X;Z)+δ1, then the denominator in (a) has a
positive exponent and hence grows exponentially with T . The inequality (a) is
true from the δ1-exponential equality in (C.2). Hence, when R̃ > I(X;Z)+ δ1,
the random variable Lδ(X|z) hardens to its expectation, which is δ1-equal to

2T (R̃−I(X;Z)) for any z ∈ Tδ−ǫ(Z). Since the set Tδ−ǫ(Z) is ǫ-equal to Tδ(Z) and
Lδ(Z) ⊆ Tδ(Z), this proves the lemma for the upper regime of R̃, for almost
every z ∈ Lδ(Z).

Assume now that R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1. For a fixed z ∈ Tδ−ǫ(Z), (C.2) still
holds, and the expected list size is bounded as

E [Lδ(X|z)] ≤ 2T (R̃−I(X;Z)+δ1) < 1.

Hence, the sets Lδ(X|z) cannot be of the same size for all z ∈ Tδ−ǫ(Z), because
a list is of integer size. We can prove that in this case, Lδ(X|z) = 1 if z ∈
Lδ(Z) ∩ Tδ−ǫ(Z). If, however, z /∈ Lδ(Z), then Lδ(X|z) is zero. This second
claim follows directly from the fact that by definition, if z /∈ Lδ(Z), then there
is no x ∈ C for which (x, z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z). It remains to prove the first part
of the claim, namely that Lδ(X|z) = 1 if z ∈ Lδ(Z) ∩ Tδ−ǫ(Z). To see this,
recall that Lδ(Z) is the set of sequences z that are jointly typical with at least
one codeword x ∈ C, and hence, Lδ(X|z) ≥ 1 for z ∈ Lδ(Z). For a fixed
z ∈ Lδ(Z) ∩ Tδ−ǫ(Z), we assume without loss of generality that X̃(1) is the
codeword that is the witness of the fact that z ∈ Lδ(Z). Then,

E [Lδ(X|z)|z ∈ Lδ(Z)] = 1 +
2TR̃
∑

i=2

P
(
(X̃(i), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z)

)

≤ 1 +

2TR̃
∑

i=1

P
(
(X̃(i), z) ∈ Tδ(X,Z)

)

= 1 + E [Lδ(X|z)]

≤ 1 + 2T (R̃−I(X;Z)+δ1)

The last inequality follows from (C.2), which is still true. By Markov’s in-
equality, we have that for any δ′ > 0,

P
(

|Lδ(X|z) − 1| > 1/2
∣
∣z ∈ Lδ(Z)

)

≤ E
[
|Lδ(X|z) − 1|

∣
∣z ∈ Lδ(Z)

]

1/2

=
E

[
Lδ(X|z)

∣
∣z ∈ Lδ(Z)

]
− 1

1/2

≤ 2 2T (R̃−I(X;Z)+δ1).

Since we assumed that R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1, the right hand side of the above
inequality goes to zero exponentially fast. Hence, with high probability, the
list size Lδ(X|z) lies in the interval [1, 1.5]. But since the list size is integer, it
follows that with high probability (over the random codebook C), Lδ(X|z) = 1.
This concludes the proof of the list size.
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C.1.2 Proof of Lemma 5.3

When R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1, then it follows from Lemma 5.2 that for almost all
z ∈ Lδ(Z), Lδ(X|z) = 1. Hence, there is only one x′ ∈ C that is jointly typical
with z. Hence, the list Lδ(Y |z) is equal to Tδ(Y |x′, z) for the x′ and z in
question. By Lemma F.2, the size of this set is δ2-equal to 2TH(Y |X,Z), where
δ2 = δH(Y |X,Z).

Now, assume that R̃ > I(X;Z)+2δ1+δ2+4δ3, and fix a sequence z ∈ Tδ(Z).
We have

Lδ(Y |z) =
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)
I{S

i∈I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y,z)}} (C.4)

≤
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y,z)}, (C.5)

where X̃(i) is defined to be the ith codeword in C. Taking the expectation over
the random codebook, we get

E [Lδ(Y |z)] =
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)
P

(⋃

i∈I
{X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)}

)

≤
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
P

(
X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)

)

=
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
p̃i(y), (C.6)

where we used the definition p̃i(y) , P
(
X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)

)
. By Lemma F.4,

p̃i(y)
δ1= 2−TI(X;Y,Z) (C.7)

for almost all y ∈ Tδ(Y |z).
If R̃ < I(X;Y, Z) − δ1, then we have from (C.7) that

∑

i∈I
p̃i(y) ≤ 2T

(
R̃−I(X;Y,Z)+δ1

)

,

which goes to zero exponentially with T because the exponent of the right hand
side is negative. Furthermore, the events {X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)} are independent
for different i ∈ I. It follows that the union bound used in (C.6) is tight (see
Appendix C.2), and thus,

E [Lδ(Y |z)]
.
=

∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
p̃i(y) (C.8)

δ4= 2T
(
H(Y |Z)+R̃−I(X;Y,Z)

)

, (C.9)

where δ4 = δ1 + δ3. Note that relative equality (as defined in Section 2.1) is

stronger than exponential equality. Hence, we can consider that E [Lδ(Y |z)]
δ4=

2T
(
H(Y |Z)+R̃−I(X;Y,Z)

)

.
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On the other hand, if R̃ > I(X;Y, Z) + δ1, then (C.7) implies that

∑

i∈I
p̃i(y) ≥ 2T

(
R̃−I(X;Y,Z)−δ1

)

grows exponentially with T , because the exponent of the right hand side is
positive. Hence, it follows again from Appendix C.2 that the union bound is
tight, and that P

(
∪i∈I{X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)

) .
= 1. Hence,

E [Lδ(Y |z)]
.
= |Tδ(Y |z)| (C.10)

δ3= 2TH(Y |Z). (C.11)

Thus, the expected list size satisfies the exponential equalities stated in
the lemma. The rest of the proof is to show that for R̃ > I(X;Z) + δ1,
Lδ(Y |z) concentrates around its mean E [Lδ(Y |z)] given in (C.9) and (C.11)
for large T . Similarly to the proof of Lemma 5.2, this is done by first finding
a bound on Var (Lδ(Y |z)) and then using Chebyshev’s inequality to show that
the probability that Lδ(Y |z) deviates considerably from E [Lδ(Y |z)] is small.

First, assume that R̃ < I(X;Y, Z) − δ1. From (C.5),

Lδ(Y |z)2 ≤
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
I{{X̃(i1)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i2)∈Tδ(X|y2,z)}}

=
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y,z)}

+
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

I{{X̃(i1)∈Tδ(X|y,z)}∩{X̃(i2)∈Tδ(X|y,z)}}

+
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i∈I
I{{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y2,z)}}

+
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

I{{X̃(i1)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i2)∈Tδ(X|y2,z)}}.
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Now we take the expectation of Lδ(Y |z)2 over the random codebooks:

E
[
Lδ(Y |z)2

]
≤

∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
P

(
X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)

)
(C.12)

+
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

P
(
{X̃(i1) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)}

∩ {X̃(i2) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)}
)

(C.13)

+ E
[ ∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i∈I
I{{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y2,z)}}

]

(C.14)

+
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

P
(
{X̃(i1) ∈ Tδ(X|y1, z)}

∩ {X̃(i2) ∈ Tδ(X|y2, z)}
)
. (C.15)

We treat each of the terms (C.12) to (C.15) separately. First, consider (C.12):

∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
P

(
X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)

)
=

∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
p̃i(y)

.
= E [Lδ(Y |z)] ,

where the relative equality was given in (C.8). Consider now the term (C.13).
Keeping in mind that different codewords X̃(i1) and X̃(i2) are picked indepen-
dently from Tδ(X), we obtain

∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

P
(
{X̃(i1),y) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)}

∩ {X̃(i2),y) ∈ Tδ(X|y, z)}
)

=
∑

y∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

p̃i1(y)p̃i2(y)

≤ a2Tδ3b(b− 1)
(
c2Tδ1

)2

≤ ab2c22T (2δ1+δ3),

where

a , 2TH(Y |Z),

b , 2TR̃,

c , 2−TI(X;Y,Z).
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Let us now consider (C.15):
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

P
(
{X̃(i1) ∈ Tδ(X|y1, z)}

∩ {X̃(i2) ∈ Tδ(X|y2, z)}
)

=
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i1∈I

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

p̃i1(y1)p̃i2(y2)

=
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i1∈I
p̃i1(y1)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i2∈I
i2 6=i1

p̃i2(y2)

≤ E [Lδ(Y |z)]2 .

The computation of (C.14) is more involved. We can write

1

|Tδ(Y |z)| − 1

∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i∈I
I{{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y2,z)}}

=
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

1

|Tδ(Y |z)| − 1
I{{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y2,z)}}

(a)
=

∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
EY2

[

I{{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|Y2,z)}}

]

=
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
PY2

(

{X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y1, z)} ∩ {X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|Y2, z)}
)

=
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
PY2(X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y1, z))

PY2(X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|Y2, z)|X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y1, z))

=
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}PY2(Y2 ∈ Tδ(Y |X̃(i), z)|X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y1, z))

=
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}

|Tδ(Y |X̃(i), z)| − 1

|Tδ(Y |z)| − 1

(b)

≤
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}

|Tδ(Y |X̃(i), z)|
(1/2)|Tδ(Y |z)|

≤ 2
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}

2TH(Y |X,Z)

2TH(Y |Z)
2T (δ2+δ3)

= 2
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
I{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}2

−TI(X;Y |Z)2T (δ2+δ3),

where in (a), we have defined the random variable Y2 to be a sequence cho-
sen uniformly from Tδ(Y |z) \ {y1} (and independent of everything else). In
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(b) we assumed that |Tδ(Y |z)| ≥ 2 and hence, |Tδ(Y |z)| − 1 is larger than
(1/2)|Tδ(Y |z)|. Taking the expectation over all random codebooks yields:

E
[ ∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

y2∈Tδ(Y |z)
y2 6=y1

∑

i∈I
I{{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y1,z)}∩{X̃(i)∈Tδ(X|y2,z)}}

]

≤ 2(|Tδ(Y |z)| − 1)
∑

y1∈Tδ(Y |z)

∑

i∈I
P(X̃(i) ∈ Tδ(X|y1, z))2−TI(X;Y |Z)2T (δ2+δ3)

≤ 2(a2Tδ3 − 1)a2Tδ3bc2Tδ12−TI(X;Y |Z)2T (δ2+δ3)

≤ 2a2bc2−TI(X;Y |Z)2T (δ1+δ2+3δ3).

Combining the four terms (C.12) to (C.15), we obtain

E
[
Lδ(Y |z)2

]
≤ E [Lδ(Y |z)] + ab2c22T (2δ1+δ3)

+ E [Lδ(Y |z)]2 + 2a2bc2−TI(X;Y |Z)2T (δ1+δ2+3δ3).

Therefore, the variance of the list size can be bounded as

Var (Lδ(Y |z)) = E
[
Lδ(Y |z)2

]
− E [Lδ(Y |z)]2

≤ E [Lδ(Y |z)] + ab2c22T (2δ1+δ3) + 2a2bc2−TI(X;Y |Z)2T (δ1+δ2+3δ3).

From Chebyshev’s inequality, we obtain

P
(
|Lδ(Y |z) − E [Lδ(Y |z)] | > ǫE [Lδ(Y |z)]

)

≤ Var (Lδ(Y |z))

ǫ2E [Lδ(Y |z)]2

≤ 1

ǫ2E [Lδ(Y |z)]
+
ab2c22T (2δ1+δ3)

ǫ2E [Lδ(Y |z)]2
+

2a2bc2−TI(X;Y |Z)2T (δ1+δ2+3δ3)

ǫ2E [Lδ(Y |z)]2

(a)

≤ 1

ǫ2abc2−T (δ1+δ3)
+

1

ǫ2a2−T (3δ1+2δ3)
+

2

ǫ2bc2TI(X;Y |Z)2−T (2δ1+δ2+4δ3)

=
1

ǫ22T (R̃−I(X;Y,Z)+H(Y |Z)−δ1−δ3)
+

1

ǫ22T (H(Y |Z)−3δ1−2δ3)

+
2

ǫ22T (R̃−I(X;Y,Z)+I(X;Y |Z)−2δ1−δ2−4δ3)

=
1

ǫ22T (R̃−I(X;Z)+H(Y |X,Z)−δ1−δ3)
+

1

ǫ22T (H(Y |Z)−3δ1−2δ3)

+
2

ǫ22T (R̃−I(X;Z)−2δ1−δ2−4δ3)

(b)→ 0,

where (a) is true because from (C.9), E [Lδ(Y |z)] ≥ abc2−Tδ4 and δ4 = δ1 + δ3.
The convergence in (b) happens as T → ∞, because when R̃ > I(X;Z)+2δ1+
δ2 + 4δ3, the first and third denominator above grow exponentially with T . In
addition, when δ satisfies the assumption δ < H(Y |X)

6H(X)+2H(Y |Z)
, the exponent of
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the second denominator is also positive. Hence, all three terms go to zero
exponentially fast with T . This proves the hardening of the list size for R̃ <
I(X;Y, Z) − δ1.

Assume now that R̃ > I(X;Y, Z) + δ1. From (C.10), we get

E [Lδ(Y |z)]
.
= |Tδ(Y |z)|,

which means, by the definition of relative equality, that

E [Lδ(Y |z)]

|Tδ(Y |z)| → 1

as T grows large. On the other hand, from (C.4),

Lδ(Y |z) ≤ |Tδ(Y |z)|,

implying that

E
[
Lδ(Y |z)2

]
≤ E

[
|Tδ(Y |z)|2

]

= |Tδ(Y |z)|2,

because the expectation is over all codebooks. Hence, the variance of the list
size goes to zero with T :

Var (Lδ(Y |z))

|Tδ(Y |z)|2 =
E [Lδ(Y |z)2] − E [Lδ(Y |z)]2

|Tδ(Y |z)|2

≤ |Tδ(Y |z)|2 − E [Lδ(Y |z)]2

|Tδ(Y |z)|2

= 1 −
(

E [Lδ(Y |z)]

|Tδ(Y |z)|

)2

→ 1 − 1 = 0.

This concludes the proof of the size of Lδ(Y |z).

C.1.3 Proof of Lemma 5.4

We consider the following random experiment: C is fixed, and a uniformly
chosen codeword from C is transmitted over the channel. Let X be that random
codeword. From Lemma F.2, it follows that the received sequences (Y,Z) are
highly likely to be jointly typical with X, and therefore, Y ∈ Lδ(Y ) and
Z ∈ Lδ(Z) w.h.p.. Let z be a particular sequence in Lδ(Z). Given that Z = z,
we also have that Y ∈ Lδ(Y |z) w.h.p.. We are looking for the probability
P(Y = y|Z = z), for any given y ∈ Lδ(Y |z).
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We start by computing P(Z = z) for a fixed z ∈ Lδ(Z).

P(Z = z) =
∑

x∈C
P(X = x)P(Z = z|X = x)

δ5=
∑

x∈C
2−TR̃

{
2−TH(Z|X) if z ∈ Tδ(Z|x)
0 otherwise

=
∑

x∈C∩Tδ(X|z)
2−TR̃2−TH(Z|X)

= Lδ(X|z)2−T (R̃+H(Z|X))

{

= 1 if R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1
δ1= 2T (R̃−I(X;Z)) if I(X;Z) + δ1 < R̃ < H(X)

}

2−T (R̃+H(Z|X))

=

{
2−T (R̃+H(Z|X)) if R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1
2−TH(Z) if I(X;Z) + δ1 < R̃ < H(X)

for almost every possible code C, where we defined δ5 , δH(Z|X).
Using this, we compute P(X = x|Z = z) for given x ∈ C and z ∈ Lδ(Z).

When (x, z) are not jointly typical, then this probability is 0. Otherwise,

P(X = x|Z = z) =
P(X = x) P(Z = z|X = x)

P(Z = z)

δ5=
2−TR̃ 2−TH(Z|X)

P(Z = z)
{

δ5= 1 if R̃ < I(X;Z) − δ1
δ1+δ5= 2−T (R̃−I(X;Z)) if I(X;Z) + δ1 < R̃,

(C.16)

The above derivations show that the distribution of Z in Lδ(Z), and the
conditional distribution of X in Lδ(X|z) given Z = z can be made arbitrarily
close to uniform by choosing a small δ.

Assume that R̃ < I(X;Y, Z)−δ1. Then, by Lemma 5.3, Lδ(Y |z) is δ4-close
to the disjoint union

∪x∈Lδ(X|z)Tδ(Y |x, z).

One can show that for a given (x, z), the distribution of Y can be made
arbitrarily close to uniform on Tδ(Y |x, z). From the above derivation, it also
follows that given Z = z, X can be made close to uniformly distributed in
Lδ(X|z). Hence, Y can be made close to uniformly distributed in Lδ(Y |z).

Now, assume that R̃ > I(X;Y, Z)+ δ1. For a fixed jointly typical (x,y, z),
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we compute

P(Y = y|X = x,Z = z) =
P(Y = y,Z = z|X = x)

P(Z = z|X = x)

δ5+δ6=
2−TH(Y,Z|X)

2−TH(Z|X)

= 2T (−H(Z|X)−H(Y |X,Z)+H(Z|X))

= 2−TH(Y |X,Z), (C.17)

where δ6 = δH(Y, Z|X). Then, for jointly typical (y, z), we can compute

P(Y = y|Z = z) =
∑

x∈C
P(X = x|Z = z) P(Y = y|X = x,Z = z)

δ1+2δ5=
∑

x∈Lδ(X|z)
2−T (R̃−I(X;Z)) P(Y = y|X = x,Z = z)

δ5+δ6=
∑

x∈Lδ(X|z)
2−T (R̃−I(X;Z))

{
0 if y /∈ Tδ(Y |x)
2−TH(Y |X,Z) if y ∈ Tδ(Y |x)

=
∑

x∈Lδ(X|y,z)
2−T (R̃−I(X;Z)) 2−TH(Y |X,Z)

=
∣
∣Lδ(X|y, z)

∣
∣2−T (R̃−I(X;Z)) 2−TH(Y |X,Z)

δ1= 2T (R̃−I(X;Y,Z)) 2−T (R̃−I(X;Z)+H(Y |X,Z))

= 2T (−I(X;Y |Z)−H(Y |X,Z))

= 2−TH(Y |Z), (C.18)

where in the (δ1 + 2δ5)-equality we have used (C.16) and the fact that R̃ >
I(X;Y, Z) + δ1 ≥ I(X;Z) + δ1, in the (δ5 + δ6)-equality, we used (C.17), and
in the δ1-equality, we have used Lemma 5.2 with (Y, Z) playing the role of Z.
From (C.18), it follows that P(Y = y|Z = z) is δ̃-close to 2−TH(Y |Z), where
δ̃ = 2δ1 + 3δ5 + δ6 is a scaled version of δ. This concludes the proof.

C.2 Tightness of the Union Bound for

Independent Events

Let {Ei}i=1,...,n be a collection of events. The well-known union bound states
that

P
(

∪ni=1 Ei
)

≤ min
{

1,

n∑

i=1

P(Ei)
}

.
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When the events {Ei}i=1,...,n are independent, then we can also derive the
following lower bound on the probability of the union:

P
(

∪ni=1 Ei
)

= 1 − P
(

∩ni=1 E ci
)

= 1 −
n∏

i=1

(1 −P(Ei))

≥ 1 −
n∏

i=1

exp
(
−P(Ei)

)

= 1 − exp
(

−
n∑

i=1

P(Ei)
)

. (C.19)

As
∑n

i=1 P(Ei) grows large, (C.19) goes to 1, and hence the fraction of the two
bounds goes to 1. This implies that

P
(

∪ni=1 Ei
)
.
= 1,

where “
.
=” denotes relative equality.

As x goes to 0, the slope of 1 − exp(−x) goes to 1, and hence, by the rule

of Bernoulli-De l’Hôpital, 1−exp(−x)
x

→ 1, which implies that

P
(

∪ni=1 Ei
)
.
=

n∑

i=1

P(Ei)

as
∑n

i=1 P(Ei) goes to 0.
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D.1 Proof of Proposition 6.1

Let pQ pX1|Q pX2|Q pU1|X1,Q be given, and consider the random code con-
struction outlined in Section 6.4.1. The additional constraint (6.30) makes
sure that in addition to the error events listed in Section 6.4.1, the expected
probability of the following event goes to zero with T : (u1(i),x2(k),y2,q) ∈
Tδ(U1, X2, Y2, Q) for

• i 6= 1 and k = 1,

where we assumed that (i, j, k) = (1, 1, 1) was transmitted. Hence, if we define
pe , P(i decoded wrongly at Receiver 2), we get

E [pe] ≤ ǫ0,

where ǫ0 > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small. Recall that the expectation is
over the random choice of the codebooks. From Markov’s inequality, we get

P(pe ≥
√
ǫ0) ≤

E [pe]√
ǫ0

≤ ǫ0√
ǫ0

≤ √
ǫ0.

Hence, by choosing ǫ0 arbitrarily small, the randomly chosen code has, with ar-
bitrarily high probability, an arbitrarily small probability of decoding i wrongly
at Receiver 2. Thus, with high probability, the particular code whose existence
was shown in Section 6.4.1 also has this property. Let W1 = (I, J) be the mes-
sage that is transmitted by Transmitter 1. Since X1 is a function of (I, J),

147
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X2 is a function of K, and since Receiver 2 can with high probability decode
(I,K) correctly, Fano’s inequality implies that

H(X1|J,Y2,X2,Q) ≤ Tǫ2 (D.1)

and

H(X1,X2|J,Y2,Q) ≤ Tǫ3, (D.2)

where ǫ2 and ǫ3 go to zero as ǫ0 goes to zero and T grows. We analyze the
equivocation at Receiver 2 about the message J :

H(J |Y2,Q) ≥ H(J |Y2,X2,Q)

≥ I(J ;X1|Y2,X2,Q)

= H(X1|Y2,X2,Q) −H(X1|J,Y2,X2,Q)

(a)

≥ H(X1|Y2,X2,Q) − Tǫ2

= H(X1|X2,Q) − I(X1;Y2|X2,Q) − Tǫ2
(b)

≥ TR1 − Tǫ4 − I(X1;Y2|X2,Q) − Tǫ2
(c)

≥ T
(
R1 − I(X1;Y2|X2, Q) − ǫ2 − ǫ4

)
. (D.3)

In the above derivation, we used (D.1) in (a), and we obtained (b) because
H(X1|X2,Q) = H(X1|Q) ≥ H(X1|Y1,Q) ≥ H(W ) − ǫ4 for some arbitrarily
small ǫ4, where the last step follows from Fano’s inequality. Finally, (c) is
obtained from a local upper bound much like the one used in equation (B.17)
of Appendix B.

We derive a second bound on the equivocation:

H(J |Y2,Q) ≥ I(J ;X1,X2|Y2,Q)

= H(X1,X2|Y2,Q) −H(X1,X2|J,Y2,Q)

≥ H(X1,X2|Q) − I(X1,X2;Y2|Q) − Tǫ3

≥ T (R1 +R2 − I(X1, X2;Y2|Q) − ǫ3 − ǫ5), (D.4)

where all the steps are analogous to (D.3) and ǫ5 is an arbitrarily small con-
stant. Combining (D.3) and (D.4), we obtain

1

T
H(J |Y2,Q) ≥ R1 − min{I(X1;Y2|X2, Q), I(X1, X2;Y2|Q) − R2}

− max{ǫ2 + ǫ4, ǫ3 + ǫ5}
= R1 − B − ǫ1 − max{ǫ2 + ǫ4, ǫ3 + ǫ5},

where we used (6.30) in the last step. This proves the claim of Proposition
6.1.
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D.2 Proof of Theorem 6.4

Assume that (R1, R2, Re) ∈ Re,i(Q,X1, X2, U1) for a given joint distribution p.
First, we choose an auxiliary rate B such that the inequalities (6.14) through
(6.22) given in the proof of Theorem 6.1 are all satisfied. It follows that the
expected probability of all the error events described in that proof can be
made arbitrarily small. This remains true even if we split the index j into a
non-secret part jn of rate A and a secret part js of rate R1 −B−A. The code
construction is the same as before, with j = (js, jn). We fix the rate of the
non-secret message jn to be

A = min
{
I(X1;Y2|U1, X2, Q), I(X1, X2;Y2|U1, Q) − R2

}
− ǫ1,

where ǫ1 > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small. Let J = (Js, Jn), I and K be
the uniformly distributed random messages. The rates of the indices Jn and
K satisfy

A < I(X1;Y2|X2, U1, Q)

R2 < I(X2;Y2|U1, Q)

A+R2 < I(X1, X2;Y2|U1, Q).

It follows from standard arguments that if we assume that a genie makes
the secret message Js and the sequence U1 available to Receiver 2, then the
expected probability (over all randomly generated codes) of wrongly decoding
(Jn, K) at the genie-aided Receiver 2 can be made arbitrarily small. Hence,
there exists a code for which all the error events listed in the proof of Theorem
6.1 have small probability, and in addition, from Fano’s inequality,

H(X1|Js,U1,Y2,X2,Q) ≤ Tǫ2

and

H(X1,X2|Js,U1,Y2,Q) ≤ Tǫ3,

where ǫ2 and ǫ3 go to zero as ǫ1 decreases and T increases. Using these two
inequalities, we obtain bounds on the equivocation of the code:

H(Js|Y2,Q) ≥ H(Js|U1,Y2,X2,Q)

≥ I(Js;X1|U1,Y2,X2,Q)

= H(X1|U1,Y2,X2,Q) −H(X1|Js,U1,Y2,X2,Q)

≥ H(X1|U1,Y2,X2,Q) − Tǫ2

= H(X1|U1,X2,Q) − I(X1;Y2|U1,X2,Q) − Tǫ2

≥ T (R1 −B) − Tǫ4 − I(X1;Y2|U1,X2,Q) − Tǫ2

≥ T
(
R1 − B − I(X1;Y2|U1, X2, Q) − ǫ2 − ǫ4

)
,
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and

H(Js|Y2,Q) ≥ H(Js|U1,Y2,Q)

≥ I(Js;X1,X2|U1,Y2,Q)

= H(X1,X2|U1,Y2,Q) −H(X1,X2|Js,U1,Y2,Q)

≥ H(X1,X2|U1,Q) − I(X1,X2;Y2|U1,Q) − Tǫ3

≥ T (R1 −B +R2 − I(X1, X2;Y2|U1, Q) − ǫ3 − ǫ5),

where all the steps are justified analogously to (D.3) and (D.4) in the previous
section of this appendix. It follows that for the given code,

1

T
H(Js|Y2,Q) ≥ R1 −B

− min
{
I(X1;Y2|U1, X2, Q), I(X1, X2;Y2|U1, Q) −R2

}
− ǫ6,

where ǫ6 = max{ǫ2 + ǫ4, ǫ3 + ǫ5} can be made arbitrarily small by choosing ǫ1
small and T large. Therefore, as long as

Re ≤ R1 − B − min
{
I(X1;Y2|U1, X2, Q), I(X1, X2;Y2|U1, Q) − R2

}
, (D.5)

the equivocation of this code is at least Re − ǫ6. Hence, (R1, R2, Re) ∈ Re if
they satisfy (6.14) through (6.22) and (D.5) for some auxiliary rate B. Note
that (D.5) is an upper bound on B. Now, we combine each lower bound on B
with each upper bound on B exactly as it was done in Section 6.4.1. We find
that an auxiliary rate B that satisfies (6.14) through (6.22) and (D.5) exists
if and only if (R1, R2, Re) satisfy the seven conditions given in Definition 6.7.
This concludes the proof.



From Weak to Strong

Secrecy E
In this section, we outline how a code that provides weak secrecy at rate R
can be turned into a code that provides strong secrecy at the same rate R
using extractors. This technique was introduced by Maurer and Wolf in [29]
and the contents of this appendix are basically a repetition of Section 3.3 in
that publication. There is a small difference, however. In [29], the authors
showed the existence of a new code that uses the given (weak) code several
times to produce a strongly secret key that is shared between S and D. In
our setup, the shared secret between S and D should not be created by the
code, but it should be equal to some message W which is observed by S before
applying the code. To overcome this problem, we use linear extractors that
are in some sense invertible. Thanks to this, the strongly secret message can
be taken to be the output of a source, the inverse of an extractor is applied to
it, and then the procedure described in [29] is used to establish a reliable and
strongly secret estimate of the message at the destination.

E.1 Auxiliary Lemmas

We start by defining what extractors are and stating a theorem that guarantees
their existence. We start by two auxiliary definitions.

Definition E.1 Let X be a discrete random variable, taking values in an al-
phabet X . The min-entropy of X is defined as

H∞(X) , − log max
x∈X

pX(x).

Definition E.2 Let X and Y be discrete random variables, taking values in
the same alphabet X . The variational distance (or statistical distance)
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between X and Y is defined as

d(X, Y ) ,
1

2

∑

x∈X
|pX(x) − pY (x)|.

Definition E.3 A function e : {0, 1}N × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}r is called a seeded
(k′, ǫ′)-extractor if for any random variable X with range X ⊆ {0, 1}N and
min-entropy H∞(X) ≥ k′, the variational distance d([V, e(X, V )], Ud+r) is at
most ǫ′ when V is independent of X and uniformly distributed in {0, 1}d. Here,
Un denotes a random variable uniformly distributed on {0, 1}n.

An important property is that extractors can be applied to a random object X
without knowing its distribution. The only knowledge that is required about
X is a lower bound on its min-entropy.

The following lemma is a special case of Theorem 1 in [37] which guarantees
the existence of linear extractors with parameters chosen in the same way as
in Lemma 8 of [29] in order to suit the strong secrecy proof.

Lemma E.1 For every choice of the parameters N , 0 < k′ < N , ǫ′ > 0 and
ǫ̃ > 0, there are explicit linear (k′, ǫ′)-extractors e : {0, 1}N×{0, 1}d → {0, 1}r,
where d = O

(
(log N

ǫ′
)2

)
and r = k′ − ǫ̃.

Proof: The statement of the lemma follows from Theorem 1 in [37] by setting
k = k′ and m = k − ǫ̃, which yields the desired value of r. To determine the
order of d, we compute the auxiliary parameter γ to be γ = 2k−ǫ̃−1

k−ǫ̃−1
. Hence, as

N grows large, γ converges to 2. It follows that d = O
(
(log N

ǫ′
)2

)
. The linearity

of the extractors can be shown by inspecting the explicit construction provided
in the proof of Theorem 1 in [37]. This observation was also made in [7]. 2

The following lemma is equivalent to Lemma 9 in [29] and follows from
Lemma E.1.

Lemma E.2 Let k′, δ1, δ2 > 0 be constants. Then there exists, for a suf-
ficiently large N , a linear extractor e : {0, 1}N × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}r, where
d ≤ δ1N and r ≥ k′ − δ2N , such that for all random variables X with
X ⊆ {0, 1}N and H∞(X) ≥ k′, we have

H
(
e(X, V )|V

)
≥ r − 2−N

1/2−o(1)

.

The essential point of Lemma E.2 is that the function e does not depend on
the distribution of X, and the output of e is essentially independent of the
seed V and uniformly distributed in {0, 1}r.
Proof: The statement of the lemma follows from Lemma E.1 by set-
ting ǫ′(N) , 2−

√
N/ logN . This yields that for a large enough N , there ex-

ists a (k′, ǫ′)-extractor e, mapping {0, 1}N × {0, 1}d to {0, 1}r. Note that
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d = O
(
(log N

ǫ′
)2

)
, where

(log
N

ǫ′(N)
)2 = (logN +

√
N

logN
)2

= (logN)2 + 2
√
N +

N

(logN)2
.

Hence, for large enough N , d
N

can be made arbitrarily small, and d ≤ δ1N is
satisfied. It is further clear that r ≥ k′ − ǫ̃ ≥ k′ − δ2N for large enough N .
The rest of the proof is the same as for Lemma 9 in [29]. 2

The following lemma relates the conditional min-entropy of a sequence of
i.i.d. random variables to the conditional Shannon entropy of one component
of the sequence. The lemma can be found in [29] (Lemma 6).

Lemma E.3 Let µXZ be the joint probability measure of two random variables
X and Z, where X is discrete and Z is discrete or Gaussian. Let 0 < δ ≤ 1

2

be fixed and let N be an integer. Let X and Z be sequences of length N , with
distribution µNX,Y (·). Let F(δ) be the event that (X,Z) ∈ Aδ(X,Z), where
Aδ(X,Z) is the set of all weakly typical sequences (see e.g. [9]). Then, we
have

P
(
F(δ)

)
→ 0

as N → ∞, and

H∞(X|Z = z,F(δ)) ≥ N(1 − δ)H(X|Z).

The statement of the lemma provided here differs slightly from Lemma 6 in
[29] because the min-entropy is easier to deal with than the Rényi-entropy.
In addition, this version of the lemma is also valid when Z is Gaussian (as
opposed to discrete).
Proof: The fact that (X,Z) are weakly jointly typical with high probability
follows from Theorem 9.2.2 in [9]. The lower bound on the min-entropy is
obtained as follows. The definition of weak typicality implies that for all
x ∈ XN , z ∈ ZN such that (x, z) are jointly typical, we have

pX|Z(x|z) ≤ 2−N(1−δ)H(X|Z).

Hence, we obtain

H∞(X|Z = z,F(δ)) = − log max
x∈A(N)

δ (X|z)
pX|Z(x|z)

≥ − log 2−N(1−δ)H(X|Z)

= N(1 − δ)H(X|Z).

2

We state one last auxiliary lemma before stating and proving the main
lemma of this appendix.
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Lemma E.4 Let X and Q be discrete random variables, and let s > 0. Then
the set of values q ∈ Q for which H∞(X) − H∞(X|Q = q) ≤ log |Q| + s has
probability at least 1 − 2−s.

Proof: We start with the following inequality:

EQ

[
2−H∞(X|Q=Q)

]
=

∑

q∈Q
pQ(q)2−H∞(X|Q=q)

=
∑

q∈Q
pQ(q) max

x∈X
pX|Q(x|q)

=
∑

q∈Q
max
x∈X

pX,Q(x, q)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤pX(x)

≤ |Q|max
x∈X

pX(x)

= |Q|2−H∞(X). (E.1)

Then, using Markov’s inequality, we obtain

PQ(−H∞(X|Q = Q) ≥ log |Q| + s−H∞(X))

= PQ(2−H∞(X|Q=Q) ≥ 2s|Q|2−H∞(X))

≤ EQ

[
2−H∞(X|Q=Q)

]

2s|Q|2−H∞(X)

≤ |Q|2−H∞(X)

2s|Q|2−H∞(X)

= 2−s,

where we used (E.1) in the last inequality. This concludes the proof. 2

E.2 Main Lemma

Lemma E.5 Let a memoryless wireless network or channel be given, and as-
sume that a rate-equivocation pair (R,R − ρ) is weakly achievable over this
network, where ρ ≥ 0 is an arbitrary constant. Then, the secrecy rate R− ρ is
strongly achievable over this network.

Proof: To show that R − ρ is strongly achievable, we proceed as follows.
Let an arbitrary ǭ > 0 be given. We will show that there exists a block
length T̄ and a (T̄ , ǭ)-code of rate at least R− ρ− ǭ and equivocation at least
1
T̄
(H(W̄ ) − ǭ), where W̄ is the secret message.

Since (R,R − ρ) is weakly achievable, we know that for every ǫ > 0 there
exists, for a large enough block length T , a (T, ǫ)-code that achieves rate at
least R − ǫ and equivocation at least R − ρ − ǫ. We run this code M times
over M subsequent blocks of T time-slots. This takes a total of TM uses
of the network channels. Let W (m), Ŵ (m), Y

(m)
D and Y

(m)
E be, respectively,
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the message, the message estimate at D, the sequence of length T received at
D and at E during block m, for m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Note that E can be any
eavesdropper in E . We define

W , (W (1), . . . ,W (M))

Ŵ , (Ŵ (1), . . . , Ŵ (M))

YD , (Y
(1)
D , . . . ,Y

(M)
D )

YE , (Y
(1)
E , . . . ,Y

(M)
E )

to be the tuples that regroup the quantities of all M blocks. Since we use the
same (T, ǫ)-code for each block, we have that for all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M},

H(W (m)) ≥ T (R− ǫ)

and

H(W (m)|Y(m)
E ) ≥ T (R− ρ− ǫ)

for all E ∈ E .

Information reconciliation: Note that the error probability of each block
m satisfies P(W (m) 6= Ŵ (m)) ≤ ǫ. It follows that

P(W = Ŵ ) ≥ (1 − ǫ)M

→ 0

with increasing M . Hence, we have no guarantee that Ŵ equals W with high
probability. The first phase of the protocol proposed in [29], called “informa-
tion reconciliation”, establishes a new estimate W̆ at the destination D such
that P(W̆ 6= W ) ≤ ǫ1, where ǫ1 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing
M large enough. This is done by using a Slepian-Wolf lossless compression
scheme [42] on the i.i.d. sequence (W (m), Ŵ (m)). From Fano’s inequality,
H(W (m)|Ŵ (m)) ≤ ǫ(RT − ǫ) + 1. We know from [42] that it is sufficient to
transmit (1 + ǫ2)MH(W (1)|Ŵ (1)) ≤ (1 + ǫ2)M(ǫ(RT − ǫ) + 1) additional bits
from S to D in order to produce such a new estimate W̆ , where ǫ2 can be made
arbitrarily small by choosing M large enough. Let fSW(W ) be this sequence
of additional bits. We transmit fSW(W ) over the network using a reliable
source-destination code. Such a code exists for all networks considered in this
thesis.

Privacy Amplification: We now describe the second phase of the procedure
introduced in [29]. Assume that for all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, W (m) is uniformly
distributed in {0, 1}T (R−ǫ), then it follows that W is uniformly distributed in
{0, 1}MT (R−ǫ). We would like to show that there exists an extractor which
acts on the random object W and a random seed V and produces a random
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variable W̄ that is uniformly distributed in {0, 1}r, where r can be made
arbitrarily close to MT (R− ρ). Moreover, the conditional entropy of W̄ given
the information at any eavesdropper should be arbitrarily close toH(W̄ ), hence
making W̄ strongly secret. We provide the details hereafter.

Fix any eavesdropper E ∈ E . We apply Lemma E.3 to the sequence of
random variables (W (m),Y

(m)
E )m∈{1,...,M} and obtain that

H∞(W |YE = yE ,F(δ)) ≥M
(
H(W (1)|Y(1)

E ) − δ′)

≥MT (R − ρ− ǫ) −Mδ′,

where δ′ = δH(W (1)|Y(1)
E ) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing δ arbi-

trarily. Furthermore, F(δ) happens with high probability as M grows large.
Fix an arbitrary constant s > 0. By Lemma E.4, we have with probability
1 − 2−s that

H∞
(
W |YE = yE ,F(δ), fSW(W ) = i

)

≥ H∞(W |YE = yE,F(δ)) − log(# possible SW-messages) − s

≥MT (R − ρ− ǫ) −Mδ′ − (1 + ǫ2)(ǫ(RT − ǫ) + 1) − s

= MT
(
R− ρ− ǫ− δ′

T
− (1 + ǫ2)(ǫ(

R

M
− ǫ

MT
) +

1

MT
) − s

MT

)

≥MT (R − ρ− ǫ3), (E.2)

where ǫ3 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing M and T sufficiently large.
This holds for any eavesdropper E ∈ E and any realization of the received
sequence YE of that eavesdropper.

It follows by Lemma E.2 that there is an explicit linear extractor e :
{0, 1}N × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}r with N = MT (R − ǫ), where d ≤ δ1MT (R − ǫ)
and r ≥ k′, where k′ = MT (R − ρ − ǫ3) as given in (E.2). Let us apply the
extractor e to W and to an independent uniform seed V and let W̄ = e(W,V ).
From (E.2) and Lemma E.2, we obtain that

H(W̄ |YE = yE ,F(δ), fSW(W ) = i, V )

≥ r − 2−N
1/2−o(1)

(E.3)

for all E ∈ E and all yE . We send the seed V reliably over the network
together with fSW(W ). To describe V , we need to transmit at most δ1MT (R−
ǫ) additional bits. Let V̂ be the estimate of V produced at the destination
D. Then D can apply the same extractor e to (W̆ , V̂ ), which is equal to
(W,V ) with high probability. Hence, D can correctly reproduce W̄ with high
probability. Since we do not worry about secrecy during the transmission of
the seed V , we must assume that all the eavesdroppers have knowledge of V .
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However, using (E.3), we find that for every E ∈ E ,

H(W̄ |YE, fSW(W ), V )

≥ P(F(δ))
(
r − 2−M

1/2−o(1))
+ P(F(δ))0

≥ (1 − ǫ
(M)
δ )

(
r − 2−M

1/2−o(1))

≥ r − ǫ5,

where ǫ
(M)
δ is as defined in Lemma F.1 in Appendix F, but for the random

variables (W (1),Y
(1)
E ). Since ǫ

(M)
δ goes to zero with M , the constant ǫ5 can be

made arbitrarily small by the choice of M . In addition,

H(W̄ ) ≥ r − 2−M
1/2−o(1) ≥ r − ǫ6,

where ǫ6 can also be made arbitrarily small. This means that W̄ is almost
uniformly distributed in {0, 1}r and H(W̄ |YE, fSW(W ), V ) can be made arbi-
trarily close to H(W̄ ).

Analysis of the number of network uses: We analyze the total number
times the above procedure uses the network. The M repetitions of the (T, ǫ)-
code require MT network uses. For any network that we consider in this thesis,
a certain reliable communication rate between S and D can be guaranteed.
This rate RSD is measured in bits per uses of the network. Hence, to transmit
(fSW(W ), V ) reliably from S to D, we require at most

(1 + ǫ2)M(ǫ(RT − ǫ) + 1) + δ1MT (R − ǫ)

RSD

= MT
((1 + ǫ2)ǫR

RSD

+
(1 + ǫ2)(1 − ǫ2)

TRSD

+
δ1(R− ǫ)

RSD

)

≤MTǫ7

network uses. By choosing M and T sufficiently large, ǫ7 can be made arbi-
trarily small. Hence, the total number of network uses of the scheme is upper
bounded by (1 + ǫ7)MT and can be made arbitrarily close to MT .

Inverting the extractor at S: In [29] it is shown how the procedure de-
scribed above, consisting of information reconciliation followed by privacy am-
plification, can be used to establish a shared, strongly secret key between S
and D. To do so, one selects W uniformly at random from {0, 1}MT (R−ǫ) and
applies the above procedure. The result is a key W̄ that is shared between S
and D and strongly secret with high probability.

For secret communication of a message coming from a given data source,
we slightly modify the procedure. Note that the extractor e whose existence is
given by Lemma E.2 is linear. It follows that for a fixed seed V = v, the pre-
image of w̄ = e(·, v) is of the same size for each possible output w̄ ∈ {0, 1}r.
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Hence, we can “invert” the extractor in the following sense. Let W̄ be the
binary representation of a source message of length r. The source node S
generates a random uniform seed V in {0, 1}d and then selects a sequence W
uniformly at random from the pre-image of e(·, V ) for the output W̄ . Note
that since all possible pre-images of e(·, V ) have the same size, W is uniformly
distributed in {0, 1}N . We then apply the procedure described above to the
sequence W . As a result, the message W̄ is reliably transmitted to D. This
procedure uses the network T̄ , MT (1 + ǫ7) times, where ǫ7 can be made
arbitrarily small. The probability of wrongly reproducing W̄ at D can also be
made arbitrarily small. The communication rate of the procedure is

1

T̄
H(W̄ ) =

r

MT (1 + ǫ7)

≥ R− ρ− ǫ3
1 + ǫ7

≥ R− ρ− ǫ8,

where ǫ8 can be made arbitrarily small. For every eavesdropper, the equivo-
cation rate is

1

T̄
H(W̄ |YE, fSW(W ), V )

≥ 1

T̄
(r − ǫ5)

=
1

T̄
(H(W̄ ) − ǫ5),

where ǫ5 can be made arbitrarily small. Hence, the procedure described in this
proof is a (T̄ , ǭ)-code that strongly achieves secrecy rate R− ρ. 2



Robust Typicality F
In this thesis, we use a variant of strong typicality that was introduced by
Orlitsky and Roche in [35].

Definition F.1 Let x = (x[1], . . . , x[T ]) be a sequence taking values in X T ,
where X is a finite alphabet. The empirical frequency of x ∈ X in x is
defined as

νx(x) ,
1

T
|{t : x[t] = x}|.

Definition F.2 Let X be a random variable taking values in a discrete set
X . Let pX(·) be the probability mass function of X. A sequence x ∈ X T is
robustly δ-typical for 0 < δ < 1 if for all x ∈ X ,

|νx(x) − pX(x)| ≤ δpX(x).

The set of all δ-typical sequences is denoted by Tδ(X). When is clear from the
context which random variable we refer to, we use the short form Tδ.

In this thesis, we often refer to robust δ-typicality simply by “typicality”.
The main advantages of robust typicality compared to strong typicality (see
[11]) are the following. In strong typicality, one needs to state that zero-
probability symbols should not appear in a typical sequence. The notion of
robust typicality already makes sure that this is the case. An even more useful
property of robust typicality is that (x,y) ∈ Tδ(X, Y ) implies x ∈ Tδ(X),
where both typical sets are defined for the same δ. This is not the case for
strong typicality.

Definition F.3 When X is a tuple of random variables, Definition F.2 is still
valid. If two sequences x and y satisfy (x,y) ∈ Tδ, we say that x and y are
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jointly typical. The set of all sequences x that are jointly typical with a fixed
sequence y is denoted by Tδ(X|y).

Note that if (X, Y ) are such that Y = g(X), where g(·) is a deterministic
function, then two sequences (x,y) ∈ Tδ(X, Y ) if and only if x ∈ Tδ(X) and
y = (y[1], . . . , y[T ]) =

(
g(x[1]), . . . , g(x[T ])

)
.

We state a few lemmas that were proved in [35] and that are used in this
thesis.

Lemma F.1 For any given 0 < δ < 1, and a given random variable X, we
have

(1 − ǫ
(T )
δ )2T (1−δ)H(X) ≤ |Tδ(X)| ≤ 2T (1+δ)H(X),

with ǫ
(T )
δ , 2|SX |e−Tδ2µX/3, where we define SX , {x ∈ X : pX(x) > 0} to be

the support of X and µX , minx∈SX
pX(x) to be the smallest non-zero value

of pX(x). Furthermore, if X is a random sequence of length T generated in an
i.i.d. manner from pX(x), then

P(X ∈ Tδ(X)) ≥ 1 − ǫ
(T )
δ .

These facts are given in Lemma 19 and Corollary 2 in [35] and their proofs
can be found there.

Lemma F.2 Let random variables (X, Y ) be given. For any 0 < δ1 < δ2 < 1
and for a fixed x ∈ Tδ1(X), we have

(1 − ǫ
(T )
δ1,δ2

)2T (1−δ2)H(Y |X) ≤ |Tδ2(Y |x)| ≤ 2T (1+δ2)H(Y |X),

where ǫ
(T )
δ1,δ2

= 2|SX,Y |e−
T
3

(δ2−δ1)2

(1+δ1)
µX,Y . Here, SX,Y is the support of (X, Y ) and

µX,Y is the smallest non-zero value of pXY (x, y). Furthermore, if Y is a ran-

dom sequence of length T generated from
∏T

t=1 pY |X(·|x[t]), then

P(Y ∈ Tδ2(Y |x)) ≥ 1 − ǫ
(T )
δ1,δ2

.

These facts are stated and proved in Lemmas 22 and 24 in [35].

Lemma F.3 For all (x,y) ∈ Tδ(X, Y ),

2−T (1+δ)H(Y |X) ≤ pY |X(y|x) ≤ 2−T (1−δ)H(Y |X).

This fact is stated and proved in Lemma 20 in [35].

Lemma F.4 Let random variables (X, Y ) be given. For any 0 < δ1 < δ2 < 1
and for a fixed x ∈ Tδ1(X), we have the following. If Y′ is a random sequence
of length T generated from pY (·)T independently of the value of x, then

(1 − ǫ
(T )
δ1,δ2

)2−T (I(X;Y )+2δ2H(Y )) ≤ P(Y ∈ Tδ2(Y |x)) ≤ 2−T (I(X;Y )−2δ2H(Y )),

where ǫ
(T )
δ1,δ2

is defined in Lemma F.2.

This fact and its proof can be found as Lemma 25 in [35].
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